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PREFACE 

It was partly in the spirit of scientific curiosity and partly 

for the practical purpose of supplying the University of ~ ichi ta com

mittee on student services with data it i:vas seeking that I undertook 

this study of student problems . These two attitudes worked -vrell 

together , each augmenting the other . 

Several acknowledgments are due here . I am particularly indebted 

to Dr . David T. Herman, vho supervised the study, and to Dr . Robert 

Hamilton, who advised on statistical treatment of the data. I 

appreciate the cooperati on of the Office of Student Services and the 

ad'1.inistrative staff of the University in allowing the admi nistration 

of the problem check list to be a University project , thus assuring 

the student cooperation necessary to the success of the study. I am 

grateful to the English department for so graci ously sending t hei r 

freshman English classes to fill out the check lists in place of 

regular class work for the hour . Lastly, but not least, I do apprec

iate the splendid cooperation of the students 1i ho part i cip2.ted in the 

project . 

Jessie - atson Bing 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Plan of the Study 

The plan of the study was to obtain data on the problems of col

lege students for these purposes: (a) To execute the major research 

project of relating problems to other variables; (b) to make available 

to administrative, counseling and teaching staffs an organized mass of 

data that might point to needs in curriculum, teaching procedures and 

student servi ces, and (c) to point out specific problems that would 

lend themselves to further research. 

A number of similar studies have been made in recent years , using 

the Mooney Problem Check List . It is the only standardized instrument 

in the field giving such a comprehensive coverage of problems . 

Description of the Mooney Problem Check List 

The Mooney _Problem Check.List was developed at Ohio State Univer

sity by Ross L. Mooney in collaboration rith Leonard V. Gordon and other 

associates . For use in schools there are three forms, College, High 

School and Junior High School. Mooney also produced an Adult form, and 

adaptations of his check list have been made in a Rural Youth form and 

a School of Nursing form . 

The College form, which was used in the present study, is a list 

of 330 items frequently found to be problems of college students . There 

are 30 items in each of these 11 areas: 

Health and Physical Development (HPD) 
Finances, Living Conditions and Employment (FLE) 
Social and Recreational Activities (SRA.) 
Social-Psychological Relations (SPR) 
Personal- Psychological Relations (PPR) 
Courtship, Sex and Marriage ( CS_i ) 
Home and Fainily (HF) 
11 or al s and Religion (Im) 
Adjustment to College fork (ACW) 
The Future: Vocational and Educational (FVE) 
Curriculu..~ and Teaching Procedure (CTP) 

1 
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Instructions printed on the first page of the check list booklet 

direct the student to r ead the list and underline items that suggest 

troubles, difficulties, vrorries of concern to him. Then he is instructed 

to read over the items he ha s underlined and check those of most concern 

to hi11 . As a third step he is to ·write out answers to some questi ons on 

the back of the sheet, giving his reactions to the check list, su.rnmariz

ing h:.s r roble:ms, and stating 1mether he would l~ke to talk over his 

problems with someone . 

The Mooney Problem Check List is not a test. It :.s not intended 

to yield a score of any sort . l or is i t an indirect ·way of getting at 

hidden problens . It deals wholly with rirhat students recognize and ad"!lit 

to be thei r problems . 

As an adninistrator and educational and psychological counselor, 

Mooney felt the need for more efficient group methods of identi fying 

problems and began exploring the possi bilities of a check list ap roach 

in surveys of students in school and young people in communities . His 

earlier explor2_tory work was done with high school group s . Publicat i on 

of the vari ous forms began early i n the 1940 ' s, and research on the valid

ity and reliability of these l ists was carried on and revisions made 

through that decade . These and additi onal studies resulted in the publi

cation in 19SO of revised College, Bi gh School and Junior High School 

forns nm i n use . 

The i terns for t he pre-1950 editions of the various forms vrere se

lected and developed from a master list of ~ore than 5, 000 items from 

the follovring sources (15) . 

1 . Experience of the author as counselor and administrator 
2. Analysis of case records and counsel ing interviews 

vr.i.th school and college students . 
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J . Review of the literature on student problems 
4. Analysis of paragraphs 11ritten by 4 , 000 high school 

students describing their · ersonal problers 
5. Intensive analyses of.expressed problens of 250 stu

dents in grades 7 through 12 
6. Review of 5, 000 cards itenizing the 11personal- educa

t ional11 needs expressed by 9.50 students in grades 6, 9, 12 
7. Other miscellaneous sources 

Selection and phrasing of the items in the problem check lists were 

based on these criteria (15). The items were to be : 

1. In the language of the students; 
2. Short enough for rapid reading; 
3. Self- sufficient as individual phrases; 
4. Cor.nnon enough to be c.:1ecked frequently in large groups 

of students , or serious enough to be important in an individual 
case; 

5. Graduated in seriousness from relatively minor diffi
culties to major concerns; 

6. Vague enough in "touchy" spots to enable the student 
to check the item and still feel that he can hide his specific 
problems in l ater conferences if he chooses to do so; 

7. Centered within the student ' s mm personal orientation 
rather than in general social orientation; 

8. So stated that , TJhenever possible, they would elicit 
a naive , rapid feeling res; onse . 

Pages 2, 3 and 4 of the College form booklet, 1950 revision, are 

given here as Figure 1. These pa0 es contain the complet e list of ite::is . 

In the booklet these three pages are on one side of a continuous sheet 

of paper . The reader will observe that the items are arranged in 

groups of five , but nunbered individually in their vertical arrangement . 

The horizontal arrangement groups tne items into areas , as indicated on 

the right side of page 4 of the booklet . By considering the groups hori

zontally a count of the i terns checked in each area can be made . Also 

the area grouping facilitates the counselor's use of the list . But the 

student filling out the list reads the items in their vert i cal order and 

is expected to be unaware of their grouping into areas . This approach 

for the student was planned to give maximum notivation (5) to consider 

each item individually. 



.rirsl ;:,1ep: neao 1ne ns1 ,s1ow1y, ano,.Jas you come 10 a proo1em wn1cn 1rouo1es you, unoernne u. 
Ptzge 2 

1. Feeling tired much of the time 56. Not as strong and heaithy as I should be 
2. Being underweight 57. Allergies (hay fever, asthma, hives, etc.) 
3. Being overweight 58. Occasional pressure and pain in my head 
4. Not getting enough exercise 59. Gradually losing weight 
5. Not getting enough sleep 60. Not getting enough outdoor air and sunshine 

6. Too little money for clothes 61. Going in debt for college expenses 
7. Rec~iving too little help from home 62. Going through school on too little money 
8. Having less money than my friends 63. Graduation threatened by lack of funds 
9. Managing my finances poorly 64. Needing money for graduate training 

10. Needing a part-time job now 65. Too many financial problems 

11. Not enough time for recreation 66. Not living a well-rounded life 
12. Too little chance to get into sports 67. Not using my leisure time well 
13. Too little chance to enjoy art or music 68. Wanting to improve myself culturally 
14. Too little chance to enjoy radio or television 69. Wanting to improve my mind 
15. Too little time to myself 70. Wanting more chance for self-expression 

16. Being timid or shy 71. wanting a more pleasing personality 
17. Being too easily embarr.assed 72. Losing friends 
18. Being ill at ease with other people 73. Wanting to be more popular 
19. Having no close friends in college 74. Being left out of things 
20. Missing someone back home 75. Having feelings of extreme loneliness 

21. Taking things too seriously 76. Moodiness, "having the blues" 
22. Worrying about unimportant things 77. Failing in so many things I try to do 
23. Nervousness 78. Too easily discouraged 
24. Getting excited too easily 79. Having bad luck 
25. Finding it difficult to relax 80. Sometimes wishing I'd never been born 

26. Too few dates 81. Afraid of losing the one I love 
27. Not meeting anyone I like to date 82. Loving someone who doesn't love me 
28. No suitable places to go on dates 83. Too inhibited in sex matters 
29. Deciding whether to go steady 84. Afraid of close contact with the opposite sex 
30. Going with someone my family won't accept 85. Wondering if I'll ever find a suitable mate 

31. Being criticized by my parents 86. Parents separated or divorced 
32. Mother 87. Parents having a hard time of it 
33'. Father 88. Worried about a member of my family 
34. Sickness in the family 89. Father or mother not living 
35. Parents sacrificing too much for me 90. Feeling I don't really have a home 

36. Not going to church often enough 91. Differing from my family in religious beliefs 
37. Dissatisfied with church services 92. Failing to see the relation of religion to life 
38. Having beliefs that differ from my church 93. Don't know what to believe about God 
39. Losing my earlier religious faith 94. Science conflicting with my religion 
40. Doubting the value of worship and prayer 95. Needing a philosophy of life 

41. Not knowing how to study effectively 96. Forgetting things I've learned in school 
42. Easily distracted from my work 97. Getting low grades 
43. Not planning my work ahead 98. Weak in writing 
44. Having a poor background for some subjects 99. Weak in spelling or grammar 
45. Inadequate high school training 100. Slow in reading 

46. Restless at delay in starting life work 101. Unable to enter desired vocation 
47. Doubting wisdom of my vocational choice 102. Enrolled in the wrong curriculum 
48. Family opposing my choice of ~ocation 103. Wanting to change to another college 
49. Purpose in going to college not clear 104. Wanting part-time experience in my field 
50. Doubting the value of a college degree 105. Doubting college prepares me for working 

51. Hard to study .in living quarters 106. College too indifferent to student needs 
52. No suitable place to study on campus 107. Dull classes 
53. Teachers too hard to understand 108. Too many poor teachers 
54. Textbooks too hard to understand 109. Teachers lacking grasp of subject matter 
55. Difficulty in getting required books llO. Teachers lacking personality 

~ 

Figure 1 



ll l. Poor posture 
ll2. Poor complexion or skin trouble 
113. Too short 
ll 4. Too tall 
115. Not very attractive physically 

ll6. Needing money for better health care 
117. Needing to watch every penny I spend 
118. Family worried about finances 
119. Disliking financial dependence on others 
120. Financially unable to get married 

121. Awkward in meeting people 
122. Awkward in making a date 
123. Slow in getting acquainted with people 
124. In too few student activities 
125. Boring week ends 

126. Feelings too easily hurt 
127. Being talked about 
128. Being watched by other people 
129. Worrying how I impress people 
130. Feeling inferior 

131. Unhappy too much of the time 
132. Having memories of an unhappy childhood . 
133. Daydreaming 
134. Forgetting things 
135. Having a certain nervous habit 

138. Being in love 
137. Deciding whether I'm in love 
138. Deciding whether to become engaged 
139. Wondering if I really know my prospective mate 
140. Being in love with someone I can't marry 

141. Friends not welcomed at home 
142. Home life unhappy 
143. Family quarrels 
144. Not getting along with a member of my family 
145. Irritated by habits of a member of my family 

146. 
147. 
148. 
149. 
150. 

151. 
152. 
153. 
154. 
155. 

156. 
157. 
158. 
159. 
160. 

161. 
162. 
163. 
164. 
165. 

Parents old-fashioned in their ideas 
Missing spiritual elements in college life 
Troubled by lack of religion in others 
Affected by racial or religious prejudice 
In love with someone of a different race or religion 

Not spending enough time in study 
Having too many outside interests 
Trouble organizing term papers 
Trouble in outlining or note-taking 
Trouble with oral reports 

W onderir~g if I'll be successful in life 
Needing to plan ahead for the future 
Not knowing what I really want 
Trying to combine marriage and a career 
Concerned about military service 

Not having a good college adviser 
Not getting individual help from teachers 
Not enough chances to talk to teachers 
Teachers lacking interest in students 
Teachers not considerate of students' feelings 

Page 3 

166. Frequent sore throat 
167. Frequent colds 
168. Nose or sinus trouble 
169. Speech handicap .( stuttering, etc.) 
170. Weak eyes 

171. Working late at night on a job· 
172. Living in an inconvenient location 
173. Transportation or commuting difficulty 
17 4. Lacking privacy in living quarters 
175. Having no place to entertain friends 

176. Wanting to learn how to dance 
177. Wanting to learn how to entertain 
178. Wanting to improve my appearance 
179. Wanting to improve my manners or etiquette 
180. Trouble in keeping a conversation going 

181. Being too envious or jealous 
182. Being stubborn or obstinate 
183. Getting into arguments 
184. Speaking or acting without thinking 
185. Sometimes acting childish or immature 

186. Losing my temper 
187. Being careless 
188. Being lazy 
189. Tending to exaggerate too· much 
190. Not taldng things seriously enough 

191. Embarrassed by talk about sex 
192. Disturbed by ideas of sexual acts 
193. Needing information about sex matters 
194. Sexual needs unsatisfied 
195. Wondering how far to go with the opposite sex 

196. Unable to ruscuss certain problems at home 
197. Cla·sh of opinion between me and parents 
198. Talking back to my parents 
199. Parents expecting too much of me 
200. Carrying heavy home responsibilities 

201. 
202. 
203. 
204. 
205. 

206. 
207. 
208. 
209. 
210. 

211. 
212. 
213. 
214. 
215. 

216-. 
217. 
218. 
219. 
220. 

Wanting more chances for religious worship 
Wanting to understand more about the Bible 
Wanting to feel close to God 
Confused in some of my religious beliefs 
Confused on some moral questions 

Not getting studies done on time 
Unable to concentrate well 
Unable to express myself well in words 
Vocabulary too limited _J 
Afraid to speak up in class discussions -"i 
Wondering whether further education is worthwhile 
Not knowing where I belong in the world 
Needing to decide on an occupation 
Needing information about occupations 
Needing to know my vocational abilities 

Classes too large . 
Not enough class discussiqn 
Classes run too much like high school 
Too much work required in some courses 
Teachers too theoretical 

Figure I continued 
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Cir: I Tot. 
HPD 

221. Frequent headaches 276. Having considerable trouble with my teeth 
222. Menstrual or female disorders 277. Trouble with my hearing 
223. Sometimes feeling faint or dizzy 278. Trouble with my feet 
224. Trouble with digestion or elimination 279. Bothered by a physical handicap 
225. Glandular disorders ( thyroid, lymph, etc.) 280. Needing medical advice 

226. Not getting satisfactory diet 281. Needing a job during vacations 
227. Tiring of the same meals all the time 282. Working for all my expenses 
228. Too little money for recreation 283. Doing more outside work than is good for me 
229. No steady income 284. Getting low wages . 
230. Unsure of my future financial support 285. Dissatisfied with my present job 

231. Lacking skill in sports and games 286. Too little chance to do what I want to do 
232. Too little chance to enjoy nature 287. Too little social life 
233. Too little chance to pursue a hobby 288. Too much social life 
234. Too little chance to read what I like 289. Nothing interesting to do in vacations 
235. Wanting more worthwhile discussions with people 290. Wanting very much to travel 

236. Disliking someone 291. Too self-centered 
237. Being disliked by someone 292. Hurting other people's feelings 
238. Feeling that no one understands me 293. Avoiding someone I don't like 
239. Having no one to tell my troubles to 294. Too easily led by other people 
240. Finding it hard to talk about my troubles 295. Lacking leadership ability 

241. Afraid of making mistakes 296. Too many personal problems 
242. Can't make up my mind about things 297. Too easily moved to tears 
243. Lacking self-confidence 298. Bothered by bad dreams 
244. Can't forget an unpleasant experience. 299. Sometimes bothered by thoughts of insanity 
245. Feeling life has given me a "raw deal" 300. Thoughts of suicide 

246. Disappointment in a love affair 301. Thinking too much about sex matters 
247. Girl friend 302. Too easily aroused sexually 
248. Boy friend 303. Having to wait too long to get married 
249. Breaking up a love affair 304. Needing advice about marriage 
250. Wondering if I'll ever get married 305. Wondering if my marriage will succeed 

251. Not telling parents everything 306. Wanting love and affection 
252. Being treated like a child at home 307. Getting home too seldom 
253. Being an only child 308. Living at home, or too close to home 
254. Parents making too many decisions for me 309. Relatives interfering with family affairs 
255. Wanting more freedom at home 310. Wishing I had a different family background 

MR 
256. Sometimes lying without me~ming to 311. Sometimes not being as honest as I should be 
257. Pretending to be something I'm not 312. Having a troubled or guilty conscience 
258. Having a certain bad habit 313. Can't forget some mistakes I've made ( 259. Unable to break a bad habit 314. Giving in to temptations 
260. Getting into serious trouble 315. Lacking self-control 

ACW 

261. Worrying about examinations 316. Not having a well-planned college program 
262. Slow with theories and abstractions 317. Not really interested in books 
263. Weak in logical reasoning 318. Poor memory 
264. Not smart enough in scholastic ways 319. Slow in mathematics 
265. Fearing failure in college 320. Needing a vacation from school 

FVE 

266. Deciding whether to leave college for a job 321. Afraid of unemployment after graduation 
267. Doubting I can get a job in my chosen vocation 322. Not knowing how to look for a job 
268. Wanting advice on next steps after college 323. Lacking necessary experience for a job 
269. Choosing course to take next term 324. · Not reaching the goal I've set for myself 
270. Choosing best cour-ses to prepare for a job 325. Wanting to quit college 

CTP 

271. Some courses poorly organized 326. Grades unfair as measures of ability I 
272. Courses too unrelated to each other 327. Unfair tests 
273. Too many rules and regulations 328. Campus activities poorly co-ordinated 
274. Unable to take courses I want 329. Campus lacking in school spirit 
275. · Forced to take courses I don't like 330. Campus lacking in recreational facilities 

TOTAL ...• 

Second Step: Look back over the items you ha~e underlined ·and circle the Third Step: Pages 5 and 6 
numbers in front of the problems which are troubling you most. Figure 1 continued 
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Page 1 of the booklet contains a form for the student to give ident

ifying information about himself, and directions for filling out the 

check list . The other t wo pages of the booklet contain the following 

questions , vci. th spaces for answering them. 

1 . Do you feel that the items you have marked on the 
list give a well- rounded picture of your problems? Yes . 

No. If any additional i terns or explanations are desired, 
please indicate them here . 

2. How· would you summarize your chi ef problems in your 
own words? Write a brief su..rrunary. 

3. Whether you have or have not enjoyed filling out the 
list, do you think it vms worth doing? Yes . lo . Could 
you explain your reaction? 

4. If the opportunity were offered, would you like to 
talk over any of these problems Tdth someone on the college 
staff? Yes . No . If so , do you know the particular 
person(s) ·with whomyou would like to have these talks? 

Related ·studies 

Another attempt, still in the experimental stage, to set up a 

comprehensive inventory of student problems is that of Benjamin Shimberg 

(17) of the U. S. Public Health Service . He based his inventory on a 

study of 12,000 high school student s . He has developed a "basic diffi

culty" key for experimental use . But no college form has been reported. 

A nu:nber of studies have been based on the Mooney Problem Check List 

in its several forms . Some of those based on the College fo rm will be 

discussed here . Those that pre- dated Mooney 1 s 1950 revision used an 

earlier editi on. 

H. G. Entwistle (3) worked out a slight modification of Mooney ' s 

College form to adapt it to a population of male veterans who were Ohio 

State Univer sity students and were living in the 11 G. I . Village 11 there in 

1948 . He corapared the problems of 100 single and 100 married veterans . 

Of t he 330 items the average numb.er considered problems by the single 

veterans was 25 . 75; serious problems , 7 .50; range in number of problems, 

2 to 111; range for serious problems, 0 to 46 . Married veterans: Average 
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number of problems , 19. 99; serious , 5.44; range , 0 to 56 problems; 

range for seri ous , 0 to 23 , with 12 per cent h 2ving no serious problems . 

It would appear t hat the married men had fe-vrer proble.-rns than the single 

men. However, sone of the r.18.rried veterans nade the criticism t hat not 

enough of the i tems were applicable to men with families of their ovm. 

As one of the projects in the course of developing his probla~ 

check list ... ooney (14 ) administered .:. t to 171 fresh.man women students 

in dormitories at Ohio State University. The dean of wo::nen used the 

results to help the students contact services needed. ,ost of these 

services were already provided by t he University. Thus the check list 

served as an instrument in making the contacts . 

As a study of the val i dity of the Mooney Problem Check Li st Gordon 

(4) acL'TI.inistered it t wice to the same group, with a nine- day interval , 

and co:npared the difference in individual results vrith an independent 

measure of changes in problems during that time. His subjects were me'TI.

ber s of five secti ons of a course in beginning psychology at Ohio State 

University, vJhich he considered a good cross- s ection of undergraduate 

students . A~er the check lists h ad been filled out t he second time and 

collected he distributed a form on v.rhich t hey Yrere a sked to indic ate 

1~nether any of their problems had been so l ved in t he p s t nine days and 

whether any ne v problems had arisen during that time; if so , to state 

t hem. The change of problems indep endently stated was indi c ated on the 

check list 97 . 8 per cent of t h e t ime . The author concluded, "The .1ooney 

Probla~ Ch eck Li st , College Forn, is h i hly successful in reflecting 

problem changes that the individual i s ril ling to acirn .. i. t." 

Nora A. Congdon (2) used t he [ooney Problem Check List to obtain 

data on the extent to ·vrhich t he freshman orientation program· was meeting 
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problems of first-year students at Colorado State College. She ad.min

istered the check list to 190 freshmen in the five orientation classes 

ten days after the beginning of the fall cuart er in October , 1942, and 

to the saJ11.e group a second time ten 1''feeks later, in December . Tvrenty

four per cent fewer problems rrere reported in December than in October. 

The only. area to show an increase ·was Curriculum and Teaching Proced

ures , with a 41 per cent ju.mp upward. Adjustment to College -. ork had 

the greatest decrease, 36 per cent; Fina..~ces , Living Conditions, arrl 

Employment , the smallest , 12 per cent. 

The study included a comparison of the problems of men and of women . 

In October the women checked, on the average, 20 . 8 problems each , in 

Decel __ ber 15 . 8 problerils , a decrease of 5 . 0 problems . The corresponding 

figures for the men are 15 .4, 11.6 and J .8. Six problems 'rere checked 

by over 20· per cent of the vromen both in October and in Dece~ber . Except 

for one or tvro , these had to do 1vi th personal adjustment . Only one 

probleri dealt specifically with the educ~tional side of college life, 

"Worrying about examinations . n 11 Concerned about "':1.ilitary service" was 

the only problem checked by nore than 20 per cent of the ~en both in 

October and in Decenber . 

Congdon concluded: These data nould indicate t hat , if student needs 

are to be adequately met, it might be wise to have a different orienta

tion course for . en and women or at least to give special help t o girls 

in personal and social adjusb1ent . 

She correlated nu_~ber of problems in the Adjustment to College Work 

area Yrith grades for t he fall quarter and ~Jith intelligence (using 

percentile rating in A.C.E. Psychologic 2l exa~inations as the intelli

gence score) . The findings were : No relationship between number of 
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problems in this area and intelligence; low negative co r!!elation between 

number of problems and grades . 

A student personnel colJI!littee at Illinois State Normal University 

administered the Mooney Problen Check List to 404 freshmen in the 

autUDn of 1942 as the basis of a very thorough study of student problems 

and a critical appraisal of how the University was meeting them. It was 

reported by V.M. Houston and S. S. 1 arzolf (9) , who directed the study. 

They found the average number of items considered problems by a 

student was 18 . 7 and the averc:-.ge number of serious problems , 5. 8. There 

were no sex differences in number of problems . Items ranking highest 

in frequency for both categories were concerned with academic success , 

personality inprovement and military service . Adjustment to College 

ork was the area ranking highest , and Morals and Religion w-0s lowest . 

Forty students in need of imrnedi2te help were identified and coun

seled. Presentation of the findings before the faculty resulted in 

many profitable generalizations on teaching procedures . The check lists 

were filed in the registrar ' s office and ~ade available to all faculty 

members . 

Some prevalent problems were handled by group approach--as budgeting 

tine , choice of extra- curricular activities and professional attitudes . 

Students vn.th weak backgrounds in grammar, spelling, writing , and 

mathematics were contacted for non-credit remedial work. 

A large f aculty comnittee was ap-.,ointed to make a survey to deter

mine steps to be taken to effect maximum personal gro1rth and development 

of the students . They made an exhaust ive analysis of the check lists . 

In the area of Health and Physical Development they checked against 

findings of the physical examinations and had the joint findings scrutinized 
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by consulting psychologi sts . 

Finally the student personnel committee made t vro lists: 
I 

1 . Changes desirable to ef fect in students (from t he 
stand oi nt of maki ng them good teachers); 

2. Changes which should be made in teaching procedures 
and ad~inistrati ve practices . Examples: 

(a )The need to mclce clear the purpose of each course 
and how it will contribute professi onally; 

(b) Emphasis on special study methods for different 
fields; 

(c) Indi vidual counseling by proper administrative 
authorities of teachers who are sarcast ic or intir.ri.dating . 

It was noted that the most significant findings were individual 

patterns of problems . About three years later Marzolf pursued the angle 

of individual patterns further , t his time in conjunct i on v,ri. th Arthur H. 

Larsen (11) . They adrrinist ered t he check list to 20S upperclassnen in 

Illinois State Normal University. They studied the results statistically 

to illustrate how syndromes may be conceived in terms of factor analysis . 

Extensive data were compiled and interpreted in still another study 

at Illinois State Nomal Uni versity, m2.de by F:V. Hibler and A.H. Larsen 

(8) . They administered the l~ooney Problem Check List to 110 juniors and 

94 seniors and co:npared t heir r esults with those obtained from freshJnen 

in the same university the previous ·autu.rnn, in the student personnel 

committee project discussed previ ously. 

Recognizing a difference betvreen a stated problem and the actual 

conflict i n the l ife of t he individual , t hey found evidence that freshmen 

sho~ed nore gener alized feeli ng of diff iculty in adjusting to college 

environment, while juniors and seniors showed more specif ic identifica

tion of problems to be solved. 

To deter111ine the relative merit of problems t hat vrere merely under

lined and t hose that were circled (the recheck for i tems of most concern) 
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they compared the data from a large number of these students individually 

with information obtained from counseling and other clinical methods . 

One of the authors had a large nUDber of the subjects of this study i..~ 

his mental hygiene classes . He required them to write careful analytical 

autobiographies . Later he discussed these autobiographies with many of 

the students individually. As director of the student mental health 

service he had opportunity to study the most serious deviates in terms 

of their stated problems and actual confli cts . One part of their study 

was to combine the frequencies of the underlined and of the circled items 

into a Z- score . A SUI'll1lary of their conclusions follows . 

1 . Underlined items tend to be irritations more than 
major problems . 

2. Circled items have been more diagnosti c, both in 
screening and in indic ating areas . 

3. Combination of items by Z- score technique does not 
appear to offer any advantages over consi deration of serious 
problems by themselves . 

4. No particular pattern was discovered which is typical 
of cases th~t may prove serious . 

Even though not statistical, the foregoing study seems to be one of 

the most convincing checks on the validity of the Mooney Problem Check 

List . The authors stated that their method -vras not statistical, but de

f ended it by saying that application of statistics would confuse the 

issue , t hat each student must be studied individually, the data on his 

list being checked by a study of his problems by other clinical methods . 

Purdue University ' s committee on student guidance and selection 

conducted a study (16) in the spri ng of 1950 to determine the value of 

Mooney ' s check list as an aid to 11 spotting" students . in need of guidance . 

Chairmaned by R.R. Ryder , this conunittee gave the check list to 279 

students in educational psychology classes , including 126 women and 153 

men, for the 'TI.Ost part i n sophomore or junior year , the majority of them 
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prospective teachers . They used these criteria in selecting students 

for guidance: (a) Response to Questi on 5; (b) nu_mber of problems marked; 

(c) number of problems marked in areas; (d) responses to particular prob-

lems . They considered that students whose total nu.mber of problems fall 

in either the upper or the lower quarter of distribution may need coun

seling . They theorized that "among students in the lower quarter there 

are likely to be some who ' clamp the lid on too tight ' and need help in 

learning how to express themselves and help themselves . " 

In a more recent study (1), made at the University of Visconsin, 

night students 1-rere compared ·with day students in the matter of problem 

frequency. L. P. Blum, B.A. Sullivan and J . D. 0 1Dea conducted the study. 

They administered the Mooney Problem Check List to 85 day students and 

to 85 night students . The night students underlined a total of 1, 695 

items and marked 682 of these as serious concerns . Comparable figures 

for the day students are 2,149 211d 743 . The median age of the day 

students used was 18 years, . while the median age of the night students 

was betvreen 26 and 30 years . It Tvas concluded that t he night students 

had a lesser number of problems because of greater naturity. 
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II . COLLECTING THE DATA 

The general nature of the problem was described in the introduction. 

A more detailed statement will be given here . 

Statement of the Problem 

Within the framework provided by the Mooney Problem Check List and 

certain additional data we have sought to determine by grouped data 

obtained from a sampli ng of University of ichita students : 

1 . The comparative frequency with which 11major11 and 11minor11 con

cerns are indicated by men and wonen students in the various problem 

areas . 

2 . A comparison of the app arent relative im~ortance of specific 

problem areas . 

3. An analysis of the specific items t hat the male and the female 

students indicate within each problem area . 

4. Analysis and limited cons j deration of certain other variables 

1vb.ich appear within the data, including : 

(a) Comparison of class frequencies; 

(b) Comparison of students of college parentage Yr.i.th students of 

non- college p entage; 

(c ) Comparison of number of problems of Negroes with problem fre

, quencies in the main sample . 

5. Summary of comnents written by students about the check list and 

their own problems . 

Procedure 

The study was initiated in the spring of 1952 at the University of 

Wichita. It was decided to administer the Mooney Problem Check List , 

College Form, before the close of the spring semester to as l arge a 



sample of freshmen as could be obtained, and in the fall to the entering 

class of freshmen. A beginning-of -year and an end-of-year freshman 

s ample were the objective . That the t wo samples would be taken from 

different classes would not detract from their value since the number 

would be great enough to give results of statistical signifi cance; i.e., 

reliable for predi cti on in similar groups . As a secondary project it 

vras deci ded to give the check list to smaller samples of sophomore, jun

ior, senior,and graduate students . 

Through the cooperation of University adrninistrative authorities it 

was arranged to have t he freshman English classes report at the auditor

ium and fill out the check list in lieu of regular class work on an 

appointed day in May. At the same time students included in the samples 

from the other classes were to fill out the check list . To obtain these 

samples names 1ere selected by a random procedure from the class rolls 

in the vari ous colleges of the University. Postcards ·were mailed to 

these students explaining the University's interest in t he project and 

requesting t hem to cooperate by corriing to the auditori um and participating 

during any free period from 8 to 1 o'clock on the appointed day. The 

cards bore the stamped signature of the president of the University. 

David T. Herman, associate professor of psychology, under -r;hose 

supervision the study was being made, presented the project to t he students 

and gave the i nstructions at t he beginning of e ch period. A professor 

was used because it ras felt that t his rould add a prestige dimension to 

the study. 

The instructor's presentation of the project to t he students is 

given verbatim, as follows: 
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The University is interested in expanding the services 
that it makes available to its students . For this purpose 
it has asked us to sample a random number of freshmen , soph
omores , juniors, seniors , and graduates to take part in a 
study. We would like to ask you to please cooperate vri th 
the study by follo111.ring the instructions as fully a s you can. 
You can do this with conplete assurances . In no place in the 
results of this study vtll l your name appear . We will , how
ever, have a w2:y in which, in return for your cooperation, 
we will be able , individually, in complete privacy and con
fidence , to talk 1vith you about the results of what you do 
today if you should wish to know t hem. It will take us time 
to tabulate our results and we will be ready to meet with 
you only after the summer term begins or any time next fall . 

The proctors passed out the materials . Just before the signal to 

start the additional instructions were : 

This is a seri ous study, the results of ~~ich can be helpful 
to the University and i ts student body and to you personally . 
Please take it seriously. Please do not be concerned for fear 
that personal information about you will be revealed to anyone . 
No one will knovr vihose sheet is vihose without your permission. 
I promise you that , and I will be held accountable for this 
pro~ise . You can be completely full and frank . 

Observers felt that the instructor ' s earnestness and sincerity even 

more than his words , created a setting of confidence . 

The Materials 

In addition to the check list booklet each student was given an 

IBM answer sheet , a data sheet and a card, all bearing the sarne serial 

nmnber. He was i nstructed to write his name on the card and nowhere 

else . These cards were to be separated from. the other material imo.ed-

iately after collection and placed alphabetically in a file for use in 

identifying c1..nswer sheets only upon request of the individual concerned. 

The data sheet is reproduced here as Figure 2. It was not the in

tention that all these data would be used in the present study, but 

rather that they would be available for this or future studies . 



DATA SHEET 

Please fill or maJce checks in the appropriate blanks . 

Serial number 

Major Vocational aim, if decided ----- --- ------------ -
No College Class Are you a veteran? Yes ----- - -----

If you are a Negro, have you attended a segregated school? Yes No 
If so , for what period of schooling? --------------

Church preference ------------Are you an active church participant? Yes No 
Are you happy in your church relationship?Yes --No 

Are you a member of a campus social organization? If so , what? - - - -
Father ' s occupation - ---- - -------
Is your father living? Yes No Your mother? Yes No 

If not , state your age at the time of the death ------
Have your parents been separated? Yes No Divorced? Yes 

How many children did your parents have? Boys __ Girls 

Which child were you? First , second., third, etc . 

No 

--------
Was your father born in the United States? Yes_ No_ Your II:other? 

Yes No 
Did your father: Graduate from high school? Yes No Have some 

additional sch_?oling? __ Graduate from college? 

Regarding yonr housing, check the one most appropriate for you . 

__ Living with nr/ father and/or mother in Wichita 

__ Living with my husba."'1.cl or wife in Wichita 

_ _ Living vrith other relatives in Wichita 

_ _ Family lives out of tovm and I room in Wichita 

__ Other (please describe) 

If you are married, do you have children (one or more)? Yes ___ No 

Figure 2 

17 
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The same procedure was repeated the following October, about four 

weeks after the beginning of the fall semester . This particular time 

was selected because it would give beginning students time to becon1e 

avrare of problems in college and yet be early enough in the semester to 

give a good picture of beginning-of-year problecs . Again the freshman 

English classes vrere used. Original plans did not call for using any 

students above freshman level at this time . But the samples obtained 

the previous spring were disappointingly small . Therefore, the psychol

ogy classes -vvere used in October to augment these samples. 

Description of Saiuple 

The sample finally used in the nain study numbered 1,182 students, 

comprising 593 beginning-of-year freshmen, 342 end-of-year freshmen, 116 

sophomores, 74 juniors and 57 seniors . It roughly approximated 75 per 

cent of the beginning freshmen, 50 per cent of the end-of-year freshnen, 

20 per cent of the sophomores, 20 per cent of the juniors, and 14 per 

cent of the seniors . Males and fe~J.ales were randomly selected and 

approximated the ratio in the student body. 

Counseling e21..rperiences had led to the opinion that students of non

white races might have problems atypical of the student body, hence 

should be studied separately. The ter.:n. "white, 11 as used in this study, 

includes all students who described their race as ttwhi ten or "Caucasian. n 

Check lists were filled out by 44 non-whites . One gave his r ace as 

Mexican, one as 1tBroi:m 11 and 42 as Negro. Obviously the one Mexican and 

one 11 Brovmn student could not constitute a sample; hence had to be dropped 

from the study. Original plans had considered a study of Negro problems, 

but the group was too small for statistical treatment. However, the 
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group as a unit (vvithout division by sex and class) was compared Yrith 

the r.1ain sample , considered as a unit . 

Ninety additional check lists were filled out v1hich could not be 

used for various rea sons . These included 18 improperly filled out , 4h 

repeats , 4 by students classified as special , 2 by second- semester 

freshmen in October, and 22 by graduate students . The graduate stu

dents and specials constituted sarn.ples too snall to be used. The 

second- semester freshmen in October were neither beginning nor end- of

year freshmen . In the cases of the h4 repeats the check lists filled 

out in May vrnre used and the October lists discarded. Of the 18 im

properly filled out some lacked data necessary to classify them; others 

showed such a complete misunderstanding of instructions that it was 

impossible to make a count on them. Tney might have significance if 

the students vrished counseling, but could not be used for research 

purposes . 



III. THE DATA 

Organizatton of the Data 

For tabulation of scores and i tem count the IHJ1i sheets were divided 

into groups separating the sexes, within each sex separating the classes 

--beginning-of - year freshmen , end- of- year freshmen, sophomores , juniors, 

seniors-- and within each of these sub- groups separat ing as to college or 

non- college parentage. College parentage was defined as having at least 

one parent a college graduate . Students who did not meet this criterion 

were classed as of non-college parentage . 

The Mooney Problem Check List i s so set up that the score gives a 

count of all the items checked and a count of those double-checked as 

~ajor problems . By subtraction a count of winor problems was obtained. 

Major problems and minor problems were kept separate t hroughout the 

study, and in no table was a combined major and minor problems score 

used. 

Data tabulated included, for the major problems and f or the minor 

problems, in each of the groups and sub- groups described above , (a) the 

total number of item checks in each of the 11 areas , and (b) the munber 

of students marking each of the 330 items . A system was worked out 

whereby every c0Tu.1t was arrived at in two ways , and these results were 

checked against each other . Errors ·were traced and eliminated. ·whenever 

a new set of totals was made t he double system was used, thus assuring 

the same accuracy as in bookkeeping, where books are balanced. 

Study of Male and Female Area Frequencies 

Table I is a su.mmary of the number of times items in each area were 

checked by the :nales and by the females . For each area the proporti on 

of the total possible checks, made by males and by females , is given . 

20 
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TABLE I 

Report by Areas in the Mooney Problem Check List of Responses of 759 
l ale Students and 423 Fer.iale Students in Checking Items as _fajor Prob
lens and as Hinor Problems 

Number of Proporti on Number of Proportion 
Area Times Items of Total Pos- Times Items of Total Pos-

Checked sible Checks Checked sible Checks 
by Males by lFales by Females by Fenales 

Major HPD 586 .026 361 . 028 
FLE 661 .029 252 .020 

Prob- SRA 955 .042 475 . 037 
SPR 742 . 033 580 . 046 

lems PPR 705 . 031 707 . 058 
CSM 679 . 030 447 . 035 
HF 391 . 017 420 . 033 
M_"R_ 515 . 023 387 . 030 
ACW 1610 .071 687 .054 
FVE 830 .036 311 . 024 
CTP 600 . 026 242 .019 
Total 8274 . 033 LB69 ~ 

Minor HPD 1748 . 077 1157 . 091 
FLE 1786 . 078 709 . 056 

Prob- SRA 2968 .130 1645 .130 
SPR 2125 .093 1496 .118 

lems PPR 2206 . 097 1603 .126 
CSM 1648 .072 902 . 071 
HF 1175 . 052 865 . 068 
MR 174h . 077 993 . 078 
AC-f 3692 .162 1920 . 151 
FVE 1852 .081 953 . 075 
CTP 2204 . 097 1252 . 099 
Total 23148 . 092 13495 . 097 
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The table also shows total frequencies for each sex, f or major and minor 

problems , "With the proportions fo r the totals . 

Out of the 330 items in the check list the average male student in 

this study checked 10 . 9 items as major problems and J0 . 5 as minor prob

lems The average female student checked 11. 5 items as major problems 

and 31 . 9 as minor problems . 

Table I shows that nen students have their largest number of major 

problems in the area of Adjustment to College Work (ACW) . The women 

students appear to have a better adjustment in this area, although they 

reported a higher proportion of problems than the men in a number of 

other areas . Their greatest nu.mber of major problems is in the area of 

Personal- Psychological Relations (PPR) where they made 5.8 per cent of 

the total nu.mber of checks possible for them to make, while the corres

ponding fig1.l:!'.'e for the men is J . l per cent . From another point of view 

these figures mean that the average iten in the area of Personal- Psycho

logical Relations was checked as a maj or problem by 5. 8 per cent of the 

women and by J . l per cent of the men . The area of Adjustment to College 

Work is a close second for t he women, with a percentage of 5.h. The men 

showed 7.1 in thi s area. 

The only significant difference behYeen nales and fe:o.ales revealed 

by Table I is to be found in major pr0blems in the area of Personal

Psychological Relations . The difference here was shmrm by the t test 

(6) to be 2. 25 , v1hich is significant at the 5 per cent level. 

The t test is used repeatedly in this study to determine whether 

differences in proportions are significant . 

For all the areas combined the women students reported proportion

ately more major problems and proportionately more minor problems than 
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the men . The proportions of the total possible checks are: Major prob

lems--male . 033 , female .035; minor problems--male . 092 , female . 097 . 

Interpreted another rray, this means that the average i tern in the entire 

check list was marked as a major problem by 3. 3 per cent of the men stu

dents and by 3.S per cent of the women students , and that the avera e 

item vras marked as a minor problem by 9. 2 per cent of the men students 

and by 9. 7 per cent of the women students . 

A study of t1e rank order of the areas , by major problem frequencies 

for males and by major problem frequencies for females , resulted in a 

correlation coefficient (Speaman rho (6)) of .49, which is not signif

icant for 10 degrees of freedom. A si..mlar male-female comparison on 

minor problem area frequencies yielded a correlation coefficient of . 85, 

which is significant at the . 01 level for 10 d . f . (6) 

Comparing the rank order of the areas by major problem frequencies 

for nales and by minor problen frequencies for males , rho equals . 78 , 

which is significant at the . 01 level for 10 d . f . The major problems 

and minor problems of fe:::i.ales correlate by areas with a r ho of . 61, 

significant at the • OS level for 10 d . f . 1~-

Total Male- Female Comparison Within Each Area 

A series of tables t hat proved to be particularly revealing includes 

Tables II to XXIII . The 11 areas are represented, each by a table of 

major probla~s and a table of minor problems . Information on males and 

on females appears side- by- side on each page to facilitate co~parison of 

the sexes . Items are arranged in rank order of their frequency for each 

~~The coefficients were co11:siderably above minimum requirement in each in
stance, thus allowing for any error in using a Pearsonian table to inter
pret the Spearman rho . 
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sex, the frequency being the nu..~ber of male students , or female stu

dents , who marked that item a problem, major or minor according to the 

table . The proport.:on is given with each frequency . 

To interpret these tables it is necessary to refer to Figure 1 , 

pages 4-6, to find the items represented by the problem numbers listed. 

In the area of Health and Physical Development (Tables II and III) , 

No. 5 ttNot getting enough sleep" and No . 1 "Feeling tired much of the 

time 11 are the most frequent major problems and the most frequent ::-iinor 

problens for both men and women. Combining proportions for major and 

minor proble~s we find that 41 per cent of the men in the sanple and 

43 .5 per cent of the vromen in the sample are concerned about not getting 

enough sleep . Combining major and minor problen proportions for problem 

No . 1 vre find that 29 . 3 per cent of the men and 33 . 6 per cent of the 

women are concerned about feel i ng tired nmch of the time . 

In the area of Social and Recreational Activities (Tables VI and VII) , 

No . 289 "Nothing interesting to do in vacati ons" is the item of concern 

to the smallest number of both men and women either as a major or a 

mnor problem. 

11 wanting a more pleasing -personality" (No . 71) has highest rank both 

as a major and as a minor problem for both males and females, in the area 

of Social- Psychological Relations . No . 72 "Losing friends" is the item 

selected by the smallest number of both sexes as a matter of concern. 

Tables X and XI reveal that 4.1 per cent of the men (major and 

minor proportions combined) and J . 6 per cent of the women are "sonetiiiles 

bothered by thoughts of insanity" ( fo . 299) . This is considered a najor 

problen by 0 . 9 per cent of the men and by 1.2 per cent of the women . 

"Thoughts of suiciden (No . J JO ) are a concern to 3. 2 per cent. of the :nen 

(Continue on page 47 ) 
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TABLE II 

Items in the Heal th and Physical Development Area of the Mooney Problem 
Check List Arranged in Rank Order of Their Frecuencies ·Jhen Checked as 
Major Problens by 759 ._ale Students and 423 Female Students , with the 
Proportion of the Total Group of That Sex Represented by Each Frequency 

Male Female 
Problem Fre- Pro- Problem Fre- Pro-
Jo . quency portion No . quency portion 

5 99 .130 5 47 · . 111 
1 72 .095 1 44 .104 

112 48 . 063 3 30 . 071 
2 30 . 040 112 26 . 061 

57 28 . 037 57 20 . 047 
168 27 . 036 221 20 . 047 
170 26 . 034 222 17 . 040 
115 24 . 032 168 16 . 038 

4 22 . 029 170 16 . 038 
60 22 . 029 58 13 . 031 
3 21 . 027 2 11 . 026 

221 20 . 026 167 11 . 026 
56 19 .025 111 10 . 024 

276 19 .025 276 9 . 021 
113 14 . 018 114 9 . 021 
279 14 . 018 115 9 . 021 

58 12 . 016 60 8 . 019 
111 12 . 016 223 8 . 019 
166 9 . 012 113 7 . 017 
167 8 . 011 56 5 . 012 
278 8 . 011 166 5 . 012 
224 7 . 009 59 4 . 009 
223 6 . 008 22h 4 . 009 
59 5 . 007 279 3 . 007 

169 5 . 007 4 3 . 007 
225 3 . 004 169 2 .005 
277 3 . 004 280 2 .005 
280 2 . 003 225 1 . 002 
114 1 . 001 278 1 . 002 
222 0 .ooo 277 0 . 000 
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TABLE III 

Items in t he Heal th and Physical Development Area of the Mooney Problem 
Check List Arranged in Rank Order of Their Frequencies ~'Jhen Checked as 
Minor Problems by 759 Male Students and 423 Female Students , with t he 
Proportion of the Total Group of That Sex Repr esent ed by Each Frequency 

Male Female 
Problem Fre- Pro- Problem Fre- Pro-
Jo. 9.uency portion No. quency porti on 

5 213 . 280 5 137 .324 
1 150 .198 1 98 . 232 

112 106 .140 112 68 .161 
168 100 .132 60 62 .147 

2 98 .129 168 57 .135 
60 98 .129 170 57 .135 

115 88 .116 167 55 .130 
4 81 .107 57 53 .125 

170 81 .107 222 51 .121 
111 73 . 096 223 46 .109 

57 71 . 094 3 46 .109 
167 71 . 094 58 45 .106 

56 53 . 070 111 41.i .104 
276 53 . 070 4 39 . 092 
113 49 . o65 115 37 . 087 

3 48 . 063 2 36 . 085 
58 48 . 063 221 36 .085 

221 41 . 054 276 27 . 064 
223 38 . 050 224 26 .061 
278 28 . 037 166 23 . 054 
59 27 . 036 114 21 . 050 

166 26 . 034 56 19 .045 
224 25 . 033 225 17 . 040 
277 20 . 026 113 13 .031 
27 9 14 . 018 278 11 . 026 
169 13 . 017 59 10 . 024 
280 12 . 016 277 8 . 019 
11L~ 11 . 014 279 6 . 014 
225 8 .011 280 5 . 012 
222 4 . 005 169 4 . 009 
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TABLE IV 

Items in the Finances , Living Conditions and Employment Area of the 
l.1ooney Problem Check List Arranged in Rank Order of Their Frequencies 
When Checked as Major Problems by 7S9 :_ale Students and 423 Female 
Students , with the Proportion of the Total Group of That Sex Repre-
sented by Each Frequency 

Male Female 
Problen Fre- Pro- Problem Fre- Fro-
No . quency portion No . quency portion 

6S 62 . 082 9 20 . 047 
9 so .066 281 17 . 040 

171 49 .o6S 118 1S . 035 
10 42 . oss 119 14 . 033 
62 37 .049 120 13 .031 

283 36 . 047 10 13 . 031 
282 34 . o4S 117 11 .026 
117 33 . 043 175 11 . 026 
119 32 . 042 230 11 .026 

6 31 . 041 283 11 .026 
230 29 . 039 6 10 . 024 
228 27 .036 6S 10 . 024 
120 23 .030 282 10 . 024 
6i 22 . 029 171 9 . 021 

118 20 .026 62 9 . 021 
226 14 . 018 173 8 . 019 
28S 14 . 018 229 8 . 019 
229 13 .017 172 7 .017 
175 12 . 016 174 7 .017 
281 12 .016 226 7 . 017 
173 12 . 016 28S 7 . 017 
284 10 . 013 284 s . 012 
227 9 .012 7 4 . 009 

63 9 . 012 61 4 . 009 
174 8 . 011 227 3 . 007 

64 6 . 008 63 2 . oos 
172 5 . 007 228 2 . oos 

8 4 . 005 116 2 . oos 
7 4 . oos 8 2 . 005 

116 2 . 003 64 0 . ooo 
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TABLE V 

Items in the Finances , Living Conditions and Employment Area of the 
Mooney Problem Check List Arranged in Rank Order of Their Frequencies 

1Vhen Checked as linor Problems by 759 Male Students and 423 Female Stu-
dents , vrith the Proportion of the Total Group of That Sex Represented 
by Each Frequency 

Male Fe:r.iale 
Problem .b're- Pro- Problem E're- Pro-

No . quency portion No . quency portion 

/ 118 .155 227 51 .121 0 

65 99 .130 119 51 .121 
ll9 98 .129 9 44 .104 

9 92 .121 175 42 . 099 
171 88 . ll6 6 39 . 092 
282 88 .116 281 38 . 090 
117 86 .113 282 34 . 080 

62 83 .109 173 34 . 080 
230 76 .100 118 33 . 078 
228 74 . 097 117 30 . 071 
175 68 . 090 230 30 . 071 
118 67 . 088 226 29 . 069 
227 67 . 088 65 24 . 057 
229 57 . 075 62 22 . 052 
283 57 . 075 283 22 . 052 
61 53 . 070 174 20 . 047 

120 53 . 070 10 19 . 045 
226 50 . 066 120 19 . 045 
285 50 . 066 172 19 . 045 
281 49 . 065 229 17 . 040 
10 48 . 063 284 17 . 040 

173 46 . 061 228 13 . 031 
284 45 . 059 171 13 . 031 
174 41 . 054 8 11 . 026 

8 38 . 050 7 10 . 024 
172 29 . 038 63 10 . 024 

63 25 . 033 285 9 . 021 
7 19 . 025 116 4 . 009 

64 12 . 016 61 3 . 007 
116 10 . 013 64 2 . 005 
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TABLE VI 

Items in the Social and Recreational Activities Area of the Mooney 
Problem Check List Arranged in Rank Order of Their Freouenci es When 
Checked as Major Problems by 759 Male Students and 423 Female Students , 
with the Proportion of the Total Group of That Sex Represented by Each 
Frequency 

] ale Fenale 
Problem Fre- Pro- Problem Fre- ITO-
No. quency portion r o . quency port::..on 

180 67 .088 290 43 .102 
287 67 .088 180 39 .092 
11 66 . 087 15 34 . 080 
69 66 . 087 123 30 . 071 

290 56 . 074 234 30 . 071 
122 5h . 071 69 29 . 069 

68 42 .055 68 25 . 059 
121 42 . 055 178 22 . 052 
123 40 . 053 67 21 . 050 
176 37 .049 121 20 . 048 
178 35 . 046 286 20 .048 

12 35 .046 287 20 . 048 
15 31 .08 11 19 • 04.5 

179 29 . 038 235 17 .040 
286 29 . 038 70 16 . 038 

70 28 . 037 13 11 . 026 
66 27 .036 179 11 . 026 

234 26 .034 66 10 .024 
67 24 .032 124 9 . 021 

235 24 . 032 231 9 . 021 
232 22 . 029 233 7 . 017 
124 21 . 028 176 6 . 014 
233 19 . 02.5 125 5 . 012 
231 15 . 020 177 5 . 012 
177 13 . 017 288 4 .009 

13 12 . 016 12 3 . 007 
125 12 .016 14 3 . 007 
288 9 . 012 122 3 .007 
14 7 . 009 232 3 . 007 

289 0 . 000 289 1 . 002 
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J TABLE VII 

Items in the Social and Recreational Activities Area of the Mooney 
Problem Check List Arranged in Rank Order of Their Frequencies ifuen 
Checked as 1.tinor Problens by 759 Male Students and 423 Female Students, 
with t he Proportion of the Total Group of Th t Sex Represented by Each 
Frequency 

Male Female 
Problem Fre- Pro- Problem Fre- Pro-
ro . 9.uency portion No. quency portion 

180 180 . 237 234 128 .303 
11 173 . 228 68 109 . 258 

290 173 . 228 69 109 . 258 
234 137 .181 290 107 . 253 
69 136 .179 15 104 . 246 
15 130 .171 11 73 .173 

287 128 .169 235 70 .165 
123 128 .169 180 69 .163 

68 126 . 166 124 64 .151 
176 123 .162 178 64 .151 
286 120 .158 67 62 .147 
122 107 .141 286 62 .147 
124 107 .141 231 57 .135 

67 106 .140 179 54 .128 
179 104 .137 123 50 .118 
233 97 .128 232 49 .116 

66 94 .124 70 47 .111 
178 94 . 124 13 44 .104 
12 93 .123 121 42 . 099 
70 88 .116 233 37 . 087 

121 86 .113 287 33 . 078 
235 78 .103 66 31 . 073 
231 73 . 096 177 30 . 071 
232 70 . 092 14 29 . 069 
177 55 . 072 176 29 . 069 
13 51 . 067 288 29 . 069 
14 44 . 058 125 24 . 057 

125 37 . 049 12 22 . 052 
288 20 . 026 122 11 . 026 
289 10 . 013 289 6 . 014 
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TABLE VIII 

Items in the Social-Psychological Relations Area of the Mooney Problem 
Check List Arranged in Rank Order of Their Frequencies en Checked as 
Major Problems by 759 Male Students and 423 Female Students, vr.i.th the 
Proportion of the Total Group of That Sex Repres ented by Each Frequency 

Male Female 
Problem Fre- Pro- Problem Fre- Pro-
No . 9.uency portion No . quency portion 

71 74 .097 71 49 .115 
18 68 . 090 126 43 .102 
16 55 . 072 130 43 . 102 

129 47 . 062 129 42 . 099 
73 37 . 049 18 33 . 078 

130 36 . 047 184 33 .078 
18L~ 36 . 047 73 31 . 073 
17 35 . 046 185 27 . 064 

181 34 . 045 182 2Li . 057 
75 31 .ou 16 22 .052 
19 29 . 038 181 21 . 050 
20 29 . 038 17 20 . 047 

185 29 . 038 19 18 . 043 
291 23 . 030 291 18 . 043 
295 20 . 026 75 16 .038 
126 18 . 024 294 16 . 038 
292 17 . 022 292 15 .035 
183 15 . 020 240 15 . 035 
294 15 . 020 295 14 . 033 
74 13 .017 20 13 . 031 

240 13 . 017 74 12 . 028 
237 ll . 014 237 ll . 026 
239 10 . 013 239 11 . 026 
128 10 . 013 183 9 . 021 
238 9 . 012 128 7 . 017 
182 8 . 011 236 6 . 014 
127 7 . 009 238 4 . 009 
293 6 . 008 293 3 . 007 
236 5 . 007 72 2 . 004 

72 2 . 003 127 2 . 004 
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TABLE IX 

Items in the Social- Psychological Relations Area of the Mooney Problem 
Check List Arranged in Rank Order of Their Frequencies Nhen Checked as 
Minor Problems by 759 Male Students and 423 FEmale Students , with the 
Proportion of the Total Group of That Sex Represented by Each Frequency 

Male Female 
Problem Fre- Pro- Problem Fre- Pro-
No . auency portion No . quency portion 

71 181 . 238 71 142 .336 
129 155 . 204 129 98 . 232 
185 132 .174 126 92 . 217 

73 126 .166 185 82 .194 
184 109 .144 184 78 .184 
130 98 .129 182 77 .182 
18 82 .108 73 66 .156 

182 81 .107 18 63 .149 
295 80 .105 295 57 .135 
19 80 .105 181 56 .132 

126 79 .104 294 52 .123 
181 76 .100 16 51 .121 
183 74 .097 130 49 .116 
240 70 . 092 292 49 .116 
16 70 .092 291 47 .111 

294 61 .080 293 45 .106 
17 58 . 076 17 44 .104 
75 58 . 076 75 42 .099 

291 56 . 074 183 37 . 087 
20 51 . 067 240 35 .083 
74 48 . 063 127 33 .078 

292 45 . 059 236 28 . 066 
293 45 . 059 128 27 .064 
237 40 . 053 239 27 . 064 
239 37 . 049 20 25 . 059 
236 37 . 049 19 23 . 054 
127 31 . 041 237 22 . 052 
238 30 . 040 74 21 . 050 
128 25 . 033 238 21 . 050 

72 10 .013 72 7 . 017 
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TABLE X 

Items in the Personal- Psychological Relations Area of the Mooney Problem 
Check List Arranged in Rank Order of Their Frequencies \/hen Checked as 
Major Problems by 759 Male Students and 423 Female Students , ~rrth the 
Proportion of the Total Group of That Sex Represented by Each Frequency 

Male Female 
Problem Fre- Pro- Problem Fre- Pro-
No . quency portion No . quency portion 

243 72 .095 243 73 .173 
21 51 . 067 21 63 .149 
23 50 . 066 22 61 .144 
76 45 .059 76 56 .132 
22 41 . 054 23 49 .116 

133 40 .053 25 40 .095 
241 38 .050 297 37 . 087 

25 33 . 043 133 32 . 076 
134 33 . 043 241 32 . 076 
186 31 . 041 242 31 . 073 
188 29 . 038 186 30 .071 

78 28 .037 78 29 . 069 
296 26 . 034 134 27 . 064 
244 22 . 029 296 22 . 052 
187 19 .025 135 18 . 043 
190 18 . 024 24 17 . 040 

77 17 . 022 188 16 . 038 
131 16 . 021 131 13 . 031 
242 16 . 021 2Li4 10 . 02h 
189 15 . 020 80 8 . 019 

24 14 . 018 187 6 . 014 
135 14 . 018 189 6 . 014 

80 7 . 009 299 5 . 012 
299 7 . 009 JOO 5 . 012 
245 6 .008 132 4 . 009 
300 6 . 008 190 4 . 009 
132 5 . 007 298 4 . 009 
297 3 . 004 77 3 . 007 
79 2 . 003 79 1 .002 

298 1 . 001 245 0 .ooo 
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T BLE XI 

Items in the Personal-Psychological Relations Area of the Mooney Problem 
Check List Arranged in Rank Order of T1.neir Frequencies -·men Checked as 
Minor Problems by 759 fale Students and 423 Female Students, vi th the 
Proportion of the Total Group of That Sex Represented by Each Frequency 

Male Female 
Problem Fre- Pro- Problem Fre- Pro-
No . quency portion No . quency portion 

133 167 . 220 76 132 . 312 
76 148 . 195 23 102 . 241 

241 131 .173 22 98 . 232 
22 125 .165 133 97 . 229 
25 124 .163 241 97 . 229 
21 118 .155 243 87 . 206 
23 114 .150 21 87 . 206 

186 114 .150 186 82 .194 
188 107 .141 297 76 .180 
243 106 .140 25 74 .175 
134 105 .138 78 69 .163 
187 84 .111 134 60 .142 
135 82 .108 242 59 .139 
189 78 .103 188 53 .125 

78 77 .101 244 52 .123 
190 76 .100 135 51 .121 
242 64 . 084 187 48 .113 
244 53 . 070 24 47 .111 

77 45 .059 189 35 . 082 
79 4h . 058 190 34 . 080 

296 44 . 058 80 31 .073 
131 39 . 051 131 29 . 069 

80 34 . 045 296 24 . 057 
24 34 . 045 77 22 . 052 

299 24 . 032 298 13 . 031 
300 18 . 024 132 12 . 028 
298 15 . 020 299 10 . 024 
245 15 . 020 300 10 . 024 
297 14 . 018 79 6 . 014 
132 13 . 017 245 6 . 014 
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TABLE XII 

Items in the Courtship, Sex and Marriage Area of the Uooney Problem 
Check List Arranged in Rank Order of Their Frequencies When Checked as 
Major Problems by 759 Male Students and 423 Female Students , -vrith the 
Proport i on of the Total Group of That Sex Represented by Each Frequency 

Male Female 
Problen Fre- Pro- Problem Fre- Pro-
No . quency portion No . quency portion 

26 67 . 088 85 4~ .095 
27 53 . 070 137 37 . 087 

194 40 . 053 303 32 .076 
195 38 . 050 250 31 . 073 
303 36 . 047 27 28 . 066 
301 33 . 043 26 23 . 054 

81 31 . 041 305 21 . 050 
85 31 . 041 ~ 195 19 . 045 

137 29 . 038 30 17 . 040 
302 26 . 034 81 17 . 040 
136 25 . 033 82 17 .040 
246 25 . 033 140 17 . 040 
250 24 . 032 138 14 . 033 
138 23 . 030 248-~~ 13 . 031 

28 20 . 026 136 13 . 031 
305 20 . 026 139 12 . 028 

82 19 . 025 249 12 . 028 
193 19 . 025 29 10 . 024 
140 16 .021 192 9 . 021 
247-~- 15 . 020 246 9 . 021 
304 14 . 018 301 9 . 021 
139 14 . 018 302 9 . 021 

84 14 . 018 304 9 . 021 
249 ll . 014 193 8 . 019 
83 10 . 013 84 7 . 017 
29 9 . 012 28 4 . 009 
30 8 . 011 191 4 . 009 

192 7 . 009 83 3 . 007 
191 2 . 003 194 3 . 007 
248-~- 0 . 000 247 -'!. I" 0 .ooo 

-n-247 is 11 Girl friend" and 248 is 11 Boy friend . " In comparing the sexes 
247 and 248 were matched, since matching the sa~e numbers would have 
served no purpose . 
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TABLE XIII 

Items in the Courtship, Sex and Marriage Area of the Mooney Problem 
Check List Arranged in Rank Order of Their Frequencies "When Checked as 
Minor Problems by 759 Male Students and 423 Female students, with the 
Proportion of the Total Group of That Sex Represented by Each Frequency 

Male Female 
Problem Fre- Pro- Problem Fre- Pro-
No. 9.uencz portion J o . quencz portion 

26 132 .174 85 85 . 201 
85 123 . 162 137 74 .175 

195 110 .145 27 61 . 144 
194 109 .144 250 59 .139 

27 99 .130 305 39 . 092 
302 95 .125 26 38 . 090 

28 85 .112 303 35 . 083 
250 81 .107 81 35 . 083 
301 80 .105 28 34 . 080 
2w-i~ 64 .084 136 34 . 080 
136 64 . 084 195 34 . 080 
137 53 . 070 246 29 . 069 
139 51 . 067 29 28 . 066 
303 51 .067 139 28 . 066 
305 46 . 061 302 26 . 061 
246 45 . 059 30 24 . 057 

81 44 . 058 193 24 . 057 
193 42 . 055 248-lf 23 . 054 

83 41 . 054 82 23 . 054 
82 36 . 047 249 22 . 052 

. 84 31 . 041 301 22 . 052 
304 29 . 038 192 20 . 047 
192 28 . 037 304 20 . 047 
13.8 25 .033 138 19 . 045 

29 22 . 029 140 18 . 043 
30 19 . 025 84 13 . 031 

191 19 . 025 191 13 .031 
140 13 . 017 83 11 . 026 
249 ll . 014 194 11 .026 
248-lf 0 . 000 247-lf 0 . 000 

-lr247 is "Girl friend" and 248 is "Boy friend . " In comparing the sexes 
247 and 248 were matched, since matching the same numbers -would have 
served no purpose . 
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TABLE XIV / 
Items in the Home and Family Area of the Mooney Problem Check List Ar-
ranged in Rank Order of Their Frequencies When Checked as Major Problens 
by 759 Male students and 423 Female Students, with the Proportion of the 
Total Group of That Sex Represented by Each Frequency 

Male Female 
Problem Fre- Pro- Problem Fre- Pro-
No . auency portion No . 9.uency portion 

306 47 . 061 196 31 . 073 
88 30 . 040 31 28 . 066 

145 22 . 029 306 27 . 064 
197 22 .029 88 25 . 059 

87 21 . 028 197 24 . 057 
·35 18 . 02~. 34 23 . 054 
143 17 . 022 145 21 . 050 
252 16 .021 255 18 . 043 
196 15 .020 35 17 . 040 
307 15 . 020 144 17 . 040 
31 14 . 018 198 17 . 040 
32 13 . 017 251 16 . 038 
34 13 . 017 252 16 . 038 

254 13 . 017 32 14 . 033 
142 ll .014 33 14 . 033 
144 ll .014 143 14 . 033 
251 11 . 014 253 12 . 028 
308 11 . 014 254 12 . 028 
198 10 . 013 308 10 . 024 
255 10 .013 142 9 .021 
33 9 . 012 199 8 . 019 

199 9 .012 87 7 . 017 
200 8 . 011 309 7 . 017 

89 7 . 009 307 6 . 014 
90 6 . 008 86 5 . 012 
86 4 .005 90 5 . 012 

310 4 . 005 141 5 . 012 
309 3 . 004 200 5 . 012 
141 2 . 003 89 4 . 009 
253 1 .001 310 3 . 007 
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TABLE XV 

Items in the Home and Family Area of the Mooney Problem Check List Ar-
ranged in Rank Order of Their Fre~uencies Jhen Checked as Minor Pro bl ems 
by 759 Male Students and 423 Female Students , with the Proportion of the 
Total Group of That Sex Represented by Each Frequency 

Uale Female 
Problem Fre- Pro- Problem Fre- Pro-
No . quency portion No . 9.uency portion 

145 93 .123 14.5 76 .179 
306 90 .119 196 66 .156 
196 65 . 086 306 66 ' .156 
31 63 . 083 2.51 .59 .139 

2.51 62 . 082 197 49 .116 
197 60 .079 198 42 . 099 
198 57 . 07.5 31 40 . 09.5 

3.5 .56 . 074 3.5 38 . 090 
2.5.5 .51 . 067 88 3.5 . 083 
308 46 . 061 2.54 32 . 076 

87 42 . 055 308 29 . 069 
88 40 . 053 2.5.5 2.5 . 059 

143 39 . 051 144 24 . 057 
144 38 . 050 199 24 . 0.57 
307 35 .046 143 24 . 0.57 
2.53 33 . 043 32 23 . 054 
2.52 30 . 040 253 22 . 052 
33 29 . 038 89 21 . 050 
89 29 . 038 307 18 . 043 

200 29 . 038 310 17 . 040 
2.54 29 . 038 3h 17 .040 
199 27 . 036 90 17 . 040 

32 25 . 033 252 16 . 038 
90 19 . 02.5 200 1.5 . 03.5 
86 18 . 02h 142 14 . 033 

142 17 . 022 33 13 . 031 
34 14 . 018 86 12 . 028 

309 14 . 018 87 12 . 028 
310 14 . 018 309 10 .024 
141 11 . OlL. 141 9 .021 
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TABLE XVI / 
Items in the Morals and Religion Area of the Mooney Problem Check List 
Arranged in Rank Order of Their Frequencies When Checked as Major Problems 
by 759 Male Students and 423 Female Students ., Trith the Proportion of the 
Total Group of That Sex Represented by Each Frequency 

Male Fenale 
Problem Fre- Pro- Problem Fre- Pro-
No. quency portion No . quency porti on 

36 46 . 061 203 57 .135 
258 35 . 046 36 39 . 092 
203 34 . 045 204 29 . 069 
259 31 . 041 202 25 . 0.59 
314 28 . 037 205 21 . 050 
202 25 . 033 95 19 . 045 
313 23 . 030 313 16 . 038 

95 23 .030 148 1~ . 033 
204 22 .029 314 13 .031 
39 20 . 026 256 12 . 028 

315 19 . 025 93 11 .026 
256 17 . 022 150 11 . 026 
257 16 .021 312 11 . 026 
37 16 . 021 315 11 . 026 
40 15 . 020 37 10 .024 

3ll 15 . 020 39 9 . 021 
150 14 . 018 40 9 . 021 

38 13 . 017 146 9 . 021 
93 13 . 017 311 9 . 021 

205 13 . 017 38 8 . 019 
201 13 . 017 257 8 . 019 
146 12 . 016 259 8 . 019 
148 11 . 014 201 6 . 014 
147 10 . 013 258 6 .014 

94 8 . 011 91 5 . 012 
149 7 . 009 147 5 . 012 
312 5 . 007 94 4 . 009 

91 4 . 005 149 1 . 002 
92 4 .005 260 1 . 002 

260 3 . 004 92 0 . 000 
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TABLE XVII ,, 

Items in the Morals and Religion Area of the Mooney Problem Check List Ar-
ranged in Rank Order of Their Frequencies When Checked as linor Pro bl ems 
by 759 Male Students and 423 Female Students , with the Proportion of the 
Total Group of That Sex Represented by Each Frequency 

Male Female 
Problem Fre- Pro- Problem Fre- Pro-
No . quency portion No . quency portion 

36 184 . 242 202 86 . 203 
313 94 .124 313 78 .184 
311 90 .119 36 77 .182 
202 86 . ll3 256 64 .151 
314 82 .108 203 63 .150 
256 81 .107 311 52 .123 
258 80 . 105 204 49 .116 
204 72 . 095 314 43 . 102 
205 72 . 095 205 40 . 094 
39 68 . 090 148 38 . 090 

203 67 . 088 315 34 . 080 
93 64 . 084 258 32 . 076 

257 63 . 083 147 31 . 073 
37 62 . 082 39 30 . 071 
40 57 . 075 201 30 .071 

315 57 . 075 95 28 . 068 
95 55 . 072 312 23 . 054 

146 55 . 072 37 23 . 054 
259 54 . 071 93 22 • 052 
38 51 . 067 146 22 . 052 

148 38 . 050 259 21 . 050 
94 38 . 050 257 19 . 045 
91 34 . 045 91 19 . 045 

146 29 . 038 38 18 . 043 
312 29 . 038 94 18 . 043 

92 24 . 032 150 12 . 028 
149 19 . 025 149 8 . 019 
201 19 . 025 40 5 . 012 
150 16 . 021 92 5 .012 
260 4 . 005 260 3 . 007 
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TABLE XVIII 

Items in the Adjustment to College Work Area of the Mooney Problem Check 
List Arranged in Rank Order of Their Frequencies When Checked as Ifajor 
Problems by 759 Male Students and 423 Female Students , wi.th the Propor-
tion of the Total Group of That Sex Represented by Each Frequency 

Uale Female 
Problem Fre- Pro- Problem Fre- Fro-
No . quency portion lo . 9.uency porti on 

41 159 .209 41 83 .196 
151 145 .191 151 63 .149 

42 113 .149 261 60 .142 
207 96 .126 42 53 .125 

99 95 .125 207 43 .102 
97 82 .108 208 35 .083 

261 82 .108 210 34 . 080 
44 72 .095 97 29 . 069 

100 68 . 090 100 27 .064 
265 67 .088 209 26 .061 
98 53 . 070 96 24 .057 

208 51 . 067 265 23 . 054 
209 49 .064 44 21 .050 
206 L~8 . 063 152 21 . 050 
154 47 . 062 99 19 . 045 
319 47 . 062 319 17 . 040 

96 37 . 049 .155 14 .033 
45 35 .046 318 11 . 026 

155 32 . 042 43 10 . 024 
153 31 . OLi.l 154 10 .024 
210 29 .038 263 10 . 024 
262 27 .036 316 9 . 021 
264 24 . 032 206 9 . 021 

43 22 . 029 45 8 . 019 
152 21 . 028 98 7 . 017 
318 21 .028 264 7 .017 
316 18 . 024 320 6 . 014 
263 16 .021 262 4 . 009 
317 13 . 017 153 2 .005 
320 10 . 013 317 2 .005 
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TABLE XIX 

Items in the Adjustment to College ~ork Area of the Mooney Problem Check 
List Arranged in Rank Order of Their Freauencies When Checked as linor 
Problems by 759 Male Students and 423 Female Students , with the Propor-
tion of the Total Group of That Sex Represented by Each Frequency 

.ale Female 
Problen Fre- Pro- Problem Fre- Pro-
No . quency portion r o. quency portion 

42 267 . 352 42 150 . 355 
151 249 .328 261 146 . 345 

41 191 . 252 151 131 . 310 
207 187 . 246 207 113 . 267 
261 174 . 229 4l 112 . 265 
99 172 • 227 210 88 . 208 
44 158 . 208 96 86 . 203 
96 l43 .188 44 79 .187 

154 l43 .188 209 · 77 .182 
209 l43 .188 208 68 .161 
100 l42 .187 43 66 .156 
210 132 .174 155 65 .154 
152 130 . 171 152 65. .154 
206 124 .163 100 6h .151 
43 121 .159 154 62 .147 
97 120 .158 319 61 .144 

208 112 .148 97 54 .128 
98 111 .146 99 53 .125 

265 111 .11i6 265 46 .109 
45 104 .137 206 44 .104 

155 100 .132 262 35 . 083 
319 94 .124 263 35 . 083 
153 79 .104 153 34 . 080 
262 76 .100 98 33 . 078 
318 69 .091 318 33 . 078 
317 60 . 079 264 29 . 069 
264 50 . 066 320 27 .064 
320 49 . 065 317 22 . 052 
316 43 . 057 316 21 .050 
263 38 . 050 45 21 . 050 
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TABLE XX 

Ite.rns in the Area of The Future: Vocational and Educat i onal of the 
Mooney Problffin Check List Arranged in Rank Order of Their Frequencies 
When Checked a s B:ajor Problems by 759 Male Students and 423 Female 
Students, with the Proport i on of the Total Group of That Sex Repre-
sented by Each Frequency 

Uale Female 
Problem Fre- Pro- Problem Fre- Pro-
No . quency portion No . quency portion 

160 146 .192 158 51 . 121 
156 92 .121 156 32 . 076 
158 78 .103 47 29 . 069 

47 45 . 059 215 22 . 052 
213 45 . 059 49 17 . 040 
215 45 . 059 46 16 . 038 
46 44 . 058 324 13 . 031 

104 30 . 040 159 11 . 026 
266 22 . 029 213 11 . 026 
103 21 . 028 266 11 . 026 

49 20 . 026 103 10 . 023 
324 20 . 026 270 10 . 023 
325 19 . 025 211 9 . 021 
270 19 . 025 212 8 . 019 
157 18 . 024 104 6 . 014 
269 18 . 024 322 6 . 014 
159 17 . 022 325 6 .014 
2li 16 . 021 50 5 . 012 

50 15 . 020 157 5 . 012 
212 14 . 018 323 5 . 012 
102 12 . 016 48 4 . 009 
214 11 . 014 160 4 . 009 
101 10 . 013 102 3 . 007 
268 10 . 013 105 3 . 007 
322 10 . 013 267 3 . 007 
105 9 . 012 268 3 . 007 
267 7 . 009 269 3 . 007 
321 7 . 009 101 2 . 005 

48 6 . 008 321 2 .oo.5 
323 4 . 005 214 1 . 002 
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TABLE XXI 

Items in the Area of The Future: Vocational and Educational of the 
Mooney Problen Check List Arranged in Rank Order of Their Frequencies 
When Checked as Minor Problems by 759 Male students and 423 Female 
students , with the Proportion of the Total Group of Tnat Sex Repre-
sented by Each Frequency 

Male Female 
Problem Fre- Pro- P-.coblem Fre- Pro-
No . 9.uency portion No . ouency portion 

160 206 . 271 156 103 . 243 
156 202 . 266 158 76 .180 
46 128 .169 49 60 .142 

158 112 . 148 215 58 .137 
47 108 . 142 47 55 .130 

104 96 .126 46 53 .125 
215 90 .119 269 43 .102 
213 75 . 099 104 35 . 083 
50 66 . 087 211 35 . 083 
49 64 . 084 212 35 . 083 

269 64 . 084 270 33 . 078 . 
103 6o . 079 159 30 . 071 
157 59 .077 213 30 . 071 
270 48 . 063 157 30 . 071 
211 47 . 062 322 27 . 064 
212 47 . 062 325 26 · . 061 
214 46 . 061 103 26 . 061 
266 41 .054 50 24 . 057 
268 35 .046 323 24 . 057 
322 34 . 045 266 19 . 045 
321 31 . 041 324 19 . 045 
325 31 . 041 105 17 . 040 
105 JO . 040 214 16 . 038 
159 29 . 038 267 16 . 038 
324 29 . 038 268 15 . 035 
323 19 . 025 102 14 . 033 
267 17 . 022 48 13 . 031 
101 16 . 021 321 10 . 024 
102 13 . 017 160 6 . 014 

48 9 . 012 101 5 . 012 
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TABLE XXII 

Items in the Curriculum and Teaching Procedure Area of the Mooney Frob-
lem Check List Arranged in Rank Order of Their Frequencies When Checked 
as Major Problems by 759 Male Students and 423 Female Students , -vd.th the 
Proportion of the Total Group of That Sex Represented by Each Frequency 

]ale Few.ale 
Problem Fre- Pro- Problem Fre- Pro-
IIo . quency portion r-o . quency portion 

275 56 . 074 329 29 .068 
329 56 . 074 51 27 . 064 
51 38 . 050 219 21 .050 

326 33 . 043 275 19 .OLi5 
219 31 . 041 107 14 . 033 
216 26 .• 034 274 13 . 031 

53 25 . 033 161 10 .024 
274 23 . 030 220 9 . 021 
330 22 . 029 163 8 .019 

54 21 .028 328 8 . 019 
107 21 . 028 54 7 .017 
217 20 .026 164 7 .• 017 
108 19 . 025 271 7 .017 
164 19 .025 165 6 . 014 
220 19 . 025 217 6 . 014 
163 18 .024 326 6 .014 
271 17 . 022 110 5 .012 
no 16 .021 327 5 . 012 
161 16 . 021 330 5 . 012 
328 16 .021 218 4 . 009 
218 13 . 017 53 3 .007 
106 12 . 016 55 3 .007 
165 12 .016 108 3 . 007 
327 11 . 014 109 3 . 007 
109 9 . 012 216 3 . 007 
272 8 .011 272 3 . 007 
273 7 . 009 106 3 . 007 
55 7 . 009 52 2 . 005 

162 7 .009 162 2 . 005 
52 2 . 003 273 1 . 002 
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TABLE XXIII 

Items in the Curriculum and Teaching Procedure Area of the Mooney Prob-
lem Check List Arranged in Rank Order of Their Frequencies Vhen Checked 
as J1inor Problems by 759 Male Students and 423 Female Students , ·d.th the 
Proportion of the Total Group of That Sex Represented by Each Frequency 

Male Female 
Problem Fre- Pro- Problem Fre- Pro-
-o. quency portion No . g,uency portion 

329 172 . 226 329 151 . 357 
275 169 . 223 107 87 . 205 
219 140 .184 275 83 .196 
107 130 .171 219 81 .191 
330 111 .146 51 63 .149 
51 108 . 142 163 59 .139 

163 103 .136 110 57 .135 
110 84 .111 164 53 .125 
53 81 .107 330 52 .123 

164 80 .105 161 49 .116 
326 80 .105 271 46 .109 
328 79 .104 328 46 .109 
274 72 . 095 274 45 .106 
54 72 . 095 162 40 .095 

108 65 . 086 106 32 . 076 
109 58 . 076 216 30 . 071 
216 57 . 075 217 29 . 069 
217 57 . 075 54 28 . 066 
162 56 . 074 165 25 . 059 
271 54 . 071 220 24 . 057 
106 51 • 067 326 24 . 057 
161 51 . 067 108 23 . 054 
220 49 . 065 53 22 . 052 
165 45 . 059 55 20 . 047 

55 42 . 055 109 20 . 047 
327 36 . 047 327 18 . 043 
273 31 . 041 272 15 . 035 
272 30 . 040 218 13 . 031 
218 29 . 038 52 10 . 024 
52 12 . 016 273 7 . 017 
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and 3. 6 per cent of the women. To 0 . 8 per cent of the men and 1. 2 per 

cent of t he women this problem is a matter of major concern. The1:re are 

figures which are not brought out in the statistical treatment of the 

data which app ears later. But it is a purpose of the rooney Problem 

Check List to bring out not only t he problems of concern to many students, 

but also serious problems of concern to a few students . 

Ln t he area of Home and FaJllily ( Tables XIV and XV) a problem of 

concern to relatively few students is No. 310 11 · ishing I had a different 

family background. " Yet to 0.5 per cent of the men and to 0.7 per cent 

of the women it is a major concer n . 

The foregoing paragraphs are samples showing how Tables II to XXIII 

may be used by anyone interested in looking up specific items . These 

tables are presented for this purpose as ·well as for use in the study 

about to be described . 

Using the proporti ons l isted in Tables II to XXIII, the .!'._ test was 

used to test the s i gnificance of the differences between males and 

females on individual items . The results were compiled in the form of a 

list of all items on which the males 1orere significantly higher and a 

list of all items on which t he fenales vvere significantly higher, for 

each area. These lists are a part of t he data i n tables to be described 

more fully . 

But sex diffe~ences give an incomplete picture . It i s also neces

sary to lmow the similarities . For this purpose lists Ymre made of all 

the items in each area selected as major problems by 4 per cent or more 

of both men and women and of all the items in each area selected as 

minor problems by 10 per cent or more of both men and wo1:1en . Some of 

the items that had been found to represent significant differences 
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between the sexes occurred in these high percentage lists . They, of 

course, were re~oved from these lists being compiled to show similarity. 

The remaining ite!Ils in the high percentage lists thus co!J.piled were con

sidered to show rather high agreement between the sexes . 

The 4 per cent and 10 per cent cut-offs were set after careful 

inspection of the tables . While the frequencies vary from area to area, 

these percentages occur at just slightly above average percentages for 

all areas combined, but include considerably less than half the i tems . 

They are set high enough to be definitely selective, yet low enough to 

include a few items from most of the areas . 

Thus the items showing high agreement between the sexes are items 

which do not have significant differ enc es in 1;1ale and female frequencies 

and vrhich have high frequency on both male and female lists . These 

problems constitute a type of sex similarity. They are relatively 

prevalent among both sexes , and about equally so . Such a list has a 

positive meaning and requires little interpretation. 

It might be possible to obtain an apparently more statistically 

accurate list of items of agreement by finding the~ value of the dif

ference between male and female proportions for every item on the list 

and selecting items vtlth low~ values from the entire frequency range . 

But the interpretation of such a list would be more complex. The high 

frequency items of agreement and the low frequency items of agreement 

would have different meanings . Furthermore, the .ooney Problem Check 

List was designed to find what problems students have, not to find vm.at 

problems they do not have . Obviously there are an indefinite nw~ber of 

problems not on the list which male and female students would agree 

in not having. 
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For the foreg~ing reasons it was considered justifiable to limit 

the items showing high agreement to those Y-dth high frequencies . 

But the itens sho 'ling significant difference between the sexes 

were selected from the entire range of frequencies . 

The lists thus compiled, both those shovring similarity and those 

shovn_ng significant difference in a comparison of the sexes , are to be 

the chief probe used i n this study, not only for comparing t he sexes 

but for pointing up student problems and student needs . 

The lists, conprising Tables XXIV-XXXIV, are presented here . 

Check on Applicability of Tables XXIV-XXXIV 
to Student Body as a fuole 

At this point in the study one might well ask , 11 Do Tables XXIV

XXXIV give a picture of the problems of the student body as a whole or 

mainly of the freshman class?" Since freshr:J.en constitute so great a 

preponderance of the sample, there is a need to question whether many 

of t hese problems may not show a tendency to resolve themselves in the 

succeeding years of college . 

A partial ansrrer to the question raised here was obtained statis

tically by comparing area frequencies . Five tables , XJ \TII- XLI (pre

sented in Chapter V), representing the five class groups studied, give 

the frequency for each of the 11 areas , for major problems and for 

minor probl ems , for each of t he classes . By combining frequencies, 

the total freshman group (both beginning-of-year and end-of-year) was 

compared with the other classes (sophomore, junior and senior) combined 

into one group . The two groups thus obtained will be referred to as 

11 freshmen" and 11upper-classr:ien. 11 

Male freshmen were compared 'Ti th male upperclassmen in regard to 

major problem area frequencies . Female freshnen were compared in a 

Contin~e on page 74 

I 
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TABLE XXIV 
i 

Quantified Comparison of Male and Female Selection of Items as Major 
Problems and as Minor Problems in Area I, Health and Physical Develop-
ment 

Level 
Item I\l F t of con-
No . fidence 

Major Problems 

A. High agreement 

1. Feeling tired much of the time 9.5% 10. 4% -~f 

5. J:Jot get ting enough sleep 13 . 0 11.1 

112 . Poor complexion or skin trouble 6. 3 6.1 

B. Disagreement, males higher 

4. Not getting enough exercise 2. 9 0. 7 2. 52 . 02 

c. Disagreement, females higher 

3. Being overweight 2. 7 7.1 3. 79 . 001 

114. Too tall 0 .1 2. 1 3 . 70 . 001 

Minor Problems 

A. High a reement 

5. Not getting enough sleep 28 . 0 32 . 4 1.59 More 
than .05 

60 . Not getting enough outdoor air 
and sunshine 12 . 9 14. 7 ~t 

112 . Poor complexion or skin trouble 14. 0 16. 1 

168 . Nose or sinus trouble 13 . 2 13 . 5 

170. Weak eyes 10 . 7 13 . 5 1.89 ti 

B. Disagreement, males higher 

113 . Too short 6. 5 3.1 2. 50 . 02 

2. Being undervreight 12 . 9 8.5 2. 29 .05 

~:-t was bot computed where inspection showed that difference vras not 
significant . 
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TABLE XXIV CONTINUED 

Level 
Item M F t of con-
No . fidence 

C. Disagreement, females higher 

223 . Sometimes feeling faint or dizzy 5. 0% 10.97b 3. 78 . 001 

1. Feeling tired Im1ch of the time 19. 8 23 . 2 4. 77 .001 

114. Too tall 1.4 5.o 3. 67 . 001 

225 . Glandular disorders (thyroid, 
lymph, etc . ) 1.1 4. 0 3.33 .001 

3. Being overw-eight 6. 3 10.9 2. 80 . 01 

58 . Occasional pressure and pain in nw 
head 6.3 10.6 2. 64 .01 

224. Trouble with digestion or elimi-
nation 3.3 6.1 2. 28 .05 

221. Frequent headaches 5. 4 8.5 2. 08 . 05 

Note--Item 222 is omitted from this table because it applies only to 
females and there is no male counterpart . 
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TABLE Y.X:/ 

Quantified Comparison of Male and Female Selection of Items as Major 
Problems and as Minor Problems in Area II , Finances , Living Conditions 
and Employment 

Item 
No . 

Major Problems 

A. High agreement 

9. Managing my finances poorly 

B. Disagreement, males higher 

65. Too many financial problems 

171 . Working late at night on a job 

C. Disagreement , females higher 

281. Needing a job during vacations 

Minor Problems 

A. High agreement 

9. Managing my finances poorly 

119, Disliking financial dependence 
on others 

B. Disagreement, males higher 

6.6;~ 

8. 2 

6.5 

1.6 

12 .1 

12. 9 

61 . Going in debt for college expenses 7 . 0 

171. vorking late at night on a job 11. 6 

228 . Too little money for recreation 9. 7 

65 . Too many financial problems 13 . 0 

62 . Going through school on too little 
money 

285 . Dissatisfied with 1y present job 

6. Too little money for clothes 

10 . 9 

6. 6 

15.5 

F 

4. 7% 

2. 4 

2.1 

4. 0 

10. 4 

12 . 1 

0 . 7 

3.1 

3.1 

5. 2 

2. 1 

9. 2 

t 

4. 00 

3. 36 

2. 53 

4. 92 

4.44 

4 .18 

3. 95 

3. 29 

3. 06 

Level 
of con
fidence 

. 001 

. 001 

. 02 

. 001 

. 001 

. 001 

. 001 

. 001 

. 001 

. 01 
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TABLE XXV CONTINUED 

Level 
Item M F t of con-
No . fidence 

229. No steady income 7 .5.,; 4.o;~ 2. 40 . 02 

117 . Needing to watch every penny I 
spend 11.3 7.1 2.33 . 02 

282 . orking for all my expenses 11.6 8.o 1.96 . os 

C. Disagreement , females higher 

None 
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TABLE XXVI 

Quantified Comparison of Male and Female Selection of Ite:ns as [ajor 
Problems and as Minor Problems in Area III, Social and Recreational 
Activities 

Item 
No . 

Major Problems 

A. High agreement 

68 . -7anting to improve myself cul tur-
ally 

69 . fanting to improve my mind 

121 . Awkward in meeting people 

123 • Slow in get ting acquainted vfi th 
people 

178. (anting to improve my appearance 

180. Trouble in keeping a conversation 
going 

290 . Wanting very much to travel 

B. Disagreement , males higher 

122 . Awkward in malcing a date 

12 . Too little chance to get into 
sports 

176. Vanting to learn how to dance 

11. Not enough time for recreation 

287 . Too little social life 

232 . Too little chance to enjoy nature 

C. Disagreement , females higher 

15. Too little time to myself 

234. Too little chance to read what I 
like 

M 

S.S% 

8. 7 

S.3 

4.6 

8. 8 

7. 4 

7.1 

4.6 

4.9 

8.7 

8. 8 

2. 9 

4.1 

3.4 

F 

5.9% 

6. 9 

4.8 

7.1 

5.2 

9. 2 

10 . 2 

0.7 

0.7 

1.4 

4.S 

4.8 

0.7 

8. 0 

7.1 

t 
Level 

of con
fidence 

1.67 More 
than .05 

4. 92 

3. 64 

3 . 10 

2. 68 

2.55 

2.53 

2 . 83 

2. 89 

. 001 

. 001 

. 01 

. 01 

. 02 

. 02 

. 01 

. 01 
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Item 
No. 

Minor Pro bl ems 

A. High agreement 

67 . Not using rrry leisure time well 

70 . ranting more chance for self
expression 

124. In too few student activities 

178. Wanting to improve my appearance 

179. Wanting to improve my raanners or 
etiquette 

286 . Too little chance to do what I 
want to do 

290. {anting very much to travel 

B. Disagreement, males higher 

122 . Awkward in making a date 

176. Wanting to learn how to dance 

11.6 

lh . l 

12 . 4 

13 .7 

15 .8 

22 . 8 

14.1 

16.2 

287 . Too little social life 16.9 

180. Trouble in keeping a conversation 
going 23 . 7 

66. ot living a well-rounded life 

123 . Slow in getting acquainted with 
people 

11. Not Bnough time for recreation 

233 . Too little chance to pursue a 
hobby 

12 . 4 

16.9 

22 .8 

12 . 8 

F 

11.1 

15.1 

15 .1 

12 .8 

14.7 

25 .3 

2.6 

6. 9 

7.8 

16.3 

7.3 

11.8 

17 .3 

8.7 

t 

6. 04 

4.58 

4.38 

3.00 

2.73 

2.35 

2. 20 

2.14 

Level 
of con
fidence 

. 001 

. 001 

. 001 

. 01 

. 01 

. 02 

. 05 

• 0.5 
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TABLE XXVI CONTINUED 

Level 
Item I F t of con-
No . fidence 

C. Disagreement , females higher 

23h. Too little chance to read what I 
like 18.1% 30 . 3% h. 80 . 001 

68 . Wanting to improve myself cvltur-
ally 16. 6 2.5 . 8 3.80 .001 

288 . Too Ilillch social life 2. 6 6.9 3.58 .001 

69 . Wanting to improve my mind 17 . 9 25 .8 3.21 .01 

1.5 . Too little time to myself 17 .1 2h . 6 3.10 .01 

23.5 . -,ranting more worthwhile discus-
sions with people 10.3 16 • .5 3. 08 .01 

lJ . Too little chance to enjoy art or 
music 6.7 10. 4 2. 24 .o.5 

231. Lacking skill in sports and games 9.6 13 . .5 2. 01 . 05 
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TABLE XXVII 

Quantified Comparison of Male and Female Selection of Items as rfajor 
Problems and as Minor Problems in Area IV, Social- Psychological Rela
tions 

Item 
No . 

Major Problems 

A. High agreement 

F 

16. Being timid or shy 7. 2;s 5. 2d 

17 . Being too easily embarrassed 4.6 4. 7 

18 . Being ill at ease with other people 9. 0 7. 8 

71. Yanting a more pleasing personality 9. 7 11. 5 

7 3. {anting to be more popular 

181 . Being too envious or jealous 

B. Disagreement, males higher 

None 

C. Disagreement , females higher 

126. Feelings too easily hurt 

182 . Being stubborn or obstinate 

130. Feeling inferior 

129. Worrying how I impress people 

184. Speaking or acting 1,11r.i. thout 
thinking 

185. Sometimes acting childish or 
immature 

Minor Problems 

A. High agreenent 

73 . anting to be more popul2r 

129. Worrying how I impress people 

130. Feeling inferior 

2.4 

1.1 

4. 7 

6. 2 

4.7 

3. 8 

16. 6 

20 . 1-i. 

12 . 9 

7.3 

5.0 

10 . 2 

10 . 2 

9. 9 

7. 8 

6.4 

15.6 

23 . 2 

11.6 

t 
Level 

of con
fidence 

1.69 Hore 
than .OS 

h. 69 

3. 62 

2. 31 

2.18 

2. 03 

.001 

. 001 

.001 

.os 

. 05 

.os 
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TABLE XXVII CONTINUED 

-Level 
Item M F t of con-
No . fidence 

181. Being too envious or jealous 10. 0% 13 . 2/b 1.68 More 
than .05 

184. Speaking or acting without 
thinking 14. h 18 .4 1.81 ti 

185 . SometiL es acting childish or 
immature 17 -~- 19. 4 

295. Lacld.ng l eadership ability 10. 5 13 . 5 

B. Disagreement , males higher 

19. Having no close friends in college 10 .s 5. 4 3. 00 . 01 

C. Disagreement , fenales higher 

126. Feelings too easily hurt 10. h 21. 7 5. 31 . 001 

n . !anting a more pleasing personality 23 . 8 33 . 6 3. 62 . 001 

182 . Being stubborn or obstinate 10. 7 18 . 2 3. 62 . 001 

292 . Hurting other people ' s feelings 5.9 11.6 3. 48 . 001 

293 . Avoiding someone I don ' t like 5.9 10. 6 1 2. 92 . 01 

127 . Being talked about 4.1 7. 8 2. 70 . 01 

128. Being watched by other people 3.3 6. 1-~ 2. 50 .02 

291. Too self- centered 7. 4 11.1 2.16 .05 

18. Being ill at ease vdth other people 10. 8 14. 9 2. 07 .os 
294. Too easily led by other people 8.o 12 .3 2. 02 .05 
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TABLE XXVIII 

Quantified Comparison of Male and Female Selection of Items as Major 
Problems and as Minor Problems in Area V, Personal- Psychological Rela
t i ons 

Item 
No . 

Major Problems 

A. High agreement 

133. Daydreaming 

134. Forgetting things 

241. Afraid of making mistakes 

B. Disagreement , males hi gher 

None 

C. Disagreement, females higher 

5.3% 

4.3 

5.0 

297 . Too easily moved to tears 0.4 

22 . Vorrying about unimportant things 5.4 

76. Uoodiness , "having the blues" 5.9 

21. Taking things too seriously 6.7 

242 . Can 1t mal{e up my mind about things 2.1 

25 . Finding it difficult to relax 4.3 

23 . Nervousness 6.6 

135. Having a certain nervous habit 1. 8 

78 . Too easily discouraged 3.7 

24. Getting excited too easily 1. 8 

186. Losing my ta~per 4.1 

243. Lacking self-confidence 9.5 

Minor Problems 

F t 
Level 

of con
fidence 

7. 6% 1.59 More 
than .05 

6. 4 

7. 6 

8.7 

14. 4 

13 . 2 

l ~ .• 9 

7.3 

9.5 

11.6 

4.3 

6. 9 

4.0 

7.1 

17 .3 

1. 82 

7.55 

5.29 

4.93 

4.37 

3.56 

2. 98 

2.55 

2. 46 

2. 29 

2. 22 

2. 07 

u 

. 001 

. 001 

. 001 

. 001 

. 001 

. 001 

. 01 

. 02 

. 02 

.05 

.05 

. 05 
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TABLE XXVIII CONTINUED 

Item 
No . 

25. Finding it difficult to relax 

133 . Daydrea:ning 

134. Forgetting things 

187 . Being careless 

188 . Being lazy 

B. Disagreement, males higher 

79 . Having bad luck 

C. Disagreement, females higher 

297 . Too easily moved to tears 

7 6. Tu oodiness , "h~ving the blues" 

24 . Getting excited too easily 

244. Can't forget an un leasant exper
ience 

23. Nervousness 

78 . Too easily discouraged 

243 . Lacking self -confidence 

241 . Afraid of making mistakes 

22 . Worrying about unimportant things 

242 . Can ' t make up my mind about 
things 

21 . Talcing things too seriously 

80 . Sometimes wishing I'd never been 
born 

186. Losing my temper 

M F t 

16 .3/o 17 .5% 

22 .0 22 . 9 

13 . 8 14. 2 

11.1 11.3 

14.1 12.5 

5.8 3. 61 

1. 8 

19.5 

4.5 

18.0 10 .06 

7. 0 

15 . 0 

10.1 

14.0 

17 .3 

16.5 

8.4 

15.5 

4.5 

15.0 

3l--2 4.15 

11.1 L~ . 29 

12 . 3 

24.1 

16.3 

20 . 6 

22 . 9 

23 . 2 

13 . 9 

20 . 6 

7.3 

19. L. 

3.06 

3. 87 

3 .12 

2. 93 

2. 82 

2.82 

2. 97 

2. 22 

2. 03 

1.96 

Level 
of con
fidence 

. 001 

. 001 

. 001 

. 001 

. 01 

. 001 

. 001 

.01 

. 01 

. 01 

. 01 

.05 

.05 

.05 
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TABLE XXIX 

Quantified Comparison of Male and Female Selection of Items as Haj or 
Problems and as Minor Problems in Area VI, Courtship, Sex and Marriage 

Item 
No. 

l aj or Problems 

A. High agreement 

27 . Not meeting anyone I like to date 

81. Afraid of losing the one I love 

195 . 1ondering how far to go with the 
opposite sex 

B. Disagreement, males higher 

.194. Sexual needs unsatisfied 

26 . Too few dates 

301. Thinking too much about sex 
matters 

C. Disagreement , females higher 

85 . vondering if I 111 ever find a suit-

M 

7 . O;~ 

4.1 

5. 0 

5.3 

8. 8 

4.3 

able mate 4 . 1 

137 . Deciding whether I 'm in love 3.8 

30 . Going vd th someone my family won 1 t 
accept 1.1 

250. Wondering if I 111 ever get married 3.2 

305 . ondering if my marriage will 
succeed 

303 . Having to wait too long to get 
married 

2. 6 

4.7 

F 

6. 6%, 

4.0 

0 . 7 

5.4 

2.1 

9.5 

8.7 

4.0 

7.3 

5.0 

7.6 

t 

4.04 

2.11 

3.75 

3. 52 

3.33 

J . 20 

2.16 

2. 06 

Level 
of con
fidence 

. 001 

.o5 

.05 

. 001 

. 001 

. 001 

. 01 

.05 

.05 
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TABLE XXIX CONTINUED 

Minor Problems 

A. High agreement 

F 

27 . Not meeting anyone I like to date 13 . 0% 14. 4/o 

85 . Wondering if I ' ll ever find a suit-
able mate 16.2 20 .1 

250 . Wondering if I ' ll ever get married 10 .7 

B. Disagreement , males higher 

194. Sexual needs unsatisfied 

26. Too few dates 

302 . Too easily aroused sexually 

301 . Thinking too much about sex 
matters 

195. ondering how far to go vrith the 
opposite sex 

83 . Too inhibited in sex matters 

C. Disagreement , females higher 

137 . Deciding vm.ether I 'm in love 

249 . Breaking up a love affair 

29 . Deciding whether to go steady 

30 . Going with someone my family won ' t 
accept 

140. Being in love with someone I 
can ' t marr-y-

305 . Wondering if rrry marriage will 
succeed 

14. 2 

17 .4 

12 . 5 

10 . 5 

7. 0 

1.4 

2. 9 

2. 5 

1. 7 

6.1 

13. 9 

2.6 

9 . 0 

6.1 

5. 2 

8.o 

2. 6 

17 .5 

5.2 

6. 6 

4.3 

9. 2 

t 
Level 

of con
fidence 

1.63 More 

6. 41 

3. 94 

3. 48 

3.12 

2. 60 

2. 50 

5.85 

3.80 

3. 03 

2. 83 

2. 71 

1.97 

than . 05 

. 001 

. 001 

. 001 

. 001 

. 01 

. 02 

. 001 

. 001 

. 001 

. 01 

.01 

. 05 
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TABLE XXX 

Quantified Comparison of Male and Female Selection of Items as Major 
Problems and as Uinor Problems in Area VII., Home and Family 

Item 
No . 

Major P-.coblems 

A. High agreement 

F 

88 . Worried about a member of my fa"1ily 4.0,o 5. 9% 

306. vanting love and affection 

B. Disagreement ., males higher 

None 

C. Disagreement ., females higher 

6.1 

31. Being criticized by my parents 1. 8 

253 . Being an only child 0 .1 

34. Siclmess in the family 1. 7 

255. -. anting more freedom at home 1.3 

198 . Talking back to my parents 1.3 

196. Unable to discuss certain problems 
at home 2. 0 

144. Not getting along with a member of 
my f a.-rn.ily 1. 4 

251 . Not telling parents everything 1.4 

33 . Father 1. 2 

197 . Clash of opinion between me and 
parents 2.9 

6.4 

6. 6 

2. 8 

5.4 

4.3 

4.0 

7.3 

4. 0 

3.8 

3.3 

5.7 

t 

4.32 

4.29 

3. 59 

3. 23 

3. 00 

2. 99 

2. 89 

2. 67 

2. 44 

2.39 

Level 
of con
fidence 

. 001 

. 001 

. 001 

. 001 

. 01 

. 01 

. 01 

. 01 

. 02 

. 02 



Item 
No. 

Minor Problems 

A. Hi gh agreement 
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TABLE XXX CONTI NUED 

F t 
Level 

of con
fidence 

306. ·anting love and affecti on 11 . 9% 15 . 6% 1 . 80 ] ore 

B. Disagreement, males higher 

87 . Parents having a hard time of it 

C. Disagreement , females higher 

196. Unable to discuss certain problems 
at home 

254. Parents making too many decisions 
for me 

8 . 6 

3.8 

251 . Not telling parents everything 8. 2 

145. Irritated by habits of a member of 
my family 12 • 3 

34. Siclmess in the f amily 1. 8 

310 . Wishing I had a different f amily 
background 1 . 8 

197 . Clash of opinion between me and 
parents 7. 9 

88 . Worried about a member of my family 5.3 

2. 8 

15 . 6 

7. 6 

13 . 9 

17 . 9 

4.0 

4.0 

11.6 

2.14 

J . 66 

J . 25 

3. 10 

2. 63 

2. 29 

2. 29 

2.11 

2. 03 

than .05 

.05 

. 001 

. 01 

. 01 

. 01 

.05 

.05 

.05 

.05 
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TABLE XXXI 

Quantified Comparison of Male and Female Selection of Items as Major 
Problems and as I.Iinor Problems in Area VIII , Morals and Religion 

Item 
No . 

None 

l ajor Problems 

A. High agreement 

B. Disagreement , males higher 

258 . Having a certain b~d habit 

259 . Unable to break a bad habit 

C. Disagreement, females higher 

203 . Wanting to feel close to God 

204. Confused in some of my religious 
beliefs 

205 . Conf\lsed on some moral questions 

202' . .. {anting to understand more about 
the Bible 

36. -ot going to church o~en enough 

:Minor Problems 

A. High agreement 

311. Sometimes not being as honest as 
I should be 

B. Disagreement , males higher 

40 . Doubting the value of worship and 

4. 6% 

4.1 

4 . .5 

2. 9 

1. 7 

3.3 

6.1 

11.9 

prayer 7 .• 5 

2.57 . Pretending to be something I'm not 8.3 

F t 

1.4% 2. 67 

1.9 2. 04 

13 • .5 

6. 9 

5.o 

.5 . 9 

9.2 

12 .3 

1.2 

4 . .5 

.5 • .56 

4.17 

3. 24 

2.13 

1.97 

4. 67 

2. 47 

Level 
of con
fidence 

. 01 

. 05 

. 001 

. 001 

. 01 

.os 
• 0.5 

. 001 

. 02 
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TABLE XXXI CONTINUED 

Level 
Item M F t of con-
No. fidence 

36. Not goi ng to church often enough 24. 2;~ 18 . 2~i 2.38 .02 

92 . Faili ng to see the relation of 
religion to life 3. 2 1.2 2.15 . 05 

93 . Don ' t know what to believe about 
God 8.4 5.2 2.03 . 05 

c. Disagreement, females higher 

202 . fanting to understand ~ore about 
the Bible 11.3 20 .3 4.06 . 001 

201 . ranting more chances for religious 
vorship 2. 5 7.1 3.83 . 001 

203 . anting to feel close to God 8.8 15.0 3. 26 . 01 

148 . Troubled by lack of religion in 
others 5.0 9.0 2. 70 . 01 

313 . Can ' t for et some mistakes I ' ve 
made 12 .4 18 . L~ 2.80 . 01 

256. Sometimes lying without meaning to 10 . 7 15 .1 2. 22 . 05 
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TABLE XXXII 

Quantified Comparison of Male and Female Selection of Items as Liajor 
Problems and as r.:inor 1-roblems in Area IX, Adjust_. ent to College ork 

6 

Item 
No . 

Major Problems 

A. High agreement 

F 

41. Not knowing how to study effectively 20 . 9,o 19. 6% 

42 . Easily distracted from ey vmrk 

96 . Forgetting things I 1ve le2.rned in 
school 

100. Slow in reading 9.0 

151. -ot sp ending enough time in study 19.1 

207 . Unable to concentrate well 

208 . Unable to express myself well in 
words 

209 . Vocabulary too li:rriited 

261 . Worrying about examinations 

319. Slow in mathematics 

B. Disagreement , males higher 

12 . 6 

6.7 

6.4 

10. 8 

6. 2 

99. Weak in spelling or grammar 12 .5 

98 . Weak in writing 7. 0 

153 . Tro ble organizing term papers 4.1 

206 . Not getting studies done on time 6.3 

154. Trouble in outlining or note- t aking 6. 2 

262 . Slow· with theories and abstractions 3. 6 

44. Having a poor background for some 
subjects 9.5 

12 . 5 

5. 7 

6.4 

14.9 

10 . 2 

8.3 

6.1 

14. 2 

4.0 

1. 7 

o.5 

2.1 

2.4 

0.9 

5 . 0 

t 

Level 
of con
fidence 

1.58 More 
than . 05 

1.70 

1. 73 

4. 69 

3. 98 

J .56 

3. 23 

2. 92 

2. 81 

2.74 

n 

ti 

. 001 

. 001 

. 001 

. 01 

. 01 

. 01 

. 01 
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TABLE XXXII CONTINUED 

F t 

45 . Inadequate high school training 

265 . Fearing failure in college 

4.6% 

8. 8 

1.9% 2.39 

97 . Getting low grades 

C. DisagreeTient, fa~ales higher 

210 . Afraid to speak up in class dis
cussions 

152 . Having too many outside interests 

Minor Problems 

A. High a reement 

10. 8 

J .8 

2.8 

5.h 

6. 9 

8. 0 

5.o 

41. :Not lmow'ing how to study" effectively 25 . 2 26 • .5 

42 . Easily distracted from my work 

43 . ot planning my vrork ahead 

44. Having a poor background for some 
subjects 

96 . Forgetting things I 've learned in 

20 .8 

35 • .5 

1.5 . 6 

18 .7 

school 18.8 20 .3 

97 . Getting low grades 15 .8 12 . 8 

100. Slow in reading 18 .7 15 .1 

151 . Hot spending enough time in study 32 . 8 31 . 0 

152. Having too many outside interests 17 .1 15 . 4 

154. Trouble in outlining or note-
taking 18 . 8 14. 7 

155. Trouble with oral reports 13 .2 15 . 4 

207 . Unable to concentrate well 24.6 26. 7 

208 . Unable to express myself well in 
words 111. 8 16.1 

2.11 

2. 28 

3.09 

1.96 

Level 
of con
fidence 

.02 

. os 

. os 

. 01 

.os 
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TABLE XXXII CONTI NUED 

Level 
Item M F t of con-
No . fidence 

209 . Vocabulary too limited 18. 8% 18 . 2% 

210. Afraid to speak up in class dis-
cussions 17 .4 20 .8 

26.5 . Fearing failure in college 14.6 10.9 1.80 More 
than . o.5 

319. Slow in mathematics 12 .4 14. l~ 

B. Disagreement, males higher 

45 . Inadequate high school training 13 . 7 5.0 4. 6.5 . 001 

99 . Weak in spelling or grammar 22 . 7 12 .5 4. 29 . 001 

98 . Weak in v~i ting 14.6 7.8 3.42 . 001 

206. Not getting studies done on time 16.3 10 .4 2.78 . 01 

C. Disagreement , females higher 

261. Vorrying about examinations 22 .9 .34.5 4.30 .001 

263 . Weak in logical reasoning s .o 8.3 2. 26 • 0.5 
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TABLE XXXIII 

Quantified Comparison of Male and Female Selection of Items as Major 
Problems and as Minor Problems in Area X, The Future: Voc ational and 
Educational 

Level 
Item M F t of con-
No . fidence 

Uajor Problems 

A. High agreement 

47 . Doubting wisdom of my vocational 
choice 5. 9% 6. 97{, 

158. Not knovring -what I really want 10 .3 12 .1 

21.5 . Needing to know my vocational 
abilities 5. 9 5. 2 

B. Disagreement, males higher 

160. Concerned about military service 19. 2 0. 9 9. 06 . 001 

213 . Needing to decide on an occupation 5. 9 2.6 .5 . 23 .001 

104. Wanting part-time experience in my 
field 4.0 1.4 2 .li8 . 02 

1.56. Wondering if I'll be successful 
in life 12 .1 7.6 2. h2 . 02 

c. Disagreement, females higher 

None 

Minor Problems 

A. High agreement 

47 . Doubting wisdom of my vocational 
choice 14. 2 13 .0 

156. Wondering if I 1ll be successful 
in life 26 .6 24.3 

158 . Not knowing what I really w;,nt 14.8 18.0 

,I 

' I " ~ 
I 
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TABLE ::C~XIII CONTINUED 

Level 
Item M F t of con-
No . fidence 

215. Needing to know my vocational abil-
ities 11. 9~t 1.3 . 7:-, 

B. Disagreement , males higher 

160. Concerned about military service 27 .1 1.4 11.03 . 001 

104. Wanting part-time experience in 
my field 12 .6 8.3 2.25 .05 

46. Restless at delay in starting life 
work 16. 9 12 .5 2.02 .05 

C. Disagreement , females higher 

49 . Purpose in going to college not 
clear 8.4 14. 2 3.12 .01 

323 . Lacking necessary experience for 
a job 2.5 5.7 2. 83 . 01 

159. Trying to combine marriage and a 
career J .8 7.1 2. 50 .02 
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TABLE XXXIV 

Quantified Comparison of Male and Female Selection of Items as Major 
Proble.ins and as Minor Problems in Area XI, Curriculum and Teaching Pro
cedure 

Iterri 
No . 

Major Problems 

A. High agreement 

51 . Hard to study in living quarters 

219 . Too much work required in some 
courses 

329 . Campus lacking in school spirit 

B. Disagreement, males higher 

M 

5.0% 

4 . 1 

216. Classes too l arge 3 . 4 

326. Grades unfair as measures of 
ability 4.3 

53 . Teachers too hard to understand 3.3 

108 . Too many poor teachers 2.5 

275 . Forced to take courses I don ' t l i ke 7.4 

C. Disagreement, females higher 

None 

Minor Problems 

A. High agree.ment 

51 . Hard to study in living quarters 

107 . Dull classes 

110 . Teachers lacking personality 

163 . Not enough chances to talk to 
teachers 

14. 2 

17.1 

11.1 

13 .6 

F 

6. 4% 

5.0 

6.8 

0.7 

0.7 

0.7 

4.5 

14. 9 

20.5 

13 .5 

13 .9 

t 

2 . 90 

2. 69 

2 .• 78 

2 . 20 

1. 96 

Level 
of con
fidence 

. Ol 

. 01 

. 01 

.05 

.05 
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TABLE XXXIV CONTINUED 

Level 
Item M F t of con-
No. fidence 

164. Teachers lacking interest in 
students 10 . 5)b 12 . 5% 

219 . Too much YTork required in some 
courses 18. 4 19 . 1 

275 . Forced to take courses I don 't like 22 .3 19. 6 

328 . Campus activities poorly coordinatedl0 . 4 10 . 9 

330 . Campus lacking in recreational 
facilities 14.6 12.3 

B. Disagree:rient, males higher 

53 . Teachers too hard to understand 10.7 5 . 2 3. 22 . 01 

326. Grades unfair as measures of 
ability 10.5 5 . 7 2. 79 . 01 

273 . Too many rules and regulations h . l 1. 7 2.24 . 05 

108. Too many poor teachers 8. 6 5 . 4 2.00 . 05 

C. Disagreement, feri.ales higher 

329. Campus lacking in school spirit 22 . 6 35 . 7 4. 83 . 001 

16l. Not having a good college adviser 6. 7 11.6 2. 92 . 01 

271. Some courses poorly organized 7.1 10. 9 2. 25 . 05 
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similar manner with female upperclassmen. Tre proportion of the total 

possible number of checks represented by each frequency was computed. 

The ~ test was applied, and no significant difference between proportions 

was found for any area. For even the greatest differences in proport·ons 

~ was less then 1 . 0, thus not approaching the . 05 level of confidence . 

It was concluded that from the standpoint of dist!'ibuti.on of prob

lems a~ong the 11 areas Tables XXIV-XXXIV represent the student body as 

a vrhole . 

But, since Tables XXIV- XXXIV are a study of individual items select

ed as problems, it would seem advisable to look into the matter of pos

sible class variation in selection of individual items Yd.thin an area. 

There seems to be no statistical short-cut that 11ould dete::."tTline this 

matter conclusively; i.e . , nothing less than separate studies for the 

fresh~en and the upperclass~en. For the present purpose gross inspection 

of a sampling of individual items with their frequency proportions for 

the var:_ous class standings was used. 

The sampling is in the form of Tables XXXVand XXVI,:- . These tables 

contain items from the areas of Social and Recreational Activities (SRA) 

and Adjustment to College Vork (AC ) • Items were talcen from the major 

problem lists of beginning-of-year fresru.Tan men and beginning-of-year 

fresh..-rnan women . Criteria for selection of the i terns were that (a) they 

must have been selected as major problems by 5 per cent or more of 

their group and (b) they must be the type of problem that, in the opinion 

of the ·writer, one might expect many students either to solve or to 

-~~Derived from tables rrhich could not be included in this study, but are 
on ile in the o~fice of the department of psychology, University of 
Vichi ta. 
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adjust to later in college . Because of variation in size of groups , 

the proportion of the total possible number of checks represented by 

each frequency is given. 

Even though the use of proportions rather than frequencies takes 

into account the variation in size of groups , this variation must still 

be considered from the standpoint of reliability. The smallness of the 

frequencies in the sophomore , junior and senior groups renders them of 

lesser meaning when items are considered individually. W.nen one item 

is marked by one student, another by two, and another not at all, any 

comparison of items on this basis becomes hazardous . For example, a 

proportion of zero for an item for one class group could be a matter of 

chance. It would seem advisable to consider groups of proportions 

rather than individual proportions . 

There are two ways to consider groups of proportions in Tables 

IlD and Xll'VI, (a) the vertical way and (b) the horizontal way. Verti

cally, we vmuld consider together all the proportions for male sopho

mores , or male juniors, or male seniors, in the table . The same pro

cedure vrould be used for females . Horizontally, we would consider 

together the sophonore, junior, and senior frequencies for any one item. 

Gross inspecti on by this method shows that, while there is a tendency 

for the proportion of students affected by these maj or problems to 

decrease slightly in the later years of school, the problems do not 

disappear . In the sa">Tiples studied in these two tables it appears that 

approY.imately the same types of problems confront students all the ·way 

through college . 

Tables ID..'V and XXXVI were designed sol ely as a check on Tables 

XXIV- XYJ{IV and are used for no other purpose in this study. 

Continue on page 79. 
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TABLE XXXV 

Proportions of Male and Female Sections of Class Groups Studied -fuo 
Marked as !fajor Problems Cert~in Items in the Social and Recreational 
Activities Area 

End- of-
Items Beginning Year Soph- Juniors Seniors 

Freshmen Freshnen omores 

122. Awlmard in 
making a date .. 094 . 047 . 070 .037 . 000 

Male 
180 . Trouble in 
keeping a conver-
sati on going . 086 . 098 .113 . 037 . 086 

121. Awkvrard in 
meeting people . 069 .041 . 042 .037 . 029 

176. Wanting to 
learn to dance . 064 . 041 .014 . 037 .ooo 

123 . Slovr in get-
ing acquainted 
with people . 052 . 052 . 070 .019 . 086 

Fe- 180. .105 . 067 .178 . 050 . 045 
male 

123 . . 091 . 054 . 067 . 050 .045 

121. . 059 . 014 .130 .050 . 000 
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TABLE XXXVI 

Proportions of Male and Female Sections of Class Groups studied 'fuo 
Marked as Major Problems Certain Items in the Adjustment to College 

ork Area 
Male 

End- of-
Items .Beginning Year Soph- Juniors Seniors 

Freshmen Freshmen omores 

41 . Not knoV'f.i.ng how to 
study e_fectively . 217 

1.51. Not spending enou0 h 
time in study . 192 

99 . Weak in grammar or 
spelling .16.5 

42 . Easily distracted from 
my work . 131 

207 . Unable t o concen-
trate ·rell .128 

44. Having a poor back-
ground for some subjects . 123 

~61 . Worrying about exam-
inations .113 

265 . Fearing failure in 
college . 106 

97 . Getting low grades .101 

100 . Slow in reading . 086 

98 . Weak in Tvriting . 081 

319. Slow in mathem -tics . 071 

1.54. Trouble in outlining 
or note-taking . 069 

208 . Unable to express 
rrwself well in words • 067 

96. Forgetting things I 've 
le2rned in school . 057 

. 228 

. 223 

. 104 

. 197 

. 135 

. 067 

. 119 

. 083 

.130 

.088 

. 073 

. OJO 

. 062 

. 073 

. 047 

. 183 

.169 

. 042 

.197 

.127 

. 014 

. 099 

. 042 

. 08.5 

. 070 

. 028 

. 0.56 

. 042 

. 070 

. 056 

. 148 

. 167 

. 056 

. 093 

. 093 

. 056 

. 093 

.OJ? 

.149 

.130 

.OJ? 

. 000 

. 037 

. 037 

. 019 

. 171 

. 086 

. 057 

. 088 

.114 

.143 

. 029 

. 086 

. 057 

.ll4 

. 057 

. 057 

. 0.57 

. 086 

. 000 
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TABLE XXXVI CONTUJUED 

Female 

End- of-
Items Beginning Year Soph- Juniors Seniors 

Fresh.~en Freshmen omores 

1D. . Not kno1ring hovr t o 
study effectively . 235 

261 . Worrying about exam-
inations .160 

1Sl . Not spending enough 
tir.le in study .144 

42 . Easily distracted from 
rry work .134 

207 . Unable to concentrate 
well .134 

210 . Afraid to speak up in 
class discussions . 091 

265 . Fearing failure in 
college . 091 

208 . Unable to express 
:rr:w.self well in words . 091 

96 . Forgetting thin~s I 1ve 
learned in school . 080 

97 . Getting low grades . 064 

44 . Having a poor back-
ground for sone subjects . 059 

99 . Weak in spelling or 
gramr.iar 

319. Slow in mathematics 

. 053 

. OS3 

. 223 

. 122 

.169 

.108 

. 061 

. 061 

. 034 

. 047 

. 041 

. 095 

. 034 

.047 

. 027 

. 089 

. 022 

.133 

.178 

.156 

.133 

. 022 

.111 

. 067 

. 067 

. 067 

.044 

. 022 

. 050 

.ooo 

. 150 

.150 

. 050 

. 100 

. 000 

. 150 

. 000 

.ooo 

.100 

.ooo 

. 000 

.oL.5 

.091 

. 091 

. 045 

. 045 

. 000 

. 000 

.136 

. 000 

. 000 

. 000 

. 000 

. 000 
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On the basis of 1 a) a finding of no significant differences in 

proportions of area frequencies in a statistical comparison of fre&hmen 

and upperclassmen, and (b) a gross inspection finding of continuance of 

approximately the sane types of individual items as problems throughout 

college, in the sa.i."'!lple inspected, the question seems to be answered. 

Even though Tables XXIV- XXXIV are derived from data obtained from a 

sample of _.students in which there is a preponderance of freshmen , the 

tables are representative of the student body as a whole , in an approxi-

mate way. 
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IV . DISCUSSIOJ OF RESULTS 

Validity of Study 

It should be borne in mind that this study does not undertake to 

uncover hidden problems , but rather to obtain a report on problems that 

students recognize . For this purpose the Hooney Problem Check List was 

chosen because the ·writer considered it the best available means of 

obtaining .a comprehensive report on recognized problems . 

Student comments indicate that the list gave rather thorough cover

age of their problens, except for some of the problems of married 

students . 

There still remains the question of problems students may have 

been un~~lling to ad~it . But there is reason to believe the number of 

such unadmitted problems vras kept low bec~use of the favorable setting 

provided. The students were assured complete anonymity in the treatment 

of the data they provided. They were asked to give their nai:1es on sepa

ra.te cards bearing the serial number of their answer sheets so that at 

their request their answer sheets could be identified for use in counsel

ing. They were solemnly promised that their answer sheets would be 

treated with complete confidentiality and under no circumstances would 

be identified except at their ovm request . The promise was scrupulously 

carried out . 

The Mooney Problem Check List itself is a favorable setting. Some 

of the more embarrassing personal problems may be referred to by checking 

ambiguous items . Several such items are included in the area of Morals 

and Religion; e . g., "Having a certain bad habit . 11 The long list of items 

has a tendency to make students feel th t , whatever problems they may 

have, they are not far different fron many other students . This latter 
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statement is based on student comments . 

It cannot be stated that the experimental situation provided in 

this study reduced inhibition in acbritting problens to a mini..um for all 

students . One student wrote that anyone would be a fool to adroit all 

his problems vihen he was turning in his na-rne . But his was the only 

COfil~ent of this nature , -while there were many comments expressing 

ap:9reciation of the confidentiality and indicating complete confidence. 

Although it would have been possible for students to wi thhold 

their names , there were only three instances of students doing so . 

The cooperative attitude of the students, the freedom 1-ri th 1vi1ich 

serious and embarrassing problens were adrritted on many answer sheets , 

and connnents written on the backs of angvrer sheets indicate that for 

many students the feeling of security in the confidentiality of their 

ans-vrers -vras complete or at least very high . 

The comments of n any students indicated that the hope of counseling 

help was an incentive for filling out the check list . It is the opinion 

of the ~rriter that the promise of counseling help had positive effects 

on the responses that outweighed the negative effects of giving their 

names on separate cards . 

The foregoing considerations have led the Trri ter to conclude th t , 

except for failure to include some of the problems of married studentsJ 

the present study has rather high validity. 

Analysis of Minor and Major Problems 

lfinor proble::ns were much more numerous than major problems , as 

might be expected. In every area, for both males and females (Table I , 

page 21) , the frequency of the minor problems more than doubles that of 

the r.i.ajor probl ems , in some areas more than triples . It vr-111 be recalled 
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the instructions stated that if the item suggested tt something which is 

troubling youn the student was to underline it . As a second step he was 

to read over the items marked thus and double-ma_k the items"of most 

concern. n These are considered the r1ajor problems and those marked 

only once the IT~nor problems . 

On the surface it would ap~ear that the minor problems are merely 

irritations , annoyances , or.criticisms not seriously affecting the stu

dent . However, psychological studies (13) shov; that "little irritations" 

are sometimes synptoms of more serious problems of adjustment , problems 

which in some instances the individual is unwilling to face , recognize , 

or admit . The present study produced no data on this matter . The 

writer knows of no -vray such data could be obtained on a large scale . 

Nothing less than seri ous professional counseling of an individual over 

a period of time could yield such information. 

The nearest approach to such a method reported in the literature 

was the study at Illinois State Jorma1 University (8) discussed in the 

Introducti on . Much valuable information was obtained through clinical 

methods . fuile the writer does not lmow the exact nature of the counsel

ing used, it seems doubtful that in college counseling procedures any 

large nu.rnber of students yould receive the sort of counseling that would 

bring out problems they had been unwilling to face , if they had such 

problems . 

The Illinois study concluded that items merely underlined tend to 

be irritati ons more than major problems . They were being careful not to 

go beyond their data, and it would be difficult to take issue with such 

a conservatively worded conclusion. 

It is the ·writer ' s hypothesis that , if a satisfactory adjustment of 
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major proble s recognized as such by the student were resolved, some of 

the minor proble~s would disappear , and vice versa. 

While the relationship between major problems and minor problems 

remains hypothetical , that they do correlate from the standpoint of area 

frequency is established for this study. For men students there was a 

rho coeff icient of . 78 , significant at the . 01 level for 10 d . f . ; for 

women students the rho coefficient was . 61, significant at the . 05 
..,I 

level. 

Lacking data to establish the neaning o_ umajor problems" and 

11minor problems , n the rr.ci ter kept them separate throughout the study 

and accepted them at face value in dra1ving conclusions . Chief consider

ation was iven to major problems . This is in agreement with the Illi

nois study, which concluded that the double- marked items had been more 

diagnostic , both in screening and in indicating areas . 

Analysis of Area Frequencies 

The area of Adjustment to College Work (ACW) shows the l argest 

number of 1:oth major and minor problems for men and women combined 

(Table I , p . 21) . But, because of differences between m2.les and females 

in the distribution of their problems among the ll _areas , it seems 

advisable to consider males and females separately in a detailed study 

of area responses . Since 759 male students and 423 female students 

participated, proportions are given in Table I for use in comparison. 

The proportion relates the number of checks made to the rnmber of checks 

possible . 

The areas and their proportions are given here in r~nk order . 
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Major problems , males : 

Adjustment to College fork (ACW) - - - - - - - • 071 
Social and Recreational Activities (S ) - - - . 042 
The Future: Vocat:_onal and Educational (FVE) - . 036 
Social- Psychological Rel2tions (SPR) - - - - - . 033 
Personal- PSi chological Relations (PPR) - - - - . 031 
Courtship , Sex and Marriage (CSM) - - - - - - . 030 
Finances , Living Conditions and Employment(FLE) . 029 
Cur "iculum and Teaching Procedure (CTP) - - - . 026 
Health and Physical Development (HPD) - - - - . 026 
Morals and Religion (MR) . 023 
Hone and Family (HF ) - - - - - - - - - - - - - . 017 

Major problems, females : 

Personal- Psychological Relations . OS8 
Adjustment to College Work - - - - • OS4 
Social- Psychological Relations - - - - - - - . 046 
Social and Recreational Activities - . 037 
Courtship, Sex and vlarria0 e - . 035 
Home and Fa~ily - - - - - - - - . 033 
Uorals and Religion - - - - - - • 030 
Health and Fhysical Development . 028 
The Future : Vocational and Educational - - - - . 024 
Finances , Living Conditions and Employment - - . 020 
Curriculum and Teaching Procedure - - - - - - . 019 

Minor problens , males : 

Adjustment to College York - - - - - - - - - - . 162 
Social and Recreat·onal Activities - - - . 130 
Personal-Psychological Relations - - - - - - - . 097 
Curriculmn and Teaching Procedure - - - - - - . 097 
Social- Psychologi cal Relations - - - - - - - - • 093 
The Future : Vocational and Educational - - - - . 081 
Finances , Living Conditions and Employment - - . 078 
Health and Physical Development . 077 
.[orals and Religion - - - - . 077 
Courtship, Sex and Marriage . 072 
Home and Family - - - - - - - - - - - . OS2 

Minor problems, females : 

Adjustment to College Work - - - -
Social and Recreational Activities -
Personal- Psychological Relations - -
social - Psychological Relations - - -
Curriculum and Teaching Procedure -
Health and Physical Development - - - - - - -
•forals and Religion - - - - - - - - - - - - -
The Future: Vocational and Educational - - - -
Courtship , Sex and Marriage - - - - - - - - -
Home and Family - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Finances, Living Conditions and Employment - -

.1s1 

. 130 

. 126 

. 118 

. 099 

. 091 

. 078 

. 075 

.071 . 

. 068 

.oS6 
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The only significant difference bet ·reen m ues and females in area 

proporti ons is in major problems in the area of Personal- Psychological 

Relations . - i th a proportion of .058 for wonen and . 031 for men, t is 

2. 25, 1hich is significant at t he . 05 level . 

The problems checked by the women students are more evenly distributed 

among the areas than are the problems checked by the men students . To 

state the same finding another way, the men show a greater range of 

area proportions , for both major problems and minor problems , than do 

the 1mmen . 

It appears t hat the area of Adjustment to College Work is the out

standing trouble spot for men students , in both major and minor problems . 

In their next highest area, Social and Recreational Activities, the men 

marked less than 60 per cent as many maj or problems as in Adjustment to 

College Work . Differences between the other areas are considerably 

smaller. 

For wonen students the area of Personal- Psychological Relations has 

the greatest number of major problems . Adjustment to College Work is 

a close second, but in this area the women marked only sli htly over 

75 per c ent as many major problems as the men. 

Home and Family is the area where the men marked the smallest num

ber of both major and :oinor problems . Curriculum and Teaching Procedure 

is the area where t he 1vomen marked the snallest nu"Tiber of major problems, 

but in minor problems their proportion for the area is slightly above 

the men's . To a considerable e:::tent the itens in this area point to 

faults in the University . The chief difference between the sexes in 

this area would appear to be that the men attach greater i mportance to 

what they consider to be University shortcomings . 

Ranlc order correlat i on of the area major problem frequencies for 
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men and for women resulted in a r Lo coefficient of . 49, ·which is not 

significant . But for minor probla~s the male-female rank order correla

tion yielded a rho coefficient of .85, vhich is significant on the . 01 

level. 

Item Analysis by Areas 

The item analysis by areas is based chiefly on Tables XXIV- XXXIV, 

pages 50-7J . These tables are derived from the data in Tables II-XXIII, 

pages 25-46, as explained in the previous chapter . These tables nay be 

referred to for questions regarding any items that do not have a place 

in Tables L1IV- XXXIV . The latter tables not only compare the sexes 

but give a rather well-rounded picture of the problems most prevalent . 

Health and Physical Development 

In the area of Heal th and Physical Development , "Feeling tired 

much of the time" and "Not getting enough sleep 11 head the lists of 

both major and minor problems , for both men and women, as those troubling 

the largest number of students . As pointed out earlier, 41 per cent 

of the men (combined major and minor proportions) and 43 .5 per cent of 

the women are concerned about not getting enough sleep, -rmile 29 . J 

per cent of the men and 33 . 6 per cent of the Ymmen are concerned about 

feeling tired much of the time . It would seem possible that these two 

problems affecting so many students may be the foundation upon which 

many other problems rise . While there would necessarily be another 

causal factor involved in each of the other problems, it seems likely 

that some of them would be capable of solution and others reduced in 

magnitude if the student were feeling physically fit (13) . 

Next , in the area of Health and Physical Development (Table XXIV, 

p . So) , as a source of concern to both men and women is 11 Poor ·conplexion 

or skini trouble . n 
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Turning to dissimilarities, it is the rvriter ' s vievr that a number 

of sex differences in this area are culturally inposed. -ote the major 

concern of women students over being too tall and being overweight and 

the concern of :nen, well defined, though in lesser degree, over being 

undervrei ht and being too short . It would appear that a cultur al dimen

sion is present here (7) . 

While Item 222 11Menstrual or female disorders" is not included in 

Table XXIV since it does not seem to belong in a male-female comparison, 

it should be noted in order to round out the picture of women ' s problems . 

It vms marked by 4 per cent as a major problem and by 12 .1 per cent as 

a minor problem. The fact that four men (fresh~en) marked it a minor 

problem probably should be attributed to either misuhderstanding of the 

meaning of the item or error in marking . 

Finances, Living Conditions and Employment 

"Managing my finances poorly" is the only major problem of high 

sex agreement in this area (Table Y:J::.J, p . 52) . 

A considerably larger proportion of men than women checked serious 

problems of finances and employment . Complete data on student employ

nent were not obtained in this study, but there is . evidence of a proba

bility that more men than women are earning their living while going to 

school. "Working for all my expenses'' (Item 282) was marked as a concern 

(combi ned major a.nd minor ) by 16.1 per cent of the men and 10. 4 per cent 

of the women . There are no data as to the additional number of men and 

women who may be Y orking for all their expenses without considering it 

a problem or Tmo may have felt they had covered the area by checking 

other related problems . A number of corrunents of men students referred 

to supporting families . 
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From a study of the data set forth in Table XX!v it would appear 

t hat self-supporting men and self-supporting women in college have 

rather similar problems, and that possibly the many significant differ

ences in the sexes for this area are explained by a greater nU17lber of 

self- supporting men . 

Social and Recreational Activities 

In considering Area III , Social a11d Recreational Activities (Table 

XXVI, p . 54), it is puzzling to the vr.riter that so many students of both 

sexes should_ consider wvanting very ~much to travel" (Item 290) a major 

problem. It is understandable that it would be popular as a minor prob

lem. But why should it be a maj or problem? Everyone is constantly 

having to make choices throughout life, and these students have chosen 

to go to college . 

In order to bring additional data to bear on this question, the 

percentages-~- by class standing of those checking No . 290 as a maj or' 

problffn are presented here . 

Beginning-of-year freshmen- - men ) • 7~o, women 7 .5;t, 
End-of-year freshmen - - - - II 10 . 9·i , II 12 . 2% 
Sophoraores - - - - - - - - - n 12 . 7;, 11 17 . 8% 
Juniors 11 J . 7%, It 5 0-1 • /0 

Seniors - - - - - - - - - - 11 2. 9;0, II 9. l}~ 

The fact that all of the end- of-year freshmen and the majority of 

t he sophomores filled out their check lists shortly before summer vaca

tion may be a clue . Perhaps many of them ·were Tiishing very much that 

travel might somehow be realized in vacation activities . This was the 

No . 1 ranking major problem oft e area for sophomore and end-of-year 

freshr.ian women , the No . 1 problem of sophomore men and the 1 o. 2 problem 

-::-Derived from tables which could not be included in this study, but are 
on file in the office of the department of psychology . 
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of end-of-year fresh~an men . 

But even as a desired vacation activity why should this be a najor 

problem to so many students? Can it be t hat in many c ases there are 

serious underlying difficulties of a more personal nature and that want

ing to travel is the embodiment of a v.rish to get aTray from home ? 

Nhile a university would find it economically impractical to pro

vide opportunities for i ts students to travel, some of t he other unmet 

needs in this area are things about which a university could do something . 

Particularly, young men (and a Si;1aller proportion of young women) vrant 

to learn hovr to dance . Both sexes are concerned over a need to acquire 

social polish, the 11!en apparently feeling the need sonewhat more keenly 

than the women . 

"Too little chance to get into sports, 11 a particular male concern, 

undoubtedly in many instances refers to lack of time for sports because 

of enployment . To vrhat extent does it refer to a lack on the part of 

th~ University? The present study provides no data on this . It is a 

question that needs to be studied by future research . 

The differences between the sexes in this area seem to oint to 

an apparent need of many men students to have greater participation in 

social and recreational activities and an apparent need of 1i1.any women 

students to draw away from the crovrd ong enough to realize their indi vid

uali ty. 

Social-Psychological Relations 

The area of Social-Psychological Relations (Table XXVII, p . 57) 

is of greater concern to vromen students than to men students . In 

major problems the males were significantly higher on no item and in 

minor problems on only one item, "Having no close friends in College.rt 
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This leaves as the main basis of comparison the items of agreement and 

those in vlhich the females are significantly higher . 

The major items of high agreement all seem related to feelings of 

inferiority. They are: 11Being too easily embarrassed, tr "Tanting a 

more pleasing personality, " "Wanting to be popular, 11 "Being ill at ease 

YD. th other people, 11 "Being envious or jealous , ' and 11 Being timid or 

shy. 11 

11 Being stubborn or obstinate11 has a significantly higher frequency 

for the nomen students , both as a major and as a i':inor problem. On first 

thought it nay appear incongruous that the women also have a higher 

frequency than the men on "Too easily led by other people, u both as a 

major proble~ and as a r.d.nor problem, the difference for the minor prob

lem being significant on the .05 level . But , of course , these conflict

ing items are not necessarily checked by the sa~e individuals . 

Personal-Psychological Relations 

Personal-Psychological Relations (Table XXVIII , p . 59) is another 

area that appears to be predonina.Yl.tly of female concern. It will be 

recalled that in the study of the male and the female frequencies fo r 

the areas this -·ras the only one where there -rras a significant difference 

between the sexes . This in itself ap~:::ears to s ovr greater introversion 

on the part of vronen students , an hypothesis vlhich obtains further support 

from a qualitative analysis of the items . The men we_e significantly 

higher on no major problem and on only one minor problem, 11 Having bad 

luck, 11 with the diffe::'.'ence here significant on the . 001 level. It 

would ap;:iear that 1:1a.YJ.y of the women students look within themselves for 

the key to many of their problems and worry about their oYm inadequacies , 

while some of the men students ap~ear to chalk u~ difficulties to bad 
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luck and continue t heir pursuit of objective interests . 

It would seem a matter of seri ous concern that 44. L~ per cent of 

the vromen and 25 . 3 per cent of t he men are concerned over 11Loodiness, 

' having the blues . 1 n These are combined percentages for najor and 

minor problems . But "Moodiness, ' havi ng the blues 1 11 was narked a major 

problem by lJ . 2 p er cent of t he vromen and 5.9 per cent of the men. 

There appears to be a need for further research on this item. It 

would be interesting to knovr how it correlates with II ot getting 

enough sleeptt and "Feeling t i red much of the time" in Area I. other 

variables Trould need to be considered too . 

"Daydreaming, n 11 Forgetting things, 11 and "Afraid of making mistakes" 

are the major problems in the area of Personal-Psy chological Relations 

on which the sexes agree in l a rge numbers . The most peculiarly Hfemi

nine11 item on the l ist is IIToo easily moved to tears . tt There is a 

29: 1 ratio between ·women and men on this as a n aj or problem. 

Courtship , Sex and Marriage 

In the area of Courtship, Sex and Marriage (Table : xrx, p . 61) , 

"rot meeting anyone I like to date" is the i tem checked as a major 

problem by the largest number of both males and females . 

Next in rank is "Wondering how far to go with the opposite sex. 11 

It ·was marked a major problem by 5.0 per cent of t he men and 4 • .5 per 

cent of t !1e women. This is one of t hose ambiguously stated items , 

since wi t hin its framework there can be wide differences in the limits 

under consideration by persons marking the item. 

"Afraid of losing the one I loven was checked a major conc e_n by 

4.1 per cent of the men and 4.0 per cent of the women . 

The highest-frequency major problem for the men is 11 Too ·fev dates , 11 
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the men being significantly higher than the women for this itaD, at 

the • 05 level. The greatest disparity betvreen male and female frequen-

cies on a major item is found on "Sexual needs unsatisfied, 11 which vras 

marked by 5. 3 per cent of the men and only 0. 7 per cent of the wonen, 

the difference having a~ value of 4. 04, significant at the . 001 level 

of confidence . On another sex item, 11 Thinking too much about sex :matters , 11 

the percentages are: Male 4.3, female 2. 1, Yrith the difference signifi

cant at the . 05 level. The maj or problems on vi.hich the vromen are 

significantly higher are concerned with dating, romantic love, and 

marriage . Minor problems follm7 the sane trend as major . 

'foile women are higher on items concerning marriage, nen are more 

concerned with sex adjustment in a biological sense . "Too inhibited 

in sex matterstt as a minor problem is significantly higher for males . 

As a major problen it does not have a significant sex difference, but 

refe:ence to Table XII , page 35, shows that here too the males are 

higher , their percentage being 1. 2, while the female percentage is 0. 7 . 

Home a..nd Family 

"Wanting love and affection11 is one of the inportant needs of both 

sexes (Table XXX, p . 63) . Eignteen per cent of the men and 22 per cent 

of the women in this study checked it as a problem. It rated as a 

major problem for 6.1 per c ent of the men and 6.4 per cent of the women, 

as a minor problem for 11.9 per cent of t he men and 15 . 6 per cent of 

the women. Nor are homesick freshmen responsible for the high percentage, 

since it holds up throughout the years in colle e . ~'-- To what extent is 

this evidence of lack of parental affection, and to what extent is it a 

~~ased on tables which could not be included in this study but are on 
file in the offi ce of the psychology department . 

l. 11 
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manifestat~on of the mating urge? 

1 ooney class if ~_es this i tern in the area of Home and Family . But 

it must be remembered t hat the student marking the check list vras not 

aware of areas . In the order in vvhich he checked the items he cane 

upon n anting love and affection" immediately follov:ng t hese five 

Courtship , Sex and Marriage items: "Thinking too much about sex mat

ters , " "Too easily aroused sexually,n 11 Having to nait too long to get 

married, 11 11 Needing advice about marriage, n II Vondering if my marriage 

will succeed. n However, the four items vd.th which n\ anting love and 

affection11 is grouped refer unmistakably to the parental family . 

In the area of Home and Family the items on v:hich females ne:t·e 

significantly higher reveal an urgent need on the part of young -·romen 

for independence from their parents , vvi.th much attendant friction , 

particularly in the clash of ideas between the two generations . Why 

do not equally large numbers of young men have these sane problems? 

It can't be that they do not have an equal need for independence . Do 

the parents grant them independence more freely? Are they more confi

dent of their own ideas, hence less concerned ~f their parents do not 

see eye-to-eye with them? A need for further research i s indicated 

here . 

Morals and Religion 

In the area of Morals and Religion (Table XXXI, p . 65) there is no 

major item of agreement between the sexes and only one minor, 11 Sometimes 

not being as honest as I should be . n A perusal of the items of signif

icant difference under r.1ajor problems gives the impression that the men 

are concerned -riith morals and the -mmen viith religion . Hovreve::::- , the 

female list does include one item on morals, "Confused on some noral 
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questions," as a significantly higher major concern. Doubts about the 

value of religion and its relation to life app ear to be much more 

prevalent among the men than 2..mong the wonen , although it is only as 

minor problems that these doubts are significantly higher for men. 

11 Vanting to feel close to God11 is the high ranking major problem 

for women in this area and ranks near the top as a minor problem for 

women . As a najor problem it was checked by 13 . 5 per cent of the 

women and by 4.5 per c ent of the men , giving a i of 5.56, a difference 

significant at the • 001 level. As a minor problem it Yras checked by 

15 . 0 per cent of the nomen and 8 . 8 per cent of t he men , iving a.!'._ 

of 3. 26, a difference significant at the • 01 level. It nould seem tha t 

this problem ni ght indicate an emotional need . If so , the higher 

frequency for -rronen rould be in agree:nent with the higher frequencies 

for vromen in the areas of S0ci al- Psyc_1ological Relations and Personal

Psychological Relations . 

The other items concerning religion on Yrhich wo1:1en students are 

significantly higher are "Confused in some of rrnJ religious beliefs , 11 

tt fanting to understand more about the Bible, 11 and "Not going to church 

often enough, 11 as maj or problems . 

11 Having a certain bad habit" and "Unable to break a bad habit 11 

are t he major problems on ·which the nen were significar~tly higher . 

They are examples of t hose purposely aubiguous itens; ne~t h e r by t heir 

wording nor by t heir grouping do t h ey give any clue t o the nature of 

the b ad habit . 

Adjustment to Coll ege Vork 

As was pointed out i n the discussion of area frequencies, Adjust-

ment to College 1 ork not only is the area where the men marked t heir 
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largest number of problems , but for men it stands apart from all other 

areas by a considerable margin of difference i n area frequencies . This 

area appears to be a decided trouble spot for women too , although the 

men outrank them in naj or problems by a ratio of 7 .1 to 5. h(Table }C~1II , 

p . 67) . 

Under major problems the ite~. s representing hign agreement of the 

sexes point to a need for reading laboratory and study method training 

by a large mm1ber of students of both sexes . 11 Slow in reading 11 1 as 

checked by a total of 27 .7 per cent of the men and 21 . 5 per cent of 

the vmmen. 111 ot knowing how to study effecti vely11 -7as checked by 46 .1 

per cent of the men and exactly the same per cent of the vomen, al

though a slightly higher percentage of men than women marked it a major 

problem. A number of the other problems in this list would also relate 

to study habits . 

· Items of significant difference show that some of the serious 

concerns of men in this area revolve around inadequate academic back

ground for college work . The vmmen have only two significantly higher 

major problems: "Afraid to speak u~) in class discussions" and 11 Having 

too mcmy outside interests . 11 The minor problems , while having -more 

spread, do not refute t he foregoing observations . 

A question needing further research is , Wfuy do so many men stu

dents have so great a number of major problems in the area of Adjustnent 

to College Work, and why are problems of inadequate background particu

larly pro""'inent ?11 The ·writer subnits as sone of the variables that 

would need looking into in such a study the follmving . 

1. The matter of student enployment . To what extent is lac of 

adequate time for study responsible for t hese problems? 
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2 . The fact that many more men than wonen are enrolled. 

(a) Does t his situation result in greater selectivity of 

women nho come to col lege in regard to acaden1ic readiness? 

(b) Are men Y ~1 0 ~·muld not normally attend college here because 

of G. I . assistance or draft deferment of students? 

3. The generally accepted t heory that girls matu!'e about two 

years younger than boys (10 ) . I!l the case of boys and g2-rls Yrho go 

directly from high school to coll ege, t h e girls vro ld have the advant

age of greater maturity through both high school and college . 

The Future: Vocational and Educati onal 

As might be expected, 11Concerned about military serv:.ce11 is the 

Jo . 1 problen of men students in the area of The Futu.re- -Vocational 

and Educational (Table XXXIII , p . 70) . It nas checked as a major 

problem by 19 . 2 per cent of the men and as a ninor problem by 27 . l 

per cent . It ·would seem that conce::.n about military ser-vice may be 

another of t hose rt foundat i on11 pro bl ems which carry at least a part 

of the responsibility for a number of other problems . The uncertain

ties connected with probable military service would surely tend to 

make vocational planning diffi cult , to create problems in regard to 

marri age , and for some young men to increase enotional problens . 

The items in this area representing high agreement of the sexes 

are all connected with deciding on a vocation, for both major problems 

and minor problems . Of these proble::ri.s , those with highest frequencies 

express generalities : 11 Jot knowing what I really want " ('l.ajor) and 

"7fondering if I 111 be successful in life11 (r:1inor) . A more sp ecific 

problem, ttDoubtin vv.i.sdon of 1ey vocational choice , 11 vras marked a major 

problem by 5.9 per cent of the men and 6. 9 per cent of the women, and 
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as a minor problem by 14. 2 per cent of the men and 13 . 0 pe_ cent of 

the 1-:romen . Jhile this might be a serious problem for seniors , it 

would not seem too serious for freshmen and sophomores,even though it 

be a najor concern. It is the writer 1 s opinion that the frequencies 

of the problems connected with vocational choice are not excessively 

h..i.gh (12) , but that they show a heal thy interest in choosing a vocation, 

nith need for voc ational counseling . 

"Trying to combine marriage and a career" is significantly higher 

for women as a Di.nor problem, but some of the r.ien students are finding 

it a real problem too . 

Curriculu.~ and Teaching Procedure 

In t_e area of Curriculum and Teaching Procedure (Table XJG(IV, p . 

72) t vro of the three major problems representing high agreement of the 

sexes are "Campus lacking in school spirit" and "Hard to study in 

living quarters . " It is encouraging that both should be problems about 

which the University al.ready has ta.1<en steps to bring about improvement . 

The writer is referring to the building of dormitories . In these the 

University should be able to have controlled conditions for study, and 

the concentration of students on the campus is expected to improve 

school spirit . The other item of high agreement is, 11 Too much work 

required in some courses . 11 

For this area the men marked major problems in higher proportions 

than vm en . The men ·were si nificantly higher than the Trnmen on these 

i terns: "Grades unfair as measures of ability, n 110lasses too large, 11 

11 Teachers too hard to understand, n 11 Forced to take courses I don I t 

like," and "Too nany poor teachers . 11 There were no r.iajor problems on 

which the Yromen vrere significantly higher . 
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"Forced to take courses I don ' t like" is one of the more popular 

"gripes" in this area . While as a major problem this item was marked 

by a significa_ntly higher proportion of men than women, the major and 

minor proportions conbined are 29 . 7 per cent of the men and 24 . l per 

cent of the women . 

Serious Problems of Low Frequency 

The foregoing analysis was based entirely on frequencies and 

gives no indication of the relative seriousness of problems beyond 

dividing them into najor and minor problems . For instance, the fact 

that 37 female students and only 3 male students :r.iarked "Too easily 

moved to tears" as a najor problem indicates that more female students 

consider it a serious problem, not that it is a more serious problem 

for female students . The chances would seem to be that the three male 

students YLO find this a ~ ajor problem are rather seriously disturbed 

persons . fuenever a :nale or fenale has a proble""l that is not shared 

by many of his sex his problem is magnified by the fact that it is 

count er to social expectations . The fact that 40 men and only 3 women 

considered 11 Sexual needs unsatisfied" a najor problem might indicate 

that this is a nore serious problel:'. for those three rromen than for the 

men. 

It was noted earlier that "Sometimes bothered by thoughts of insanity" 

was marked a major problem by 0 . 9 per cent of the men and 1 . 2 per cent 

of the women, and "Thoughts of suicide" was checked as a major problem 

by 0. 8 per cent of the men and 1.2 per cent of the women. Yet these 

problens are of such seriousness that for approximately one student in 

every 100 students to have each of these problems may conceivably be as 

serious as any problem brought out by this study. 



V. ADDITIONAL VARIABLES OF THE DATA 

It will be recalled that this study was designed not only t o 

execute the research project to vmich the foregoing chapters have been 

devoted, but also to provide an organized mass of data for further use 

by the University and to point out additional problems that would lend 

themselves to further research . There are a number of variables of 

the data yet to be considered. This chapter will be devoted to the~ . 

Comparison of the Classes 

Divided as to class and sex, the sample includes : Beginning- of

year freshmen--406 males , 187 females ; _end- of- year freshnen- -193 males, 

149 fa~ales ; sophomores--71 males , 45 females ; juniors--54 males , 20 

females; seniors--35 males , 22 females (Tables XXX:VII- XLI) . Because 

of the small size of some of these groups it was not considered advisable 

to nake a detailed statistical study of the class groups . 

HoTrever , a statistical study of differences in area frequency 

proportions vras made , using total class groups , undivided as to sex. 

Beginning- of- year freshi~en were compared with end- of-year freshnen, 

end- of-year freshnen with sophomores , sophomores with juniors , and 

juniors with seniors . The comparison was made both for major problems 

and for minor problems . As used here, "area frequency proportion" 

refers to the relation of the number of times items were checked in an 

area to the number of checks possible for the particular gr oup to make 

in the area . Using the! test, only one significant difference in 

proportions nas found . End- of-year freshmen had a greater proporti on 

of minor problems in the area of Curriculu.m and Teaching Procedure than 

beginning- of-year freshl"'J.en, with a difference that has a !'._ value of 2 . 33 , 

significant at the • 02 level of confidence . IData for this co;mparison 
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were derived from Tables XXXVII- ;a.ir , presented here . 

No individual item comparison on the class basis vras attempted, 

except for Tables X:.CJJI and XXXVI , which have been discussed previously. 

Tables X..XXVII- XLI were specifically designed for a class- to- class 

comparison of average number of problems per individual in the various 

areas , 1vith divisions as to sex and as to najor and minor problems . 

The averages given in these tables are charted in graphic form in 

Figures 3-13 , which are presented irnnediately following the tables . 

Each chart represents an area. The charts show the average number of 

major problems and of ninor problems per male student and per fenale 

student for each class standing . The major problems appear in the lower 

part of the graph because of the smallness of their frequencies , and the 

minor problems, with their greater frequencies , in the upper part . 

The purpose of these graphs was to discover if trends were to be 

found . In their interpretation it should be borne in mind that , be

cause of the variation in size of samples in the various classes , 

there is a difference in reliability of the dcta. Both freshman sanples 

are large enough for good reliability, but the data for the other 

classes should be considered of lesser reliability. The female junior 

and female senior samplings probably are too small to be of any research 

value . 

The graphs raise more questions than they answer . Anyone ap11roach-

ing them vn.th preconceived theories regarding relationship of problem 

frequencies to class standing is likely to find sane surprises . If the 

app ~rent inconsi stencies set forth in the charts demonstrate that the 

relati onship is not a simple one and point up the need to search for 

additional variables , perhaps that is one of their chief functions . 
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TABLE XXXVII 

Problem Frequencies and Individual Averages for Each Area as Checked 
by Beginning- of- Year Freshmen (406 Males and 187 Females) 

Major Problems 1/iinor Problems 
Area fale Female ·ale Female Male Fe:.nale 1fale Fer:iale 

Ave . Ave . ve . Ave . 

HPD 329 183 . 81 . 98 '922 511 2. 27 2. 73 
FLE 391 101 . 96 . 54 927 287 2. 29 1.53 
SRA 513 212 1.26 1.13 1563 685 J . 85 3. 67 
SPR 414 272 1.02 l. J_!-5 1181 670 2. 91 3. 59 
PPR 367 323 . 90 1. 73 1168 743 2. 88 3. 97 
CSM 378 216 • 93 1.16 904 401 2. 22 2.14 I I 

I I I 

HF 193 169 .48 . 90 611 345 1.50 1.85 11 
• I 

MR 2Li3 174 ... 60 • 93 850 409 2.09 2.19 I 11 

ACW 881 336 2.17 1.80 2022 831 4. 98 4-4Li 
FVE 367 116 . 90 . 62 878 356 2.17 · 1.90 
CTP 235 105 . 59 . 56 880 423 2.16 2. 26 

TABLE XXXVIII 

Problem Frequencies and Individual Averages for Each Area as Checked 
by End-of-Year Freshmen (193 Males and 149 Fenales) 

~ ... --~ - - ... --
Major Problems Minor Problems 

Area Male Female Male Fenale Male Female Male Fe:i.ale 
Ave . Ave . Ave . Ave . 

HPD 153 102 . 79 . 68 490 405 2. 54 2. 72 
FLE 146 99 . 76 .66 460 263 2. 38 1. 77 
SRA. 265 157 1.37 1.05 804 583 4.17 3. 91 
SPR 185 176 . 96 1.18 544 501 2. 82 3.36 
PPR 194 231 1.00 1.55 603 501 3.13 3.36 
CSM 176 144 .91 .97 455 317 2.36 2 . 13 
HF 109 157 .56 1.05 307 321 1.60 2.16 
MR 152 136 . 79 .91 466 337 2. 41 2. 27 
ACW 461 223 2.39 1.49 922 709 4. 78 4. 76 
FVE 259 129 1.34 . 87 553 392 2. 87 2. 63 
CTP 191 97 . 99 . 65 689 520 3. 57 · 3 . 48 
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TABLE XLIX 

Problem Frequencies and Individual Averages for Each Area as Checked 
by Sophonores (71 Males ai.1d 4S Fa~ales) 

Major Problems Minor Problems 
Area Male Fenale Male Fenale Male Female Male Female 

Ave . ve . Ave . Ave . 

HPD ss ss • 77 1.22 153 131 2.16 2.91 
FLE 60 31 . 8S . 69 201 89 2. 83 1.98 
SRA 94 69 1.32 1. 53 282 200 J . 98 4. 45 
Sl-'R 63 89 . 89 1. 98 211 191 2. 97 4. 24 
P?R 75 79 1.06 L 76 217 224 3. os 4.97 
CSM 72 43 1.01 . 96 163 102 2.30 2. 26 It 

11 

HF S3 47 . 75 1.04 142 120 2. 00 2.67 11 
It 

MR S9 42 . 83 • 93 216 146 3 .04 3. 2s I 1 

ACW 125 88 1. 76 1.96 386 228 S. 44 5.06 
FVE 10s 37 1.48 . 82 224 127 3.1s 2. 82 
CTP 87 22 1. 23 . 49 304 169 4. 28 3. 7S 

TABLE XL 

Problem Frequencies cJ.TI.d Individual Averages for Each Area as Checked 
by Juniors (.54 Males and 20 Females) 

Major Problems Minor Problems 
Area Male Female Male Fenale Male Female Male Female 

Ave . Ave . Ave . Ave . 

HPD 29 8 . 54 . 40 111 ss 2. 05 2. 7.5 
FLE 41 1.5 . 76 .75 130 3.5 2. 41 1. 7.5 
SRA S9 18 1.09 , . 90 184 78 3. 41 3. 90 
SPR .5.5 19 1.02 .95 124 72 2. 29 3. 60 
PPR 45 36 . 83 1.80 13.5 62 2.50 3.10 
CSH 37 17 . 69 . 8S 88 36 1.62 1.80 
HF 2.5 19 . 46 .95 71 42 1.32 2.10 
MR 46 20 .85 1.00 120 .52 2. 22 2.60 
ACW 81 2S 1.so 1. 2.5 207 S5 3. 83 2. 75 
FVE 45 12 • 83 • 60 111 33 2. 06 1. 6S 
CTP 49 11 . 91 • .5S 179 50 3.31 2. so 
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TABLE XLI 

Problem Frequencies and Individual Averages for E ch Area as Checked 
by Seniors (35 Males and 22 Fe:"'loles) 

N[aj or Problems :Minor Problems 
Area ilale Fern.ale Male Fe::-n.ale Male Female r1 tle Female 

Ave . Ave . Ave . Ave . 

HPD 20 13 . 5? • 59-- 72 55 2. 06 2. 50 
FLE 23 6 . 66 . 27 68 35 1.94 1.59 
SRA 24 19 . 69 . 86 135 99 3.85 4. 50 
SPR 25 24 . 71 1.09 65 62 1.86 2. 82 
PPR 24 38 . 69 1. 72 83 73 2. 37 3. 33 
CSM 16 27 . 46 1.23 38 46 1.08 2. 09 
HF 11 28 . 31 1. 27 44 37 1.26 1.68 
MR 15 15 . 43 . 68 92 49 2. 63 2. 23 
ACiil 62 15 1. 77 . 68 155 97 4. 43 4. 41 
FVE 54 17 1.54 • 77 86 45 2. 46 2.05 
CTP 38 7 1.09 .32 152 90 h.34 4. 09 
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Figure 9. Average nunber of problems per individual by 
class standing in area of Home and Family 
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Figure 10 . Average number of problems per i ndividual by 
class standing i n area of Morals and Rel~_gion 
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class standing in area of Adjustment to Colle e · fork 
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Figure 19. Average number of problems per indiv~dual by 
class standing in area of The Future-Vocational and 
Educational 
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The surprise in a casual inspecti on of the charts is the similarity 

of patterns for minor problems of males and fernal es in ~any of the charts . 

In five areas, Finances, Living Conditions and Employment; Soci al

Psychological Relatio~s; Home and Family; The Future--Vocational and 

Educat i onal; and Curriculum and Teaching Procedure, increases and de

creases i n number of problems in the area occur in t he same years fo r 

males and females throughout the college course . In two other areas, 

Adjustment to Coll ege 1ork and :Morals and Religi on, t he sane i s true 

except f or one year . In consi deration of the small size of the sa~ples 

in the upper classes, this apparent similarity may possibly be coin

cidence . Even if accepted it would not refute conclusi ons previ ously 

dra:wn regarding sex differences, for the similarity do es not concern 

the nature of the indivi dual i tems, nor does it extend to the degree of 

the increase or decrease, or the number of problems at t he outset . 

However, it should be recalled that a rank order correl ati on of 

area proportions f or minor probl ems, comparing the tot al group of 

males in the sample studied vrith the total group of females, resulted 

in a r ho coef f i c i ent of . 85, signif icant at t he . 01 level. The marked 

similarities of a number of male and fenale patterns f or ninor problems 

ar e i n agreement vri th the ~tatisti cal findi ng, al though car rying the 

comparison somevfhat further . 

In major problems t he men are more consistent t han the women. Let 

us consi der the men in all t he areas first . 

In t he area of Health and Physical Development the line shows grad

ual decrease t hrough the junior year, t hen slight increas e i n senior 

year . I n t he second area no particul 2.r ·~attern could be expected, since 

condit ions outs i de of school so largely determine financi al .problems . 
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Problems in Social and Recreational Activities increased during the first 

year, then steadily decreased . This may possibly mean that in October 

the :riale freshmen were still hopeful , but that during the year they 

found that ca~pus life did not measure up to their expectat i ons . It 

may mean that by the second year some of the dissatisfied students had 

quit school altogether, so~e had enrolled in other colleges, and others 

had adjusted to school life here . This theory is based upon an apparent 

dissatisfaction with cam.pus life expressed in comments on the backs of 

check lists . 

In the area of Social- Psychological Relations a deviation from the 

eA-pected l i ne comes in an i~crease of problems in the junior yea:r . It 

may be a sa·.upling fluctuation. 

Personal- Psychological Relations is an area in which a1-;areness of 

proble~s and willingness to admit problems are more pertinent factors 

than in sone other areas . The effect of education and maturity on these 

factors might explain the increase of problems in this a ea through the 

sophomore year . 

Problems of Courtshi r , Sex and Marriage likewise reach a peak in 

the sophomore y ear . No ex:pla..~ation seems needed. In the area of Morals 

and Religion the first i mpact of a student ' s individual culture with the 

broader culture does not create the greatest number of problems; they 

come l ater. 

Parti cular study should be given to the area of Adjust::-1ent to 

College Work since the male students have many more problems here than 

in any other area . It vrill be recalled that the chief major needs of 

the men students are to i nprove their study methods , to speed up their 
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reading, and to catch up on background subjects in which they are weak . 

The fact that their major problems increase through the freshman and 

sophomore years would seem to shoYr that these needs have not been met . 

The 1vriter is not noralizing. It is recognized that survival of 

the fittest is the chief method used by tax-supported universities to 

screen out students not qualified to do college Yrork . But this is a 

matter that needs research. How accurate is the screening? Do some 

potentially good students beco~e discouraged and drop out because of 

lack of help in some of these problems? A considerable number of students 

who go on through college report these sa.i~e problems even in the senior 

year . Have they been handicapp ed by lack of help in these matters? 

It seems natural that awareness of problems of Curriculum and Teach

ing Procedure should be low for entering freshmen and increase later . 

The major problem graph lines of the women students are perplexing 

to the 'ITiter . Four areas shovr the same pattern from beginning fresh

man through junior year . They are Health and Physical Development; 

Social and Recreational Activities; Social-Psychological Relations; 

and Adjustment to College fork . There is a decrease in problems during 

the fresl:nnan year, a peak in the sophomore year,and a sharp decline in 

the junior year . The similarity ends there . If there vrere a gradual 

increase through the fresbman and sophomore years, it might be explained 

as increasing awareness of problems, but a decrease during the freshman 

year followed by a peak in the sophomore year seems more difficult to 

explain. The slight increase or decrease in the senior year for the 

first three areas could be a matter of sampling fluctuation . In the 

area of Adjustment to College -vork the line continues i ts sharp decline 

through the senior year. 
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In addition to the four areas named, three other areas show de

creases in problem freauency during the freshman year . They are Personal

Psychological Relations; Courtship, Sex and Marriage; and Morals and 

Religion. But each of these shows an increase later . Personal

?sychological Relations show a rather gradual increase through the 

sophomore and junior year, then a slight decrease in the senior year. 

In the area of Courtship, Sex and Marriage the number of problems 

reaches its peak in the senior year . Perhaps a larger number of the 

women students are thinking of marriage in the senior year, looking for

ward to marrying shortly after graduation. But in the area of Home and 

Fa~ily major problems also reach their peak for women students in the 

senior year . This is very perplexing to the writer . It will be recalled 

that i n this area women students are particularly concerned about friction 

with their parents in the struggle to attain adult independence . It 

would seem that adolescence would have ended and adulthood would be 

.recognized by the parents 'When a young woman reaches her senior year 

in college . 

The area of Morals and Religion shows what would appe:ir to be one 

of the more consistent major problem lines for women . There is only 

slight chanbe from beginning-fresh~an through junior year , then a decline 

in the senior year. Another apparently consistent line is in the area 

of The Future-Vocational and Educational. There is a rise duhing the 

freshman year, then gradual decline through sophomore and junior, 1vi th 

a rise in the senior year . The increase during the freshman yea:r night 

be accounted for by an urgency to decide on a vocational aim before 

proceeding further in college . Another rise in the senior year seens 

normal, since the student is about to embark on a vocation or further 
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education. 

The comparison of classes •rould appear to be a fertile field for 

further research . 

College Parentage vs. Non-College Parentage 

The comparison of students of college parentage with those of non

college parentage vras considered worth looking into . A student 1ti th at 

least one parent a college graduate was classed as of college parentage . 

Students who did not meet this criterion were classed as of non-college 

parentage. Only the four largest groups were used: Beginning- of-year 

freshman males , beginning- of-year freshman females , end-of-year fresh

man males , and end- of-year freshman females . The comparison was made 

in just two areas , Home and Family and Adjustment to College ~fork . 

These were considered to be afilong the areas nost likely to be affected 

by educational st~tus of the parents . The data are shown in Tables 

XLII a.n.d XLIII . 

The t test was applied and no significant differences vrere found in 

the proportions of the total frequencies for either major or minor 

problems . It Nas concluded that for the areas studied freshman students 

of college parentage do not differ significantly from students of non

college parentage in regard to number of problems . 

Jegroes 

The total sar1.ple of .. Tegroes was 42 students, and was too small for 

detailed study. But a table (Table XLIV, immediately f ollowing Tables 

XLII and XLIII) was designed giving the nu"TJ.ber of times major prohlems 

and minor problens were marked for each area by the group and the pro-

portion of the total possible number of checks represented by each 

frequency . The table includes similar data for the main sample of 1 , 182 

Continue on page/23 . 
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TABLE XLII 

Comparison of students of College Parentage 1vith Students of Ion- College 
Parentage in Number of Items Checked as Maj or Problems and as Minor 
Problems in Area of Home and Family 

College Parent Non-College Parents 
r o . of Items Ave . per No . of Items Ave . per 
Students Checked Student Students Checked Student 

Maj or : 

Beginning 
Freshmen- Male 67 39 . 6 339 154 .5 

Beginning 
Fresh"'.':1.en-Female 34 40 1.1 153 129 . 8 

End- of-year 
Fre shn en-Male 36 33 . 9 157 76 . 5 

End-of- year 
Freshmen-Female 34 24 . 7 114 133 . 9 

Total Maj or 171 136 . 8 763 492 . 6 

Minor: 

Beginning 
Freshmen-Male 67 82 1.2 339 529 1.5 

Beginning 
Fresbr.len-Fer1al e 34 93 2. 8 153 252 1. 7 

End-of- year 
Freshmen-Male 36 1.2 157 263 1.6 

End-of-year 
Fre sh."Tlen-Femal e 34 71 2.1 114 250 2.5 

Total Minor 171 290 1. 7 763 1294 1. 7 
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TABLE XLIII 

Comparison of Students of College Parentage with Students of Non- College 
Parentage in NllI'.lber of Ite~s Checked as Eajor Problens and as Minor 
Problems in Area of Adjustment to College vork 

College Parent v 
No . of Items Ave . per 
Students Checked Student 

Major : 

Beginning 
Fresknen-1fale 67 

Beginning 
Fresh~en- Female 34 

End- of-year 
Freshnen-Male 36 

End- of- year 
Freslunen- Female 34 

Total ajor 

·.linor : 

Beginning 

171 

Freshnen- rale 67 

Beginning 
Freshnen- Female 34 

End- of-year 
Freshmen-Male 36 

End- of-year 
Freshnen- Female 34 

Total Minor 171 

132 

67 

59 

302 

136 

163 

159 

710 

1. 9 

2. 0 

1.6 

1.3 

1.8 

3.8 

2. 2 

4.7 

4.2 

Non- College Parents 
r-o . of Items Ave . per 
Students Checked Student 

339 

153 

157 

114 

763 

339 

153 

157 

114 

763 

749 

269 

402 

179 

1599 

1270 

695 

759 

550 

3274 

2. 2 

1. 8 

2. 6 

1.6 

2.1 

3 . 7 

5.1 

4.8 

4.3 
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TABLE XLIV 

Area Report of Nu.1'!1 )er of Items Marked as Major Problems and as linor 
Problems by 42 Negro Students and 1,182 i/hite Students, and the Propor-
tion of TotaY-Possible Checks Represented by Each Frequency 

Nero Students White Students 
Area Number of Pro- Number of Pro-

Problems portion Problems portion 

faj or HPD 42 . 033 947 .027 
FLE 60 . 048 913 . 026 

Problems SRA 64 . 051 1430 . 040 
SPR 55 . 044 1322 .037 
PPR 56 . 045 1412 . 040 
CSM 4h . 035 1126 . 032 
HF 36 .029 811 .023 
MR 34 • · 27 902 .025 
ACW 119 . 095 2297 .065 
FVE 59 . 047 1141 . 032 
CTP 43 . 034 842 . 024 

]_inor HPD 150 .119 290.5 .082 
FLE 177 .140 2495 . 070 

Problems SRA 245 .195 4613 .130 
SPR 184 .146 3621 .102 

I 

PPR 226 .179 3809 .107 1, 

CSM 136 .108 2550 . 072 
HF 122 . 097 2040 . 058 
:Vffi 167 .133 2737 . 077 
ACW 349 . 276 5612 .158 
FVE 150 .119 2805 . 079 
CTP 171 .136 3456 . 097 
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students . Because of the great difference in size of samples no attem}=1t 

was made to compare them statistically. 

But the table reveals that the Negro students had a higher propor

tion of problems, both major and minor , in every area, although not 

was applied. 

It appears that the problems of Negro students constitute a fertile 

field for further research . The writer suggests adninistration of the 

Mooney .2roblem Check List to as r.iany Negro students in the University as 

can be persuaded to participate and to a natched sar.i.ple of white students 

to be used as a control group . Matching should be relative to sex, 

college class , marital status, and perhaps age in a general Tray. 

Answers to Questions 

The remaining data to be presented are derived from ans-·rers to 

questions on the back of the check list forms . 

Questions 1, 3, and 4 called for ttYesn and 11 No 11 ansvers . These 

are tabulated in Table XLV . 

About 85 per cent of the participants thought the check list gave a 

well-rounded picture of their problems, 10 per cent replied in the nega

tive, and 5 per cent, -v;ho gave no ans-rrnr , probably were uncertain. 

In the space for comments the one specific criticism made repeat

edly is that the problems of married students are not very well covered. 
' 

"Being a married man it touched on those problems too briefly,n is typical . 

About 82 per cent considered filling out the check list worth doing; 

11 per cent thought it was not worth doing , and 7 per c ent gave no answer . 

The great majority of the comments following this question were not only 

favorable but very enthusiastic . 

A few comments, typical of filany others, folloY~ 
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TABLE XLV 

"Yes" and 11 1 o" Ansvvers to Questions on Mooney Forms 

1. Do you feel that the items y ou have :narked on the l ist give a 
well- rounded picture of your problems? 

Males 
Females 
Total 

Yes 
84.3% 
85 .3 
84. 7 

ro 
10. 0% 
10. 2 
10.1 

No Answer 
5. 7% 
4.5 
5. 2 

3. ·Vhether you have or have not enjoyed filling out the list , do 
you t hink it has been worth doing? 

Hales 
Fe:nales 
Total 

Yes 
79 . 4% 
85 .6 
81.6 

No 
12 . 9;& 

8. 0 
11.2 

No AnsTrer 
7. 6% 
6.L. 
7. 2 

4. If the opportunity were offered, Tmuld you like to talk over any 
of these problems with someone on the college staff? 

Males 
Females 
Total 

Yes 
54. 7,J 
49. 2 
52 . 7 

No 
36 . 6% 
38 .8 
37 . ~. 

No Answer 
8. 7% 

12 .1 
9. 9 

If so , do you lmoYT t h e particular person ( s) tl th whom you would like 
to have thes e talks? ( Percentages are based on those ans1Tering "Yes 11 to 
preceding cuestion . ) 

Males 
Females 
Total 

YeH 
18.3% 
17 . 8 
18 .1 

No 
70.1% 
74.0 
71.4 

1 o Answer 
11 . 6% 
8. 2 

10 .4 
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nrt gave me a chance to 'let off steam ' and relax with perfect con
fidence of its secrecy. I feel better fol" it . 11 

11Made ne think hard, to look at myself . 11 

"I feel as if I have told someone , and it tak:es a lot of pressure 
off my mind. n 

11 It n ight give the staff an idea of hovr to improve the cam1-us . 11 

11 It is wonderful that the students vh o have troubles have the oppor
tunity to discuss them with someone vlho could possibly help them. n 

"I like to think that rry instructors and the whole University is 
interested in my ·problems and the pro bl eras of I:J.Y fello-vi students . 11 

"It may give the school some insight into what students want from 
their instructors and from .the school . 11 

11 I realize I have fewer problems than I thought . " 

11 This gives students a place to take their problems to get something 
done about the!il . rr 

11 I really don't see the value of this unless it is used for some par
ticular pur pose, such as a more extensive counseling program." 

The problem of the University doing ro mething about the problems 
checked in this study was expressed over and over again, optimistically 
by sone , pessimistically by others . 

A fe11 of the optimistic comments follow: 

11My answers may add to the cross-section of student opinion which 
may lead to such campus improvements as adequate guidance. 11 

11 If it 1rill help to establish a better feeling or something on this 
campus I don ' t mind helping in the survey. This canpus does need some
t hing along this line to benefit the students . 11 

11 I hope V. U. is influenced by the reaction of its students to the 
problem of school spirit. I hope that counselors find out that t heir 
counseling is too partisan tovrard their 011m fields . 11 

11 It is possible that this could be helpful i n the University. Prob
lems at school are a poor adviser and teachers ' indifference to students . 
Also lack of school spirit that usually is associated with coll ege life . 11 

"If followed, it should provide better counseling to freshman students 
entering colle e as to aims , desires and expectancy in relation to the 
fields of study offered. 11 

"There are many other people like me and maybe some educational course 
could be offered to correct troubles with voc abulary, reading and spelling ." 
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In a more pessimistic vein are ·these : 

11 The questions seem to be typical of many problems , but I don ' t 
really believe that anything ·rill be done about them, particularly teachers 
and courses.n 

11 I have a feeling that this report -r.i.11 not correct any wrongs in 
this University, thus giving me a feeling of uselessness and vrishful 
thinking in making this out ." 

"It i s a relief to get a few things said even though I ' m reasonably 
sure nothing vri.11 come of it . n 

11Usually tests such as these just go into the files as statistics 
and no one ever does anything about the proble..rns . 11 

In answer to the question, 11 If the opportunity were offered, would 

you like to talk over any of these problems 1vith someone on the college 

staff?" about .53 per cent replied "Yes, 11 37 per cent 11 Po, 11 and 10 per cent 

did not anmTer . 

Question 2 on the check list form (not tabulated) requested the stu

dent to write a surrm ary of his problems. The great variety of problems, 

many of them serious , is indicated by the problem summaries the students 

wrote . 

In an effort to present a representat i ve picture of student problems 

every tenth sUJT1mary vras selected . Since the ans-i:ver sheets had previously 

been grouped by class and sex the select::_on was made from this arrange

ment , thus giving a stratified sample . Additional summaries arbitrarily 

selected by the writer appear in the ppendix. 

But the suirJJT1aries presGnted here are a random selection of every 

tenth summary . The letter r preceding a summary indicates it was written 

by a female, and!! by a nale . 
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Every Tenth Student Sur.unary of Problems 

! - -I have never been given :1ny responsibility nor have I ever needed 
to -work. Hy fanily is too concerned vith :rey life and try to guide my 
everr-J :nove . 

M- - BlanJ<: 

M- -Hy m_ost difficult problem is getting dates . Even though it don 1t 
bother me if I don ' t have a date I would like to make acquaintances with 
opposite sex. Family is bad off when it cor.J.es to .oney. I furnish all 
my money and therefore a:o. not able to have things I lil e Ver'iJ much. 

H--They are not affecting me at the present time . They are novf of 
slight L~portance . 

F--My only problem that I have can be eliminated by ch2.nging study 
habits , which I am learning to do . I live a very happy and vrhat I would 
call a well rounded life . I am trying very hard to improve my study habits , 
which I think viill solve several of the problems Yvhich I underlined. 

F--I 'm mrking nights and going to school. All time for recreat~on 
taken up . Parents need a good part of my income--so must keep working . 
Would like to travel , but hate to quit job, as I have risen in it quite 
rapidly . At least one teacher discouraged me on my ability to get job . 

F- -I feel that I could solve most of JP.Y problems if I would try hard 
enough. 

F- -My chief problems consist of trouble vrith my religion, being too 
self- centered, not studying hard enough, worrying about ever getting 
married and not being honest Yrith myself and others . 

F- -1. Financial . Uy fanily has always been financially bad off and, 
theref ore , I have to pay my o-wn vray through college . This means t hat I 
have to work at least four hours a day besides attending clcs ses and 
studying . 

2. Too little time for doing the things I r ant to do . This includes 
reading, i.:vri t l ng ( crec ti vely) , listening to music , and painting; all of 
these things and others I would like to do but haven ' t the time or money. 

J . Too little social life- -my parents are quite anti- social and, 
therefore , I have not developed socially as I should hcve . I lack self
confidence in social situations . 

F- -My biggest and nost worried- about problem right novr is my financial 
standing . Supporting myself and putting myself through college can become 
a problem within itself. Secondly, I feel I should be dating , at least a 
little , that I might have a more rounded social life . As for my vocation 
proble:c.s , they do not vmrry me very much for I know that God is standing 
-virith me as I nark toward my goal in life . 

F--I ' r.i just not sure of myself . Jzy- friends , and not my parents , are 
the only ones who encourage me . I guess you ' d call it lack of self- confi
dence . 
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F--I haven •t settled dmm enough to prepare :m;yself f or rrry profes
s i on . Perhaps it ' s just the excitement of college . Also I can ' t decide 
if I 'm i n love; I want to believe I am, but that takes time and I ' m too 
i mpatient. When this i s straightened out I 'm sure I won't be cuite so 
emotional. 

F--I alrrays worry about Daddy because he has heart attacks , and 1 e 
expect them all the time . I want to decide about a career , but I don't 
know what I could do for sure . We never seem to be able to have enough 
money at home if a crisis s hould come up . I want to know more about 
religion and have a definite philosophy. 

F--Blank 

F--vanting to do something intellectually and mater i ally satis~Jing 
in lif e witnout being sure exactly what . 

F--I seldom vrorry about problems . I believe in predestination. 
Vorrying wastes valuable time and energy--if something worries you, forget 
it . Things alvrays take care of themselves; otherwise use common sense 
and then forget it . 

M--1 . Sometimes I feel sleepy in classes due to l ack of sleep . 2 . 
Vondering about my future : (a) occupation; (b) marri ge . 

M--Nervousness--I don ' t seem to be able to sit in a class completely 
relaxed. I am getting low grades not because I am du_mb , but becaus e I 
can ' t get t horoughly interested in my school work . I am almost dependent 
on my parents , and I am old enough I should be on my own. Although my 
parents don't mind, it bothers i1e. The science classes I have taken 
seem to be too large, because it is so noisy and hard to take part in 
class discussion. Being forced to take courses I don't like . I cannot 
get interested in something I don 't like . 

M--That ' s too difficult . 

M-- viy chief problem is that I get irritated with the way people 
(including myself ) do t hings in all phases of life . I don 't mean do 
t hings vrrong, but just do t hings . I also think of too many worthless 
t hings, Tiasting valuable time. 

M--Finding how to study. Feeli ng more like I am in a high school 
than in college . 

M--My chief problems are based on my lack of contact socially with 
people . I believe. that these problems will work out themselves and i f 
I didn ' t think this I would certainly be doing something about it. 

] : - A mistake that was made and now can't be corrected and hurt my 
first year of school. 

M--I don 1t believe I have many problems . I do believe, hovvever , ri:y 
feelings are eas j_ly hurt . 
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M--Because I did not decide on my vocation until this school yea:r 
was well underway , I am not taking the courses that will help me in my 
vocat ion. The curses I do take seem boring because I don't feel they 
will help me . 1'11y job also takes a good deal of nw time . Like most 
other men I have female trouble also . 

M- -Lacking enough money t o quit working , I have no time to do many 
t hings I Tmuld like to do. 

M--N.ty chief problems are : (1) The vrorld and religion, or I should say 
the l ack of religion; (2) being engaged, then breaking up, and my still 
loving the girl . 

M--(1) My girl got married . (2) I 1m broke . (3) I 1m 2500 miles from 
home. 

M--I have but one chief problem. That problem is that I vrant to go 
into the army and make it my ca:reer, but not sure of acceptance on account 
of one bad eye . Also , I would like to go through colle ge before going 
into the army, but world conditions seem to dim this hope . 

M--I am an engineering student ; therefore , most of rrw classes are 
compo sed of boys . I hardly ever meet girls I really like . Also I find 
it h2.rd to buckle dovm to college work; therefore, I am not doing nw 
best work . 

M- -Being too shy. Lack of self- confidence at certain times . Feel 
that people are watching me when I enter a room or le*ve one. 

M--I don 1t have many problems, except for the fact t hat I 1m a little 
sloYr in getting back into the swing of school. I do wish, however, that 
I had some training in taking note s , since most of my courses consist of 
lectures . Also I 1vish I were able to type . This would be most helpful 
in writing themes and terr.i papers . 

M--Too little money for everything concerned (social , school , clothes , 
food) . Not serious enough . Wanting too much . 

1[-- :My problem is in being able to study and the feeling of not 
accomplishing much . 

M--I am just a trifle shy about making ne-vr acquaintances . Suffering 
from a sli,ht inferiority complex. 

M--Blank 

£11--Blank 

}--They are rather normal problams of people in my age group and 
surroundings . 

M--My chief problems are of a financial nature , but I believe t hey 
will vrork themselves out in tine . I don 1t worry cyself sick over them. 

M--Blank 
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M--High school education inadequate due to the fact I went into the 
service before I finished . Going to school on the G. I . bill has caused 
me to go deep into debt bec ause i t takes so long for goverrnnent checks 
to arrive . Feet are in bad shape due to incurable jungle rot . 

}}_--Hy problems are mostly social. Ii ot being able to get acquainted 
with other persons is the biggest problem. 

1--I have very few· . 

M--Not too important to anyone except myself . 

M--Only 2h hrs . in a day . 

M--I vmuld say thd my chief problems concern my relationships vrith 
other people in not knowing what to say, etc. 

M--I do not have many problems which I cannot work out . My problem 
now is making my grades and getting a girl friend . 

F--I believe my chief problems are financial problems . I am a vet 
and I am having some trouble getting along on the money provided by the 
government . 

M- -I feel that college moves too slow and is hindering my progress . 

M- Am verJ self-conscious , too argumentative and at times extremely 
nasty . Have trouble getting dates , fear lack of something in personality. 

M;;.;-- 1{.ry chief problems are those concerning studies and study habits . 
These , I think, may be corrected in the futur e . 

M-- Blank 

U--My chief' problems seem to be lack of sleep , taking things too ser
iously, trouble vrith studying, and I need to know more about marriage . 
I think I can vrork these Rroblems out very easy if I try and have a little 
outside help . I want to know more about the things I set out as being 
problems of most concern. I want to work them out if at all possible . 

M--I 'm in lov e with a girl and want to r.iarry her . But being many 
miles away we don 't see each other . Religion stands in a t oo big part of 
our lives . 

M--Blank 

M--Too many responsibilities outside of school to make a success of 
school. Instructors seem to move along too fast vlith discussions . Can ' t 
seen to grasp things f ast enough. 

M-- foney. 

M- -Not being able to dance well and, therefore , avoiding social 
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affairs . 

M--I never completed H. S. making little background for col:Lege 
work . As a result must work harder than average, ·which leaves little 
time for recreation. 

M- Blank 

M- -I come from a small school where you lmow everyone and everyone 
knows you. Therefore , it is hard for me to get acquainted here . I don ' t 
feel th t I am fully prepared for college courses . 

L- - lfant something new and different . A change of surroundin0 s . 

!:--Problems , I think, are tenporary. I've heard that all college 
freshmen have it rough the first semester. I made good grades in h . s . 
and I have built up a resent . ent against the teachers who gave then to 
me so easily. Also aga ·_nst the home tovm school system whi ch did not 
offer some subjects I needed. 

:M--Blank 

1- I do not have enough interest in anything I do , I don ' t care 
about anything . 

M--Fo concerning proble:o.s . 

1--Blank 

11- -l.y chief proble:n.s are finances , having faith in myself, and 
picking a voc ation after I finish school . 

F- -Too much home life and t oo little social life. 

F--My chief problem is the ·worry about my future , with all its 
implications of vocation, marriage, children, incompatibility, self
expression and religious differences . 

M--Lacking a feeling of self-confidence or motive for the future . 

M-- forking too many hours to go to school . 

M--Need a definite goal . Need broadening culturally . Ieed self
confidence . Need knowledge about the Big Questions . 

F--My main problem is the problem of marriage . I can 1t seem to make 
up my mind whether it I s the definite step I should take . Having dis
cussed this problem with my parents , I believe time vrill effect my answer 
more than any element ~ 

F- -My chief problem is budgeting my time so I can get everything 
accomplished because it is easy for me to be happy unless I get bogged 
dawn. When I 1m happy all other problems disappear . I do feel a need 
for more religious experience because fo r a while I al.-rnost lost my faith 
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and noi:r I ' m getting a firmer hold, but I want more actual spiritual 
strength. I was miserable when I thought I was agnostic and I don 1 t 
ever vrant to go through that again. I used to be bothe;red by dreams , 
but novr I just overlook them. 

F--My chief problems could be sur:unarized by 
1. Curriculum difficulties and how to use my knowledge out of school. 
2. The fact I 1n an only child--afraid I 1m too self-centered and 

need to get away from home . It 1 s a hap:py one , but I feel too dependent 
on my parents . 

3. Sex-afraid in some senses . 

F--Blank 

F--I just wonder if I'll ever get married before I am too old . 

M- -Having too many outside interests , paper , annual , band, etc ., 
to devote proper amount of time to study. I tend to put studying off 
till last minute . 

M--Circle of friends too limited. Overshadowed by a smarter brother . 
Mother and Dad expect me to keep up with him. lJothing 11 different n to 
do for entertainment . Not being able to make friends and be friendly 
with classmates . 

M--My chief problem is vrorrying about the future , whether I111 be 
able to make a succ ess of it, and being able to support my vrife and 
children vtlth the best means possible . · 

M--Worrying too nuch about school and the army. 

M--Lack of interest in school and not knowing ·what work I would like 
to go into after graduating from college. 

M--Blank 

M--I am afraid that my handicap will keep me out of the occupation 
or occupations of my choice . 

F--I think I probably could work Y.J.ost of rny problems out for myself . 

F--I don 1t t hink before I say anything . I sometimes worr-J about 
unimportant things . Am a little worried about the correct age for get-
ting married. 

F-- I really do not have very many problems , 11other handles things 
very nice , I can honestly say I consider rrvself very lucky a.-nd happy 
to have such a wonderful fa~ily who understand and help me. The really 
only unhappy thing about home is my brother and I argue about sorority 
and fraternity coalitions , which at the present time bothers me tremend-
ously. 

F--I feel that I worry too much about what people think of me . 
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F--I lack self-confidence and let people tell me what to do . 

F- -dy biggest problem perhaps is because I am separated from my 
fa~ily and no longer have the love for my mother as it was in childhood. 
I have another one ·whose interest and love have helped me a great deal . 
But I feel injustice to them because of the financial support they are 
giving ,_e . I do not want to be a living parasite as I feel today, but 
want to be independent and self- supporting . 

F--I am very dissatisfied with this school and its lack of school 
spirit . I don ' t like some of my classes and can ' t seem to find them 
interesting. 

F- 1:Jy biggest trouble is worrying too much about my studies and 
also because I would 1·ke to date more but h2ven 1t met anyone I particu
larly like . 

F--lJiy chief problems are all tied in pretty well together . They 
all show that I am not mature enough to look at problems of my ovm with 
an open :oind. 

F--l'iy chief problem is trying to keep up my s chool work and job and 
still have some free time . 

F--Chief problem is one of time-- for meeting all my scheduled 
commitments (work, school , home work, sleep and still get some recreation) . 

F-I1m engaged and I vrant to get married. My boy friend thinks it 
would be better to -rvai t a year or tuo until we have more money . I 
disagree . I -r.rant to get married now. 

My chief problem is having confidence in myself. I have a lot of 
stuff in my head that I can 1t do something when I really can if I would 
have more confidence . 

F--I feel like I 1!Il not helping my mother enough at home . 

F--Tu1y chief problem is that I don ' t knovr how· to talk easily with a 
person. I don' t have very many dates . It ::s hard for me to maJce nevr 
friends . 

F- My problems are mainly those based on a lack of self-confidence 
and not being free from vreig-hing every ·word, every action in terms of 
vrhat others think. This has improved ·quite a bit, still is with :me . If 
I could concentrate better on what is at hand, this and also getting my 
lessons and improving my lind -,rould not be such problems: 

F-- My chief problem is summed up in question 25--inability to relax. 
This is caused, I think, from doing too much. I carry usually 16 hrs . 
in school , work part of the afternoon , belong to a sorority and several 
other or a_nizations on the campus , date steadily and am generally kept 
busy nost of the time . When I do have a free minute I can ' t seem to 
relax. I worry about things I have to get done--responsibility worries 
r1.e . lzy- social life is well rounded and I am happy and content , as a 
rule . I do find it a little difficult to make neTv friends 311d I have 
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the feelin that I am.-very hard to get to lmow. I am shy around 
strangers . 

M--More knowled e and experience on how to have pleasing personal
ity to a group of people . 

M--My chief problems c an be solved by self-application. 

U--11y chief problem is lack of self- confidence to bet a job done . 
I think I am inferior to others in certain fields , etc . Then I worry 
about too nany uninportant things and take them too seriously. I get 
in moods too e~sy and my jealousy loses . any girls I have liked very 
Y:fell . 

M--Niy chief worries are about rrry grades and r:iilitary status . I 
have to get good grades to remain in school for one more year so that 
I can finish school . 

f t--Blank 

M--Unless I vrin a scholarship I may not be able to attend • U. 
next fall . If I do I will only be able to carry a small number of hrs . 
instead of a full load. I will h2ve to stay in school that much longer 
vmen otherwise I could be practicing my profession. Since I work part 
ti.'Yle I have to pay my ex enses from v-hat I earn . I earn approximately 
$15 a week and have to pay $5 a week room rent . The other $10 h2s to 
pay my board, incidentals , recreation. I think that wages could be 
raised at least another dime . I an a student janitor and now earn 75 
cents an hour . Out of this $60 a month I have to save $20 a month 
in order to obtain funds for future schooling . 

F--I don ' t have too many problems , but one nhich does bother me is 
my parents ' lack of understanding of my Christian life and its i..mportance 
to me . It is very difficult to explain and talk to them about my 
experiences as a Christian, for they consider it much less important 
than I . 

F--1'.zy- chief problems are being lonely, the feeling of not being 
liked by everybody, and being extremely nervous Tvhen I r ead. These prob
lems , honever, I so not allow to bother me at all times . 

F- -My chief problens are ·worrying too much about my exams and not 
being able to ~ake as good grades because of it . 

F-- I'm overweight , which troubles me a good deal. I feel I could 
have a better time and be more popular if I would get over rrry self
conscious feeling and my inferiority complex. I am a very moody person 
and very ·mpat ient to get started on TIDJ career. I feel I have found my 
life work, but cannot be sure . 

M- -Lack of money, not as much dating as I feel I should . 
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M- -I have an earnest desire to go out of tmm to receive an educa
tion due to lack of a proper pl~ ce t o study at home and lack of adequate 
i nstruction at the uni versity. This ., hoYvever ., is im~ossible because of 
my financial situation. 

M- - :Most of the r.:.a jor ones ., such as math ., I could probably account 
to myself in the yrs . past . Floundered around too much. 

M- -The government is slow with it s financial aid., and it i s neces
sary for r:ie to get on my ovm feet . 

F- -Generally speaking, my problems hinge on health . If I can con
quer my blood disease then I inagine my soci al obligations will not 
seem so heavy. As for the love life situation, time will take care of 
that , I suppose . 

F- -Blank 

F--Problem of getting along with people in a Yray in which I feel 
secure and t hey don ' t resent . Recently became engaged; so the marriage 
problem and the future are very ii"Tlportant to me . 



VI. cm CLUSIO rs 

Conclusions reached through this study are as follows : 

1 . (a) Since the frequency of minor problems more than doubled the 

frequency of :najor problems in each area, it clearly folloYrs that a 

considerably greater nmnber of minor than najor problems can be ex

pected. 

(b) A degree of direct relationship between major problem frequen

cies for the 11 areas and minor problem freauencies for those same 

areas is predictable for similar college groups , since in this study 

men students sl1 owed a rho coefficient of • 7 8, signific nt at the • 01 

level, and women students a r ho coefficient of . 61, significant at t he 

. OS level . 

2 . (a) The only significant difference bet-vreen males and females 

in problem area frequencies is in major problems in the area of Person

al-Psychological Relations vlhere the difference is significant at the 

.OS level . Higher male- female correlation for minor problem area 

frequencies than for major problem area frequencies is predictable for 

simil ar groups . This conclusion is based on the rank order male-female 

correlation of major problem fre uencies for areas , ~~th its non

signific :mt rho coefficient of • h9, and on a similar .nale-f emale corre

lation of ::unor problen freauenc i es .r>or areas , vnth i ts r ho coefficient 

of . 85, signific~nt at the . 01 level . 

(b) The male students had their highest major problem frequency in 

the area of Adjustment to College ork with a proportion of . 071 , their 

next highest in Social and Recreational Act~vities (.Oh2), and their 

lovrest in Home and Fa."'D.ily ( . 017) . The female students had their hio-hest 

major problem area frequency in Personal- Psychological Relat i ons ( .958) , 
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next highest in Adjustment to College ~ork (.054) , and their lowest in 

Curriculum and Teaching Procedure (. 019 ). 

3. (a) Health and Physical Developnent- -Questions re~arding f atigue 

appear to be of major concern to male and female alike, vl1ile cultur

ally- bound sex standards account for regard f or physic2..l appearances . 

(b) Finances , Living Conditions and Er.iployment--It appears that 

self- supporting n en students nd self- supportinb ~vor.1en students h ve 

rather similccr problems , and it seems probable that the higher nale 

frequencies on serious financial problems !Ila.Y be explained by a greater 

nu.~ber of self- supporting males than females . 

(c) Social and Recreational Activities--Sex differences in this 

area seem to point to an apparent need of many men students to have 

greater participation in social and recreational activities and an 

apparent need of many women students to draw away from the crowd long 

enough to realize their individuality. "Wanting very much to tr vel,u 

popular as a major problem for both sexes , atta:ned its highest frequen

cies among groups that filled out check lists shortly before summer 

vacat · on, thus suggesting that for many the vd.sh to travel mi ght be 

related to summer plans . 

(d) Social- Psychological Relations-- The najor problems representing 

high sex agreement all seem related to feelings of inferiority, indicat

ing considerable insecurity in this area for both sexes . 

(e) Personal- Psychological Relations--Serious problems appear in 

this area. Concern over "Moodiness , ' having the blues 1 " -r.ras expressed 

by 44.h per cent of the ·women and 25 .3 per cent of the men . Though of 

lesser frequency, it should be a serious concern that 0. 9 per cent of 

the men and 1. 2 per cent of the women marked nso:71.etimes bothered by 
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thoughts of insanity" a najor problem, and 0 . 8 per cent of the men and 

1.2 per cent of the wonen checked "Thoughts of suicide" as a r:ajor 

problem. 

(f) Courtship, Sex and Marriage--Problems of ronantic love concern 

both sexes , but a sex difference is a tendency for nen to concern 

themselves with sex needs in the imnediate present , z;hile women give 

more thought to marriage . 

(g) Home and Far.iily--It would appear that youth 1 s quest for inde

pendence creates greater friction between daughter and parents than 

between son 2x1d parents . Love and affection are i.rnportant needs of 

both sexes . 

(h) Tu orals and Religion--There is less sex a reement in this area 

than in sane others . There is a sli ht tendency for men students to 

be more concerned with rnorals and women students ·with religion. 

(i) Adjustment to College Worl:--Items checked as m2.jor problems 

in this area po~nt to a need for help in speeding up reading and in 

learnin to study effectively . This is the area where the men students 

report the lar est number of problems . 

(j) The Future: Vocational and Educ~tional--Except for concern 

about militar"J service, expressed by 49 per cent of the men, the problens 

in this area do not appear to be excessive , but rather to sho1 a healthy 

interest in vocati onal choice . 

(k) Curriculum and Teaching Procedure-- Two of the problems of high 

frequency fo r both sexes , "Campus lacking in school spirit" and 11 Hard 

to study in living quarters" are expected to be alleviated somewhat by the 

operat : on of dorr.litories . There is a tendency for many problems in this 

area to be of major concern to men and of minor concern to 1romen . 
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4. (:1) The only significant class difference in the frequency 

with Yrhich major or mnor pro bl ems are checked by individuals in a given 

area occurs in the a::-ea of Curriculum and Teaching Procedure 'fhere end

of-year freshmen have a greater freauency than beginning- of- year 

freshnen, with a difference significant on the . 02 level. The chief 

conclusion dr21vn from graphic presentation of average frequencies by 

class standing fo r each area is that inconsistency ~s the rule . 

(b) No significant differences were found in a comparison of 

students of col1e ge parentage with students of non- college parentage, 

on the basis of problem freauencies . 

(c) 1 vithin the limited number of Negroes used there seems to be 

indicati on that Jegroes have a greater number of problems i n each area. 

· .5 . (a) The majority of the students partici ating in this study 

considered that the Mooney Problem Check List gave a well- rounded 

picture of their problems . The chief cri t i cism vras that it does not 

cover problems of married s t udents sufficiently. 

(b) The need for counseling is consider2.ble , since 53 per cent of 

the student s participati ng indicated they nould like to t alk over 

their problems with someone on the college staff. 



VII . SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

Need for further research has been mentioned at various points in 

this study. A list of the problems which the Y.rri ter wishes to sug est 

for further res earch follows: 

1 . What are the problems of Negro students and hovr do they differ 

from the problems of white students? The writer sug ests administration 

of the Mooney Problem Check List to as many Negro students in the Uni

versity as can be persuaded to participate, and to a matched s ample of 

white students to be used as a control group . Matching should be rela

tive to sex, college class , marital status , and perhaps age in a general 

way. 

2. 'fu.at is the effect upon a student I s academic work, and ul-'on his 

problems in general , of employment sufficient to support him or to 

provide the major part of support for a fanily? 

3. Why do men students have a considerably higher major problem 

'frequency than women in the area of Adjustment to College V ork, and why 

are the problems of inadequate academic background particularly promi

nent £'or men? Some variables that would need consideration are suggested 

in Chapter IV . 

4. How· do .Jtudents who quit school compare with students continu

ing in school in regard to number and type of problems while in school? 

S. What is the opportunity for male students (not necessarily ath

letes, but nen seeking recreation) to participate in sports? If it 

should be found that lack of time because of employment or other respon

sibilities is virtually the only factor in keeping men out of sports 

there would be no pur pose in carrying the study further . 
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6. Why do young Yromen have more problems of friction with p2.rents 

than you..~g men have in the effort to attain adult independence? 

7. How does 11moodiness , 'having the blues' 11 relate to a number of 

variables including fatigue and l ack of sleep? 

8. Since it is hoped that the improved counseling procedures and 

the operation of dormitories will alleviate or eliminate a number of 

the problems reported in this study, a re-check with the Mooney Problem 

Check List near the end of the 1953-1954 school year for comparison 

with this study would be useful . 
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APPENDIX 

Additional Problem Summaries and Connnents by Students~} 

M--Parents seem to still want to make all my decisions for me . They 
let me say 1•mat I vrant to do and if it doesn I t a ree with them they veto 
it and every time I try to discuss it all t h ey will say is that I am still 
living in their family and as long as I do so I will do as they say. 

M--My parents tell me my problems are only imaginary, but I believe 
different . I become worr ied about little matters easily, as well as big 
ones . Makin:-, and keeping friends and a srrell personality are among the 
top ones wanted . 

M--I can 1t decide whether I want to be an accountant or a football 
coach . 

M--Tuiy girl friend and I have been brought up to different social 
standards . She tends to adopt my higher standards and her parents resent 
it . They treat me as a heathen and make things unhappy for both families . 
My parents do not accept the girl on account of her folks . 

M- Wondering how long it'll be before some idiot driver slams into 
my $4, 000 custom car . I ' ve put too damn much money into it to be gble 
to afford someone else's stu~id mistakes . 

--I want to go to colle e because my parents want me to and I don't 
want to hurt them. But I would rather enter the armed forces now and 
get it over with because now it looks like I'm going to have to go some
time anyhow. 

:M--I want to get married but family says no . l\f financial problems 
are a worry, but have a chance of straightening out . Mostly my family 
relations are a worry to me . My father drinks to excess and neither he 
or I like each other . I think this has been worth the ti~e and I hope 
the results are what I expect; namely getting some advice from someone 
who can help . 

M--I have too many roommates . They are always doing something dis
tracting and are very annoying sometime s. 

M--My chief problem is being unable to stay out late enough at 
ni ht after gar.ies and such . Usually after a gaYJ.e we take our dates to 
nightclubs and my de ( dline on Friday and Saturday i _s 12 . -i'fe usually 
arrive at dance at 10:Li.5 . So I am the first one to leave . Tuy parents 
are probably right, but it is pretty rough to take . 

~}Some of these su..rnm.aries and comments were repeated many times with 
slight variation. The effort here was to include variety rather than to 
show the frequency of similar pro bl ems . There are many more ·which could 
not be included. 



M-I would like to be more of a leader . I would also like to have 
a better personality. 

M-- (1) Lack of time- -I work a 4.8-hour week in addit i on to college; 
(2) lack of money; (3) I have never had a date . 

M- -I 'm afraid of girls . Yet I want to have a gi rl friend . I ' m 
afraid, in fact, to try anything for fear of failure . Bow can I force 
myself to change? 

M- Biggest problem is my girl friend ' s folks . She is Catholic and 
I a~ not . They don ' t dislike me , but do not want us to go steady . If 
she rere a little older and I could afford it we probably would get 
married and I would assume her religion. I ' m looking forward to talking 
this over with someone . 

F--I feel by filling this out , maybe l ater I can counsel with someone 
in the strictest of confidence , for many of my problems I do not feel in 
sharing -vd. th anyone else . I am not real certain that my problems are 
of great concern to anyone else; so I run afraid they might not be kept 
in confi dence . 

F- - ••. People can often mark frankly their feelings on sheets 
when t hey can ' t talk about them. 

F--I want to get married soon and my parents object . I don ' t want 
to finish college and my parents want me t o. All I want is to do some
thing for myself without their advice, such as picking my own husband. 
I know I am young, but I don I t feel that I aJ!l. not fit for marriage . My 
future hu:s:band is Tmll established and has a good income. Everything is 
in our favor but my parents . They want me to do everything their vray 
and if I do not t hey ·iaill be hurt and I don ' t r ant it that vray . 

F--Very lonely and depressed. Worried because of ill health . I 
haven I t found anyone -vm.o meets vvi th my approval. I am revolted at the 
behavior of my fellow students . I have met one instructor vrho meets and 
seems to take an interest in me . 

F- -1, ost college students have problems that are more everyday prob
lems rather than religious or sexual problems . Such things as eating the 
same meals eveI'iJ day . 

F- -Have not found the staf~ to be particularly helpful or able to 
help a foreign (English) student-- they (the staff) lack the necessary 
experience for it . 

F--I have only one real problem and that is not being able to invite 
my fri ends to my home . 

F-- . • • some days you feel a certain vray and other days this par
t i cular problem nay not bother you at all .· 
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F-- ••• am finding it difficult in getting to know· many boys . I 
do not have any trouble with girls . Probably my main problem is the fact 
that I an slightly overweight and I feel eA'tremel y self - conscious about 
it . 

F--I have too little money to get thru school comfortably and a~ 
tired all the time . I get easily discour~ ed too , mainly because it is 
the first time I have not l ived at home . 

F- -I have been looked down since I was a baby. Wiy father wanted a 
boy and got a girl. I stuttered till I was 5 and didn 't talk till 3 years 
of age . I fight constantly with my father , often run away from ho~e . 
Wish I could move out for a y ear and come back to start lif e anew. All 
I vrant is loye and understanding f r o--:: my Dad. lso I don I t give a darn 
about school. It I s just a way to get out of the house . 

F-- For the past few months I have b een very depressed and tired. I 
feel the University is very unfair in its politics and my feelings get 
hurt too easily. I fe el that I must be lacking something because I never 
get any honors . 

F~ Want to pass all my courses . Don ' t want to come to college any 
more--want to be a full- time 1rife . Afraid Husband will get drafted right 
awQy . Want our marriage to be very happy . 

M-- My chi ef problems are those concerned with my military status, 
whether I ' ll get drafted or not . Another major problem is how to effect
ively get my studies done . 

M- -They are centered mainly around an unattractive physical appear
ance, l ack of ambition for leader ship, and an inadequate social l i fe . 

M--It has helped bring out in the open some of my ovm problems that 
I have been avoiding too long . Now I am face to face with t hese problems . 

M--My chief problems are lack of finances due to only part- time vrork
ing condi tions; i mproper study habits and lack of tiRe to study; the 
seeI:iingly unrelated group of courses which "feed the mind11 but don ' t help 
one in his chosen field; lack of a definite goal in life; and a feeling 
that perhaps the world is passing me "b-J while I 1m struggl i ng through 9 
years of medicine . I thi nk I' m in the vrrong field . 

M- -Some school books here seem very hard to understand . Courses 
requiring a good basic understanding for further work should at least 
explain material Trell enough to be understood. A student poll on t he 
books used could be taken and if students do not understand books well 
enough new ones could be tried. (chenistry) 

M--Perhaps the feeling of nervousness is my chief problem, although 
I do not appear to most people as being t he nervous t ype . Tever theless , 
I am bothered by a certain nervous habit in my speech . I love to speak, 
and am now er.1ployed by one of the local radio stati ons . As a child, I 
had a stut teri ng habit, which I have almost entirely overcome , but at t imes 
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certain i..-rtllibitions of fear ag in come to me . This is in my mind, largely, 
and is not really a speech handicap . 

M--All of my problems are of living my life to suit God . Only by 
faith and work can they be properly solved. If vre would let him run our 
aff irs we wouldn't be in the mess we are in today. This is natural 
because his (God's) most foolish thoughts are far wiser than the smartest 
man that ever lived. 

M- I think this is a very worthwhile exam and think it should be 
taken at all colleges . Furthermore, I hope it isn ' t a study to see what 
problems the students have and never have any reaction to it . 

M- -I feel very unsure of everything and myself too . It seems like 
anymore you.have a choice of going to colle e or going into the army. 
Since I'm tired of college and do not exactly relish the idea of being 
a soldier, there isn't too much else to do . 

M- - Iy relationship Tri th God and disciplining nzy-self 2.s I should. I 
worr-J about finding my mate . I ' m not patient enough to ait and let 
nature work it out . I think a lot on sex a..YJ.d the thoughts disturb me . 

M- -This test is fair enough for single students but does not cover 
problems of married students . 

M--My chief problems are from living alone and working a full shift 
and tr-Jing to keep up my school work . 

M--Thinking too much about sex. Find it difficult to concentrate for 
this rea.son. 

F- -I do not care for college, but it is my folks I desire that I 
attend. This seTi ester I have not made good grades, and my folks vrill not 
be happy . They are going to have to realize I do not like college. 

F-- Some of my classes are dull . The subject matter is interesting, 
but the instructor makes it dull . 

F- -My opinion and rrzy- mother ' s opinion on the religion of the boy I 
want to marry bother me . Will marriage between two faiths work? I have 
very ·little self- confidence . · 

F-- I dislike my father too much . Sometimes I can tolerate him or 
think he is sweet , but most of the time I find myself hating him and his 
teasing, superior attitude . He is unreasonable and very immature . My 
mother is immature, but like a friend to me sometimes . I love my parents 
but have no respect for them . I have never been h ~ppy at home . ff:! sister 
and I hate our home life. We remember childhood experiences also . We 
can't wait to get away from home . 1e talk about our parents and fight 
with our father the rrajority of the time . Our parents believe we are try
ing to be too superior and too good for them. The trouble is I get mad 
at myself for thinking these things, because they aren ' t too unfair . 

• 
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F--At the age of 16, 17 , 18 and 19 ye2I'S these questions would have 
been arwr.rered in very much a different nanner (now 21) • • • I a.rn of the 
firm belief that radical changes have occurred in my life in the l ast 
few years . Just exactly how these changes came about I 'm not sure . It 
does not seem possible one (an introvert basically) could acquire so 
many extrovert characteristics . I had nothing to do with it . Too many 
conditional factors are the leaders . I spent r.12.ny unhappy years and 
now at last I think I have found a happy road. Someone taught me to 
think for nzy-self and do for myself . This I am most thankful for . More 
of this is ·written from what people I know well have told me than what 
I think . Oddly speaking, I believe others know me better than I know 
myself . I can stand and look into a mirror and feel that I am looking 
at a stranger. I like people intensely well and 90% of the time c an get 
along quite well rn.th all kinds . My oym hardships have taught me under
standing . 

F- -I have never be en able to make up my ovm mind . I have always 
been told what to do . 

F-- • • • I have trouble remembering things . • • I believe, hovmver, 
this forgetfulness is tenporary. It only has been noticeable the last six 
weeks . 

F--I am very lonesome and I ~rish I could get along with people so I 
could have some friends . 

F- If my parents ·would realize that I am grov'ring up and let me at 
least solve some of my ovm problems I think things would probably be dif
ferent . 

F--My chief problem is religion. I have gone to church all my life , 
but still it has no neaning . I do not have feelings of doubt , but still 
I do not feel I know God . I feel that by finding God and his will for my 
life most of rrry problems would be solved. 

M- My problems are mostly moral and spiritual . There is some doubt 
in my mind as to the truth or wisdom of several things in these fields . 

M-- Schedule prevents regular meals . Requires steady grind on tests 
for 3 or 4 hours or more consecutively. 

M--:My main pr oblem is that I wish I were living anyrrhere but at home. 

M--Dissatisfied vrith government , society and the geographic region I 
live in. 

M--Being Y,orried about having the ability to complete college , which 
is very important to me . 

M--The sc ool fails to recognize the problems of a lot of the students . 
Most veterans and a good number of students work to support family or them
selves . The age is over when parents do most of the bill footing . The 
teachers do not take into consideration this fact and give too little time 
in which to prepare your studies . Too many students are having to take 
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subjects which are of no concern to them whatsoever . As a veteran I can 
safely say that I know v-rhat I want and need out of school and t he people 
who run the school should think of this . I am at present t aking 3 
courses vmich I ·will never need and if someone would care to talk it ove:r 
I can prove IT;y statement . A ood number of other students could also . 

Not knowing how to act or talk vrith girls and in ~.ixed groups . It 
helps to know there ar e people who might be able to help me . 

M- -Seens like I can ' t seem to get in contact with people , am either 
scared or embarrassed and afraid of insulting people . 

M--That I ' ve seen some people with only 8th grade educations making 
more money than those with college . 

M--It has helped me to realize that I really do have pro bl ems and to 
point out which ones . 

M-The thing that worries me most is rrry father ' s heart condition. 
Since I live on a farm it leaves a quite heavy burden on my shoulders. 

M--Being married, it is hard to have the things we want and need. 
We want children very much but feel it would be too hard with school . 

M--I would like to make up my mind between IIDlsic and agriculture. 
Talking 1•r.i. th someone who understands both would help. 

M--I seem to get depressed over the least little thing . And I do 
wonder if I am a little off . 

U- Lack of money it takes to be part of a society such as the one 
that controls the University. 

F-- Hw-ing a poor family background has given me a lacking in certain 
ideas and manners that are found in rrzy- roommates , who came from good 
homes . I find that my set of values differs greatly from theirs . There 
is something lacking somewhere in my r.1ental makeup . 

F- -You don ' t have anything about us poor step-children. 

F--I have too little time to do things which are expected of me from 
home , school , church, sorority and boy I go ·with and whether all of them 
are necessary. If not , ·which one to cut? Also ho-vr an education, career 
and marriage can work out . 

F- -I can ' t seem to make up my mind and people can just about talk me 
into anything. 

F-- I have worried too much about college and have become nervous . 
Such things as tests keep me awal<e nights . 

F- -I am concerned greatly now by changing religions before I get mar
ried . I want to change religions; but all this takes a lot of thought , 
and I am afraid I 'm taking most of my time vvith this . 



F--My parents say they support me and they should make my decisions . 
When it comes to social affairs I 'm not allowed to go . If I do go they 
worry about me getting into trouble . 

F--I am too self-centered and worry too much about my physical appear- . 
ance- -and perhaps too much about my "ailments" (sometimes :iJnagine them as 
symptoms of diseases) . 

F- -I don't have enough time to study and when I do find time to study 
I am not able to concentrate . I feel so far my college has been a merry
go- round leaning toward the social side . I just cannot make myself study. 

F--The counseling program is too inadequate . Teachers who are coun
seling shou..ld first find out all requirements for students I majors early 
in the year. Too many let students come up missing at graduation. The 
biggest problem at ·v.u. is the pull of social activities over religious 
emphasis . I would like to combine the two , but society scorns many 
serious religious tendencies . Too much enphasis on material wealth is 
prevalent here on our campus . Am disappointed in school spirit shown. 
People are too self- centered and friendliness is almost nill 

F--If the questions had some intelligence about them it might be 
better, but these questions are very silly and have no meaning wlBtsoever . 

F- - PARENTS l 

F-- My main worry is my mother . Ever since my father died she has 
tried to hold me back as a baby as long as possible . I believe if I lived 
away from home things would be better . 

F--Perhaps my greatest problem is the fear that I will alvrays lose 
someone I love . Always before when I grew fond of a boy he Tould grow 
tired of me . I am afraid I am losing one now, as I don 1t . know ho,;.r to 
cope vri th it . The other problem is my religion. One of my parents is 
Catholic , the other Protestant . To go to one religion hurts one of my 
parents , to turn to the other hurts the other •••• I need spiritual 
guidance . 

F- This college does not offer what I want in the way of education 
(home economics depart~ent) . Therefore , I feel I must change schools . 

F- -Dominated by my parents . Wanting to try it on my own. Financial 
worries . Desire to date . 

M- -Have much dif ""icul ty getting along v.ri th people . 

1--I am very concerned about whether I should try to finish college 
or join one of the armed forces . 

M--It seems I have too few friends; I date very seldom--and I am not 
interesting to others . I would like very much to be accepted by others . 
Time and money are too fre1uently lacking to provide recreat i on, hobbies 
or socia l affairs . 



M-My chief problem is finding a girl who is willing to accept and 
live according to my religious beliefs . 

M-I am very absent- minded and it -v,10rries me a great deal. I always 
forget w"hat I vras going to do . 

!~- Deciding what vocation I want to prepare for . I cannot decide 
between music and medicine . 

M--My chief problem is spending too much time and money on a certain 
girl vmo doesn ' t care for me and even though I know it I can't quit . 

l.I- Dissatisfied with studies and social functions of school. It is 
similar to high school , no campus acti vities at all . 

Ji- A general inability to relax- -to let people really knovr me . I ' ve 
built a protective wall to prevent further-hurt or disappointment . But 
in shutting out things I don ' t ~ant I 1ve also shut out some things I want 
and need . 

M~ I 1m afraid to meet people and I don ' t have many friends . I 'm too 
self- conscious about my physical appearance and I dislike my- job very 
much . 

M--I can ' t see what a lot of my teachers are explaining. They use 
·words I ' ve never heard before and then expect me to know what they ' re 
talking about . 

M- -I love a wonderful girl. She loves me . I have to work nights and 
only see her once a week (Sunday) . I must go to K. U. next year and would 
like to take her as my wife, but am not making enough to support both of 
us . ill she or -ri_ll she not wait till I graduate in 3 or 4 years? 

M--I don ' t lmow anyone on the campus and I feel lost . I just moved 
to ichita • 

. i--Sinus trouble and weak eyes . 

M- -My hearing is probably the cause of all troubles . I j ust feel 
self- conscious with my hearing aid and can 1t hear ·without it . Think I am 
just stupid because of this . 

M--A concern about the idiotic way the school lets the social roups 
run it . 

M--Lack of discussion and individuality in classes . Class vrork moves 
too rapidly to understand thoroughly. 

/ 




